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T his thesis exam ines the polilico-econom ie and legal stiuciuivs 
surrounding the informal sector, and the effect these structures have on the 
o rgan iza tiona l p o te n t ia l  o f  workers in this sector. A case study of a 
particu lar labour force, the Temporeros, and a specific union in Chile 
com prised o f these workers. The Interenterprise Union o f  Temporary and 
Perm anent W orkers o f  Sanm Marfa, forms the core o f the thesis. This 
labour force and their Union illustrate the obstacles that such workers face 
during  the transitional process surrounding the movement toward the 
creation o f  "formal" organizations. This thesis takes into consideration the 
body  o f  lite ra ture  su rround ing  the debate  in defin ing  the inform al 
sector, and the two prevalen t schools o f  thought in the area of the 
inform al secto i, the structuralist school and the legalist school. 'I'he 
conclusions arising from the case study point to the fact that because o f the 
heterogeneous and controversial nature of the informal sector many of the 
definitions, w hen considered on their own, are too simple to explain the 
situation o f all informal sector workers, such as the Temporeros. It is 
im portant not to think o f  the informal sector solely from an econom ic 
perspective, but to also look at the position o f  the workers in this sector 
with respect to the labour legislation and regulatory institutions. In this 
sense, the principal tenet o f  the legalist school is true, but legal structures 
only have relative au tono m y , because they are influenced by the political 
economy underlying the development strategy of the country. The result is 
that a theoretical synthesis o f  the two schools o f  thought provides a 
valuable analytical framework when discussing the informal sector.
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CHAPTER 1
Organizinu  is im essential part of struggle and development.
This ihcsis initially evolved from examination o f  the concept of the 
informal sector in Latin America. Since the inauguration of the idea of 
the "informal sector" by the International Labour Office in 1972, labour 
has been largely thought o f  in term s o f  the form al sector versus the 
informal sector, especially in developing countries. This thesis will focus 
on a particular group o f  workers, Temporeros  (agricultural workers in 
Chile with tem porary contracts), w ho share  m any characteristics with 
informal sector workers, but who work within a  form al industry, the fruit 
export industry o f  Chile, l l te se  workers provide an interesting illustration 
o f the complexity of labour in developing countries.
An analysis o f the informal sector reveals that the labour force in 
developing  countries is certainly not uniform ; in fact, it  may be so 
heterogeneous that a simple binary categorization is difficult. I l i i s  thesis is 
concerned with the historical and current situation of the Temporeros and 
how they fit into this complex labour activity. Throughout informal sector 
labour literature, there are generally agreed upon characteristics which 
locate the position o f  informal sector w orkers with respect to labour 
legislation and basic labour standards. The heart of this thesis will be an 
analysis o f the extent to which certain w orkers rem ain beyond labour
' Hhatl. lüa. " I'owaiii Hiupow'cnnciU. ' World Di'velopment, Vol. 17. No. 7. 1989. p. 1062.
legislation and labour laws, and the degree to w hich this condition 
déterminés tlieir structural situation and their everyday life.
A focal point o f  our inquiry will be those workers who are to some 
extent m arginalized from, or at tim es com pletely separated from, the 
labour legislation, regulation and organization o f the country, and the 
obstacles such workers face during the transitional process surrounding the 
m ovem ent toward the creation o f "formal" organizations, such as unions. 
Such workers are in fact up against a  highly paradoxical situation because 
the obstacles which prevent them from organizing me those which can only 
be ultim ately overcom e through organizing. Through a case study of a 
particular labour union in Chile, that o f  the Temporeros, the process of the 
form ation o f  a union by the workers themselves will be examined. This 
union , El Sindicato Interempresa de Trahajadores Temporeros y 
Permanentes de Santa Maria (The Interenterprise Union of Temporary and 
Perm anent W orkers o f  Santa Maria), is made up of Temporeros who may 
be regarded as "informal labour" with respect to their position in terms of 
the rights and regulations provided by the labour legislation of the country, 
but who are now fighting to change this position.
Regarding these workers, a discussion of the obstacles which such 
workers face during the transitional process surrounding the movement 
toward the creation o f  "formal" organizations, i.e. unions, will throw light 
on the larger question o f  labour organization and the structural position of 
marginalized workers, such as those in the informal sector, in the context 
of current neoliberal policies in the Third World.
W ith respect to the central focal point o f  the thesis a number of 
themes arise which will form the analytical framework of the discussion. 
Firstly, there is the idea that the informal sector should not be referred to
solely in icrrns of the uctivities and the people which comprise it, but also 
in terms o f  its relationship to legal structures. In this sense, the informal 
sector may be thought o f  as comprising all those individuals who operate 
beyond the regulation implemented by the institutions of the State, and who 
are therefo re  sub jec t to inferior w ork  cond itions, exp lo ita tion  and 
liaiassment. Secondly, an understanding o f  the relationship between formal 
sector labour and informal sector labour is crucial because the relevance of 
any interaction between the two groups, and  the extent to w hich both 
sectors in som e way benefit each other, provides illustrations o f  their 
symbiotic relationship. Thirdly, there is the question o f  whether or not the 
overall situation facing informal sector workers, especially  their w ork 
conditions, could be potentially  im proved  through the organizational 
efibrls o f  the individual.s involved. We will see that tliis type o f  organizing 
is greatly impeded by the existing institutional structures, which actually 
encourage the sustainability and growth o f  the informal sector de facto, and 
thus the con tinued  m arg ina liza tion  o f  m any w orkers, such as the 
TemporeroSs Fourthly, according to the legalist school o f  thought it is the 
legal structures in Latin A m erica  w hich  explain the existence of the 
informal sector. Arising from this school of thought are issues associated 
with the labour legislation o f a country, and  the effects this legislation may 
have on the organizational potential facing the infonnal sector. These legal 
issues suggest an interesting point o f analysis for considering the position 
of the Temporeros  in their fight to strengthen their position through the 
formation of a union within the existing legislation. Fifthly, our case study 
shows that informal alliances can mobilize and organize themselves to work 
within the formal structural framework. Alternately, informal workers 
may be in the position to form their own labour organizations, as opposed
to attempting to work within existing labour unions. We w il l  asecMtain 
w h ic h  o f  these, and u n d e rw h a t  conditions, proves to be henet'ieial and 
successful for workers. Finally, it w ould  be helpfu l to establish a 
fram ew ork for the analysis of the informal sector labour force which 
includes the strengths and w eaknesses o f this labour in terms of its 
organizational potential. There tue existing obstacles, in terms ol their 
own internal characteristics, preventing the organization of these workers. 
Such obstacles can be illuminated by discussing the resulting pros and cons 
o f  organization for the Tem poreros  on both an individual level and a 
community level.
By addressing these themes two hypotheses will also be evaluated. 
These are ;
1. ITie informal sector cannot be considered solely from an economic 
perspective which defines it in terms o f  the activities and individuals 
involved, but rather the position of a large, m arginalized labour 
force with respect to the legal structures is also a  relevant point ol 
analysis for tlie informal sector;
2. The structuralist school o f thought and the legalist school of thought 
both formulate concepts which are important to an analysis ol the 
informal sector, and therefore neither school is sufficient on its own 
to explain this controversial sector. Rather a synthesis o f the two 
provides a more useful theoretical framework.
The informal sector itself has been the focus o f  an extensive debate 
in the development field for at least the last decade. This thesis chooses the 
informal sector as the pivotal area of research, but is specifically interested 
in the legal aspects, i.e. the labour legislation surrounding this sector, and 
how such legal conditions affect lives and jobs. Thus, the development 
issues considered in our discussion are related to a  consideration of the 
informal sector in terms o f its position regarding extant labour legislation 
within the structural context o f  neoliberal economic policies.
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The m ethodology used in this thes is  will be twofold. First, a 
literature review will be carried out to provide an analysis o f  the main 
labour issues related to the discussion. This will include a  critical 
exam ination o f the existing body o f  literature related to the history and 
definition o f  the informal sector, specifically in Latin  America. It is 
essential to establi.sh a definition which will form the point o f  departure for 
the discussion, pariicukirly in light o f the uncertainty surrounding the task 
o f classifying the informal sector concept. Attention will also be given to 
developm ent theory and the informal sector, a s  well as the schools of 
thought surrounding the debate on the informal sector in Latin America.
The core o f  the thesis will be a case study o f  The Interenterprise 
Union o f  Tem porary and Perm anent W orkers o f  Santa Marfa in Chile. 
1 his particular Union has been chosen as it is currently  experiencing 
continued formation and continued attem pts at strengthening the union 
th iough  the organizational efforts of the w orkers involved, o f legal 
advisors, and the Union’s leaders.
'Hic case study provides a brief liistorical perspective on uniotu/ation 
in Chile. I 'h is topic will be addressed to the extent that is appropriate to 
help guide the thesis, establishing an overall framework in which the Union 
formed by the Temporeros may be understood. The discussion will focus 
on the political environment affecting unionization, as well as the historical 
position of agricultural workers in the union movement, most specifically 
the Campesinos Also, a historical view of Temporeros in Chile will he 
p resented  in order to provide an understanding of who the people are 
which compose this labour force, l l i e  Union in Santa Maria was formed 
approx im ate ly  three years ago in response to the grow ing sense ol 
dissatisfaction with tlie jo b  insecurity and low wages facing farm w orkers  
in Chile, a  situation brought to the fore by the massive layoffs which 
resu lted  from  the cyanide scare concerning Chilean grapes arriving in 
the U.S.A.
M any questions surface regarding this Union, and its formation may 
suggest lessons to be learned for labour in a sim ilar position in other 
countries o f the world. The issues we will be addressing (amongst others) 
are: (1) what prom pted the organization o f  the Union, (2) whai the status 
o f  the workers was before the movement toward organization, (3) what the 
position o f the Union was (and is) in terms of the labour legislation in 
Chile, (4) what the obstacles were (and are) which were met during the 
process of unionization, (5) what the advantages versus the disadvantages 
were (and are) o f this type o f  organization for the workers, and (6) what
" C a m p e s i n o  may b e  dcl'iucd as: Including the whole <>*' populations that work ihu Vaitli Ik ;I< iw  dislitu I 
systems and suuclurcs. The lomi has in this w;ty ucquiicd an anlliropolu)!k;il uinnolaluui, lu im hidi- 
all tttose who arc living in rural areas, who carry out work in the coimiiysidc diiccily with then 
hands, us opposed to 1‘anncrs. latidowiicrs and bosses. . .the position ol the ('unipt'Mnn tun langc 
from that of the wagc-earncr to that of the independent larinci. Sec: (fricya, I iniliano. 
Transformaclones Agrarias j ( ampesinado - dc la I'urticjpacidri y la isxtlusidti. 
CIEPLAN. Santiago. 19S7.
could he ifcscrihid as sonw ol the achievements of the Union. We will 
inquire whether the existence of tte  Union has strengthened other relations 
within ik* community, and whether the latter have Wen themselves 
instrumental in the sustainahiiity of the Union. And. lastly, we will 
speculate on what the future of tW Union itself may be.
I’he second aspect of the methodology is bay^d on field research 
carried out from Novetuber 1993 to January 1994. The method 
principally employed was that of participant observation based on 
structured interviews with Union people on all levels. ftKusing on the 
ahtne mentioned issues, interviews were carried out with the directors of 
the Union, the main organizers, and members of the Union, some who 
were involved in the kg inn ing  and others who are presently involved. 
I he formal of the interviews was such that the main issues (as outlined in 
the preceding paragraph i were put to each person, who then provided a 
lengthy discussion based on eiw'h issue, while at the san^ time iWding any 
information which he or she considered relevant. The interviews were 
tape recorded and then later transcribed in their entirety.^ Also, during 
the jnriod of field work in Santa Maria a journal was kept to ermble the 
inclusion of personal observations where appropriate, such that this 
information might supplement the other nmieriais with useful descriptions 
t»f the fK’opk’ m Santa Maria.
Time was also spent gathering available hooks, m ic k s  ami statistics, 
not only in Santa Mmfa, but also in many institute ssd  oi^atdz^ons in 
Santiago, such as the national union federation. Central Unitarw de 
Trahajuditres (Unitmy Worker's CkntraL, abbrevt^W CUT); tire nmional
* Tk V wmwmg ^ sp n n ^ ^ Iy  lOQ p ^ s ,  m  for xM W )' p e a Ë  ÉRœ Ac
confederation with which the Union i  ̂ alïiliuted. I ’niiUul Oh. to  
Campe.sinu i.Campi'smo Woriw’rs Association, ahhres iated U(K’); I'rv^nim i 
de Ecortomfa del Trahnjo (Keonomy of Work Program, ahhreviated PI'Tk 
Asesfliiu de Pmyectos Uihorule.s {Advising Society for l abour Prt>iecis. 
ai^jreviated AGRA LtdU Cemro de E.stmlios {Him el Ih'surroUo de hi Miiter 
(Center for Women's Development Studies, ahhreviated CPDUM): and 
Centni de Estmîtos de la M ujer (Center for Women s Studies, 
abbreviated CEM). Statistics front these sources include govenincnia! 
statistics and those gathered by individual researchers and institutes clostdy 
involved with unionization and/or CumfH sitios and 1'efnporertm. ihes 
focus on areas such as tin; changes in unioni/ulion in different seciois over 
y ^ rs , the numl%rs of Temporeros. and monthly data indicating ilk* 
seasonal nature of the work of the Tcm{Htreros. Hiese kinds of statisiu s 
were very useful in amplifying and extending the material fnmi the 
interviews by providing a context for the interview questions. Every 
effort was made to "triangulate" the interviews, ^ rsonal. and statistical 
data to provide a cross-checking  on the veracity of the 
interviewees' observations.
II !
The thesis has been divided into five parts, each consisting of a 
chapter. This flnti Chapter, the one now tefore you, provittes an 
imrodtsnitH} to the thesis.
n %  ^ c o n d  Chapter presents sm extensive literature review of tl% 
tm w nal perttwnt to the thesis, both in the leading up to the
fcnmulatton of the principal issire to be investigated, as well as the
background ihctMviical îiteraiurc wcessary for an analysis of the en^irical 
rnateriai ITie literature review covers the various tkfinitions of the 
informal sector, outlines tin: many characteristics and ambiguities of this 
sector with regard to a unitary definition, provides an analysis of tW 
informal sector versus what may be referred to as the formai sector, 
provitkrs a brief consideration of tiKoietical and coiKeptual issi^s common 
to the infirmai sector, and consitkrs key schools of thought within tlw 
development field surrounding this concept. Finally, we discuss the legal 
issues facing tl% informal sector which are raised in the litermtre. This 
review will serve as a background discussion of tl% (fcvelopnwnial labour 
debate, from  which came the original notion o f investigating the 
Temporeros in tte  first instance.
I*he Ihird Chapter consists of an empirical study of The 
Interenterprise Union of Temporary and Permanent Workers of Santa 
Maria, in Chile. I’o l%gin with there is a general hisimical overview of tte  
unk>ni/ation process in Chile with an emphasis on tl% political environnant 
and its effect on different labour groups, and esj«cially the position of 
agricultural workers in the union tnoven^nt
Tin: Temporeros will be consttkred in historical perspective. t,e. 
where tla?y emerged from and how itey  fit into the overall labtmr pictute. 
ITte material for this chapter came from two main sources: material 
written specifically on the Unioo and tire Temporeros in Santa Mar% and 
first hand information from interviews and discussions with people 
involved with tire Union. The case study will also exaimne relfikmships 
relevant to the Union, These include the relationship between the Union 
ami lire Casa dei Temporero (Temporary Worker’s Hou%), a non 
govcmnrental organization, which was cloæly linked to fire Union in fire
u»
beginning, and the relationship between the Union and tlu' UIX'. oiw of ilw 
imtional union otnfetkrations.
Chapter Four gnwitks a synthesis of C hiqners Two and Three (Hir 
intention is to draw upon the stwrees covered in the literature review, 
while presenting an analysis of the data in the ease study. 1‘his C'hapter 
( f ia s s e s  the outeoiTKs which are drawn from the literature review and ilte 
case study in terms of the two hypotlK’ses presented earlier. Also, 
emphasis will be on tlK’ concluding position and contribution of tite tltesis  
to ll^  informal sector debate. The primary purptrse of this Chapter is to 
address the question of whether there are any lessons arising Inmi the 
research which may be applicable to informal sector labour in general, or 
wl%tl%r groups of marginalized I ^ iu r  such us the ’/Vwporero.v and their 
Union in Santa Marfa are possibly an isolated case.
Finally. Chapter Five will delineate possible policy altenralives iliai 
conftnm to our results of Chapter Four, and which ntay. In a pragmatic 




in the real witrld, however, there is nothing ironic about the informai 
economy tsecuw). ft«' the iivelihiW  of millions tfcpend its existence, amJ 
the fut me o f many societies, cm its form of evolution. "*
inlomial -^ctor has fom%d nuckus of much coniroversy and 
research since the concept was inaugurated by the International Labcmr 
Office's (li.O) report on Kenya in 1972. Many issues in the field of 
international tkvelopn^nt related to labour have arisen from this tk W e. 
This Chapter will provitfc a review of literature surrcMimiing the coiwept of 
tl% informal sector in ttevelt^ing countries, with the specific intention of 
narrowing the focus of the subject to that which is relevant to tJte central 
hypotheses of this thesis. We arc interested, in a brc^d *æniæ, with the 
organization (or lack or organization) of workers within the infom ^l 
wctor in Latin An^rica. as well as the relationship between tlte labour 
kgislaiion of tlwse couittfies and its effhrt on in fo im l secWH" wwkers.
To Wgin with we set down a general (tefinition of üte inforaml 
sector as it has Wcome establisited in ttevelopntenl Û ^îry. Within tite 
literaturc tlteie is a general ttgreentent on the heterogeneous nahiie o f Üte 
infmrtW «^tm-, and because of this very t^ tn e  t l ^ e  are nmny mü«gwtî% 
WÎÜ1 regted to possible {kfinitiom. It is u#fu l to look ^  definitimw of tite 
frnrnal secifff wlten trying to tteflite tite infomml sectcw. In this respKt,
 ̂ Mamd C&Wh md LmaR A Bemon, TW Wanmd Ecaw y; g f dhi W
^ w R ciâ  n d  U »  D m k e«d  CowA #», MUmcme: Tbe Koekte t ^ i s n ^  Prm,
im .  p. n.
attention will be drawn to theoretical issue* umferîying the infomuti sector 
and lalKMir in general. Also discus)«d will be !)k key sckxils of thought 
pe t^n lng  to tÏK informal sectw, as well as iIk* ways in which tlk* informal 
sector as a plxnomenon has Wen related to ikvelopmeni theory . 1 inally. 
we will discuss the legal issues relating to the informal sector which arise 
from our review of the n w e  geitera! informal sector debate.
A lexical starting |M)int for a discussion of the infornutl ?a.vtw is tW 
point at which the u% of the term became common in the iiiicrnaiitma! 
arena. It was first officially recognized in developing countries in the 
I9K)’s, w ten it became tqtpareni that nutny economic activities could not he 
^curately accounted for within the predetermined economic sianditfds of 
measuren^nt, such as Gross National Product (GNP). GNP per capita 
(which is an indicator used to illustrate economic growth) and 
employmentAiiwmploynwnt statistics. White many informal activities arc 
consider^  front purely an economic standptnnl. the informal sector a lso  
encompasses social and political issues, as Portes cl al indicate. 
"govemnKnis toterate or even stimulate informal economic activities as a 
way to resolve potential social conflicts or to promote political 
patronage,*** The social issues include for example, the problems 
^ s o c ia t^  with wwking umier unsafe and unhygienic working conditions, 
and the pressures put on society arising from the long working tarurs and 
low levels of jmy, which often a&l (tetrin%ntal levels of stress to tla; family 
unit In t^ im  of pohdcal i s s t^ .  ilKie Is the critical o% which stems from 
the tæed for governments to ràteess tW p t^ te m s of these workers amJ try 
to foe political suj^xnt of this tebour force, white id tl% same
tin*  ^ q t ^ n g  m W  |»Hti(»l forces. In gemral, tl% informal %ctor will
* ^  1%9. p.27.
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N; seen in our discussion lo have relationships with the government, 
political pmlcs, and organized labour in tte  fcsTml sector.
Ilic find ofTicial definition of the informal sector w ^  put fmward 
by tl% ILO in 1972, following extensive research in Kenya concerted with 
tte  complexity of ite  concept of the informal sector, and stressing the 
importance of the w ed for attention directed toward Uiis s ^ io r  in Third 
Wtffld animries. Tliis research inclutkd t te  collection of data on ite  
uiban and rural informal sectws. on a thorough basis using sirwt-by-stieet 
counts and mher extensive surveys/* This rcæarch was carried out by an 
ILO employment mission to Kenya on tW neqwst of tW Govcmnœni of 
Kenya, liirge numbers of "working |KX)r” were found. The "working 
poor" are defined by the ILO as those people working very hard in tl% 
production of gtxxls and services, but whose activities were nm recognizW, 
reconfcd, protected or regulated by the public authorities. The mission 
then went on to suggest that certain informal scao r activities, if ^ven  a 
HKHiicum of support and legal protection, hml the jKnenttal to offer more, 
and more recure, en^ïloynœm.' T te  ILO defimtifm ilæn charwrerires tl% 
informal rector as consisting iif tWse activities issuing from tW followi% 
circumstances: {1 ) ^ r e  of entry; (2) reliance on imhgenous retmurees; (3) 
family owwrship of enterprises; (4) small scale of operation; (5) labour- 
intensive and adufMed technology; (6) skills wquired outside the fomml 
schcwl system; and (7) unregulated and competitive mm'kets.^ These 
cirotn^tances are ^ifrerW  within small %onmnic units, a which
^ Rh a UWioWoB ^  I k  ongW  is Kenya W  a Æ m adm  »  Ms tee;
Wonod Secs».’ Werid O fvttepnm . Voterac 19. Sî»^»r 6, 1991,
' WemaAmW W s w  TW et t k  WwmW Secter, im e n u u k ^  Laboor
C$«f<rwvc, 7S a  Sfsikm. Oewva. 1991 
^ tkvW el ti., TW S ^ e r  IkvWW , Dewkpoe## C e ^  for Ae Orjp^i^OB
W Eom om kO ippeW w m ëD ew lopm a& PK k 1996, R .
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differs from those units of the formal seclt^r, TTie latter is gem*rally seen 
as the sector which drives tW eetmomy and dctcmiiiKs iIk’ country s rate 
o f economic growth because large-scale capital-intensive industry 
(hmtinwes this sæctor. This iy;% of indus»y Is often ih;« which is tnienicd 
toward production for export, or developnwnt of the country's natural 
resources for jnofit.
Two (tecades later, tte  ILO has revised its tkfinition of iIk* informal 
sector. In 1993. it was characterized as: (I) those units engaged in tire 
production of goods and services with the primtwy objective of generating 
em ployn^nt and incomes for the persons concerned: t2) units of 
production where labour relations (if ttey exist at all) are based tiHisily on 
casual employnwnt. kinship or personal and social relations rather tluin 
contractual arrangem ents; (.3) production units which have live 
characteristic features of household enterprises; (4j units wfiea* the 
expenditure for production is often indistinguishable Iront household 
expenditure; and (5) activities which arc not necessarily |verformed with 
tlx  tteKberaie intention of evading tlx  payment of taxes or sixial security 
contributions, or infringing  on labour legislation or other 
m W m stm ive provisions.'*
This latest u n ^ s tan d in g  of the informal sector by the ILO still 
pteoes emphasis on the activities involved and sees the informal sector as 
consisting of poxluction units within tlx  overall economy. Note that an 
inqxM%nt dinxnsion has been mkkd since dx  w tpnal clarification of the 
^ m .  tW  is the spedfrc inclusion of the correlation betwtxn tlx  houvxhold 
unit tmd tW fxoductkm unit of tlx  infcrnxî sectw. This chanxtenstic is
’  l4^ow OUtof, Sw»sts>. of E^t^wweî m iSe iBferaaJ
TW P W m A  i^ w rttB c n l Cm rf^vsct of Geoevm, W uwy
W5.P.2.
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widely agreed upon in the current literature: "Informal units are 
rhamctefized by their dual Iwnw-prtsIiKiÆionfenteiipise nature, therefore 
any resources are alkxrated lo Nnh tlw hcaifwhold am! busii^ss."*®
Another approach to characterizing the informal sector is dirmigh 
reference to the participants which make up this labour fwce. TW 
characteristics of the informal sector labour force in the 1970*s wet% 
considered to be, among otWr features: (!)  a higher rate of female 
employment in iW informal sector than in the fmmal KCtor; (2) a higWr 
concenifitlion of younger ami older workers; (3) a high fHoportion o f teast 
educated or functionally illiterate; and (4) migrants from depressed 
rural areas.
ITte recent literature tends to agree with these characteristics, 
specifically that it is often the most vulnerabte groups of peopk which firaJ 
tteîîtuælvcs working in this situatitm. It is difficult to (kiermiire tW exact 
I^rcentage of women, children, and the elderly working in the informal 
sector since all statistics regarding this particular sector are only 
estimates.’- Ht>wever. it is gewrally ;nesun%d that won%n comprise over 
half of the informal sector in Uuin An^rica. Of tWse groups, won%n are 
particularly vulnerable fw  a numWr o f reasons. These retBons are 
summtaized by Bhatt as; (1 ) tW fact that they are ^nerally  n iia h  fKwr aiKl 
illiterate; (2) their vultwraNlity is compoumW  by tW fWt that, over time, 
traditional support systems have Woken down with tW adtkd pessure on
TokmsHî. VicKit E . ‘ISnfertCs fts- » Hetefc^eneo» tMmaml W L»Sn A nattac" W ofW  
Vol. 17. fto, 7, 1 ^ .  p. lOTS.
” Ammkm," flirwtrtnMÎ
g*vk#. Vol tW. Pku 3. 19%, p. 3^ .
Hw of iW a W  îflttÊpi KC Bift'iaiv, am* Ma^ttertee Betjei, ~Sc% to
Aixc^ to a SeaM Dewtopnoa Amd to ARw" WerW PivilBf aia. VsL 18. Ifo. 5,
md E«ttoaf. Sib to. C em m te  to toe (%y ef La A s, k to v to ' to to fe r.
AWgsetoe Md Maya BevWv WaaMTi Vmtoew, K srâ fte  A m  tsc.. IW , p, 79.
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ÜK fairaly unit which conws fmni the won^n being ft^vcd to vvttrk under 
exüeine conditions; ami (3) the political invisibility of the woim*n making 
in the informal sector is anotlwr factor accounting for their vulnerability * ‘ 
The Issue of n^asurenuîni of the infonnal sector thrserves signilkani 
attention becmise of its attendant diffkuliy. Perhaps the nurst «dvvioiis 
problem surrounding the measurement of tite infoniw! sector is one 
inherent to t te  informal sector itself, mintely that the activities am! 
individuals involved are unregulated and unreportcd. and therefore, ilu* 
informal sector consists of i^ople not willing to share inhmnaiion about 
themselves. A pm  from this traditionally held position in terms of she 
measurement of the informal sector. Portes adds, "the tmt that nunlerii 
firms in less developed countries promote and make use of unprotected 
labour n^y come as a sutptisc to thow who rely on official statistics for 
analysis of thet^ economies,” '̂  In fact he contînmes by saying tkit ifare is 
reason to believe that the "absorptive capacity" of modem firms is greater 
than what is generally assumed, but that it is Implemented through 
arrangen^nts which escape ofTicial record keeping. This argunrent is 
central to this ttesis, l^cause as n%ntioned in Chapter I, tltc f  vmporeros 
may be consitkred in many ways as informal sector workers, but they 
wi»k within a formal sector industry.
t3 Km» ,  19®, p. 106Î.
FQ4US. ”Wbes kWc CjiS he Le»*: Lshcer khmW
k  Nemmher#, mû Jvtse F. m aa^és sad
Dsvsto p m at is  tW  CW #I EeMomy. Wm&Mmgaw: U.S. Dcpeimcmt of t.x*Hw. 
1990. p.219.
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I1ie loDowing lahk  outlines the distinguishing features of the 
fomwl^nformal dichotomy. '
TABLE!
F e a t u r e s F o r m a l  ^ t o r M o r s i L S ^
1. MfK tlmi !ar^ snWI
2. ( ttvncr\hiiVn>anaf[crttct« ctnptB^ate familyAelf
3 Kchnoh^y capttal-imcnsive labominrensise
4 ha-gaining status ftilWctive (imiim) inüivtduai (non-unkm)
5. k’gal status registened exoakgal
Ii otfkiai poiicy pnaccted unpnAKted
7. harrkrrs u> witry econtwtiKsi of .scak. imxfcst invejanwn
patents, licenses
Wc may also consitkr the difference between tW two sectors in 
terms of the basis for production. For the informal sector, the most 
important ftwior is the gu^aniee of the subsistence of the family group, 
whereas tW fwime motivation l%hind prWuction in the fom ^l s«ctw is 
cafntal (Kcumulatkm."^ This distinction is signifkant wl%n conshkdng the 
relationship which exists between the æctors. Portes et al i l l u m e  this 
relationship with the notion that by lowering tl% cost of labour ami 
reducing the State-imposed constraints on Its free Mring and d i s m i^ ,  tl% 
in fm W  seciw contribuas directly to tW p o M t^H ty  o f c ^ tta lJ?  Most
TaNf fmm: CoSc. WilS«j F and Buhaka F ^h is, T bf LMœi SnhM»{cncc Lsbut? Force: To k kJ a
A c « « ^  TteofWffly." WâriU PwrrinçwHwl, Vrf, 19. ?fa. 7.
iWI, p. m .
CserjuiH, Sbmme, "Sob» ThoBÿW» o® lèe IMWWcm U» b&rmW Œ PAL Ibvlnr.
No. 35. t < ^  p. 6ft
p. 30.
IH
^^>srem is ttw quesuon of tiw exieni lo which ihc formal sector ix ahk* u» 
u% infbmml labour to facilitate growth of fonnal sector firms, the i&a 
being that infmrnal sector laktur is easily explotieU because inüiviUuals on 
this level are only interested in working, in whatever manner necessary, to  
ensure their own survival (and that of their family}. Portes agrees that a 
fuiHkmental jwini is that the informal sector subsidizes part of the co sts  o( 
formal c^ ita lis t enterprises, enabling (Item to enforce comparatively low 
wages on their own labour.'*
This analysis locates tW informal sector as a crucial instrument m 
the capital c u m u la tio n  pnx’ess which is asswiated with ecomunic growth 
in a country. The cheap nature and apparent size of the infonnal sector 
may jmlentially supply tW formal sector industries with a profitable and 
perpetual l^xnir force. Also, Portes argues in anml%r article, tlwu as long 
as informal enterprise remains mostly a low-tech, low-wage apfxmlage of 
the modem sector, it will continue to undermine labour standards m» 
nmtter how actively enforced.'** But. it is this very untk'rmining of lahmr 
which is often interpreted as being beneficial to the success of the capital 
mrcumulatirm process in nuiny ITtird World countries.
CWters Imve re^arclted tite inftmmi secim and define it in terms ol 
tite different activities which may be iitelutkd. There is some controversy 
regarding tite inclusion of dontestic workers in the definition of the 
iofommi There are many activities which could be inclmW  such
as, self-employment, wage employnteot, outwork, apjwenticeship and
" d a e ^  t a Ui W m ApAem. K A#)
SodvUff. tanin A s»rka. New aad UmAm:
R e i ^  Pma. ;%7. p, 24», 
pwlcs, iw a
^  See Srata. AWe R„ md Vk*r & Tafcmaa, 19% tad U ttte a , lieœe. 'Exvess W x w  ntü 
ftr IM n  W a W  Secten Aa AsW;#W AxewwuA." ia Beqar. W  Mayra
W o f i l*! Vm^Bvs. Kianrntm Pres, fsc , 1990.
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unpaid family lah«Hir,‘ ‘ These ta:tivtiy caiegories cover a wide ra n ^  of 
individuals. Accmding to Bose, ils  self-employed rmy also be lefeired to 
as disguised wage workers' or 'depemknt workers’. Wage en^loyment in 
this case incluthr* all those workers who may cam a wage but who do ikh 
enjoy benefits generally associated with wage labour. These benefits 
may include wage regulation and various social benefits. "Ouiwcn’k". 
which is also often nrfcrred to as subcontracting, relates to worit which is 
coniracied out lo informal workers by formal sector firms. The ILO 
describes subcontracting as the "infomrnlization” of the formal sector.-: 
I his most commonly takes place in the manufacturing industry, and is 
csienslvely u«?d by transnational corporations (TNCs).
Again, this raiws the issue of tl% relationship between the informal 
sector and the capital accumulation process. The TNCs are (kfiniwly in a 
position of power from which they can gain from the e x is te n t of the 
informal sector, in the «;nse that it represents an enonrmus and low-cost 
labour supply, and therefore aids in an acceleration o f capital 
^cumulation. This jHtsition of the TNCs is an exair^te of the power issi« 
which NuiTuunds tlw nature of tl% infonml sector. H arod  emptosiired the 
fact that wten looking at the informal secttw fuwer rests on two fscicus. 
I*he first is the absence of a permutant organizational strw ture (with 
regard to the informal sector I in which production lakes p l ^ .  This 
prevents State inrervention toward tW «mditions surroumhng the infcmnal 
labour force. Second, there is the ability of employers to secure other 
workers who are prepared to supply the goods and services at a lower cost.
•'> BtHc, MjiKwn. "The I’rtwi Some Lcswns Fmm tbe Retd.* Dt#r##tnm
ftper Ne. 2%, lotijttsc iS tswefe^meet SrtffSon, EmgWmd. hây, 1990, pp- 2-4,
" Lstww OTTwe. airtbtfa» of W 0 *  W m wit ISA
htteraaUnnri roafetmy «V UKw SuSirtidjn*. Ocam. lesatfy. I99&p.&
or under siringeni conUtiions,*‘ T N (\ iire inn mutely a-^stuiaied with 
capital ^cumulation on a gkibal scale, and arc often the key Jris ing forces 
of the economies of Third World countries. Hu* relationship which esisis 
between the TNC's and the infoirruii sector is. as a result, sery intptMiani 
A number of empirical studies have shown that there arc mans 
typical situations of wage-labour disguised as h ’M -em ploy ntent or sm all 
business, h has been found that these appiuvntly s e l l -employed w orkers  
end up supplying large formal industries «e.g.; I N t 's i  w ith  s ig m lic .im  
quantities of substitutes for raw materials at a fraction of «heir m .u k ei 
c o s t s . i n  fmrt. this evidence suggests that a h ig h  p rop ortion  o( ilie 
informal labour force is in icality composed of "disguised w a g e  w orkers 
who toil for nmdem firms, but arc not fonnally employed by them
It is a significant contribution of Ho'a; to focus on  b oth  lire 
individuals and the activities involved in the informal sec to r  H ose  
ob^rves that the self-employed are subjected to ;roor am! u n sta b le  
ewTtings. which are more than likely coupled with estremely long working 
hours. Moreover, wage workers are not organized and work in nutrkets 
with very low skill r^uiienw nt thereby limiting their ability to bargain 
TTtere is also a general lack of employment security and working 
conditkms are not only inartequate but also risky in temrs of security and 
h ^ llh  regulations The "outworkers" (or subcontracted labour; provide a 
classic exampk of exploitation of informal sector workers intrinsic to
Ksmsf, PrWwtWe mad it*  LaprWwW Wwlwf, Vc» f
; % 7 ,  p . m .
^  See: C s n a ^ .  "The A m Nitklilf. S '. ^jsJ h  Minf»»»*
(edi>. Bejeiid OUmt: S»}! B t^kw n  19X5
^  5e r  k n e s  mad SaUtim Smwem Km*. "MdUmg m UadornsmU ( ««ywrnUwr ik-
iBtoimmi Sector m WeWem Market Ecosofntss.* A ro i/ltin  Joarnml uf See Wo#) 
Vfli.9W fe.tJtih 1987 
“  Pomes t9%  p. 225.
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(he capitalist system. This type o f worii often p la te s  a  doubte or tripte 
hunten on won%n who perform these ^ t iv i t ie s  at hon% in æWidon to ft%ir 
other dom estic responsibilities. O tte r  problem s which arc com m on to 
most informal sector workers ate a lack of sufficient capital, unstable and 
inconvenient locations in which to operate, and a hostile env ironnan t in 
which tte y  must function (e.g; due to t t e  harassment from the police and 
the m ilitary).-'
A s we mentioned ab tne . the informal sector may also be thought o f 
in term s of its different participants. The informal sector tends to include 
the nmst vulnerable social groups, such as won%n. children and the eltterly. 
A lso , the urban infonnal sector is m ade up largely o f niral m igrants, a 
feature which becanuî particularly dom inant with research in t t e  u rten  
infi»rmal ^.'ctor. Finally, there is a large concentration of peasants w ork ii^  
in the infitrma! sector, or alternatively there are entrepreneurs, m eaning 
individuals wlu> set up their own businesses without conform ing to  t te  
regulations set out in the legislation, who may account for a  significant 
num ber o f informal sector workers. W e may reasonably conclude that 
there is no single group o f ^ o p le  which can be invariably identified as 
conifKising the intWmal sector.
Returning to the urban/rural issue w ith regard to t t e  inform al 
sector; Researeh focusing on t te  informal sector in Latin A n ^ rica  has 
te e n  primarily concerned with urban areas. T te  retKons for th is m ay be 
t n  that t t e  m ajority o f  t t e  population o f  Latin A n ^ ric a s  countries is 
urban and that this projK^iion is increming^ (2) t t e t  t t e  æ c w r
which has b ^ n  consitered  to t e  t t e  nucleus teveh^m ten t is l o c a te  in 
t te  urban centers, and lîna therefore, a  country 's develc^m em  is ttem gbt to
emerge from such cemers, und t3) that the urban tnft>rmal sector is 
^ fin iteiy  mcae visible because of its size, am! as a result is more easily the 
s u b ^ t  of research.
However, it is an enor to exclude the rural areas wlwn cimsidcring 
the infcmnal ^c io r. Many countries have u large rural infimnal «;c!or 
(insisting of rural small industries and wmkshops. traditional artisans anti 
tratfers, subsistence agriculture iutd small holdings twiisitfc the "ntodern" 
agricultural sector, and non-farm activities carried out as secondary 
activities alongside ugrieultuic or during the olf season.'^ ITte reality is 
that many of the underlying characteristics of this rural labour and its 
activities are similar to that of the urban informal sector, as arc many ol 
the problems facing tlwse individuals. Perhaps the biggest difference 
betw ^n the attention received by tlu; two areas is due to il% belief iliat the 
urban informal sector, because of its magnituik. has the fxueniial to play a 
fundan^ntal role in the country's development. I'his perception has 
ensrged from tte  debate surrounding the notion of tte  infornml sector as a 
catalyst for economic gnîwih in many tteveioping countries.
When we consider the rural informal sector (and also to a lesser 
extent the uri%n informal sector), t te  question arises of wtelhcr it is 
pertiiwnt to distinguish between agricultural versus non agricultural 
Ktivities. The ILO mned that, "iteorciically. there is nothing against tte  
inclusion of hou^hold enrerpritæs engaged in agricultural activities within 
t te  scope o f t te  informal sector."^ Agricultural activities are not 
get^ially inclwW  in data cotectkm  tm tte  infomud sector largely due to 
t te  that o tte r n%Umds of rt%asuren%ni for this lypn; of rural latentr
^  ÎBttnaOoBti Liboer OITks, t993. p. %.
1993, p. m
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are in place. However, we saggex* tW  many of tW institution^ |%obkms 
and issues facing the urban informal sector are parallel to those fmzing 
many agricultural workers who are marginalized by the "formal" 
agricultural economy. If this is true, then the general concefH of the 
informal sector can help explain the condition of agricultural workers, 
such as the Temptfrents.
Yet another perspective on the inftmtml sector su g^sts  that snmll- 
scale production forms the backbone of the informal sector; this is often 
referred to as small scale enterpri>« (SSE) or microenterprisc.^ This 
perspective however is not of specific relevant^ to this thesis and tire 
reader is therefore referred to the citation below for further reading on 
this matter.
Amongst all the definitions of the informal sector there is one 
fundamental commonality, regardless of the activities tk ^ rib e d  or tire 
individuals involved, namely that it is unregulated by the institutions of 
streiely. in a legal and social environnrent in which sinultu ^ tiv ities are 
regulated.*' This asprecL that tire activities ami itulividuals in tire informal 
erector arc unregulated, is critical to this discussion. The informal sector 
nreets many csirenUal bm c  hunren n%ds, which tire fcmrrel ^otrem y tkres 
not do. hut at the sanre ttnre it does so in a mamrer which is not witldn tire 
purview of the regulations of tire Stme. Main notes that, "the inftrnirei 
economy is tire jreople's spxmtaiwms and creative responre to tire Stare’s 
inc^ i^ ity  to satisfy tire Im ic ireeds of die im poveriW ^ m a s ^ ” %  «Ms 
tlmt. "tire treve often shown n w e  darii^ . efftm. itm gitredm  amS
S SE cftB «»ris^  wdiftecisee; S., *Sti8 fer Æe tefcra^
Analy*% Af Sihve» mod Liimwk*» ct Süppol Tbt SteUir
fcvMtod. Dewkprnem for Ac OnpmWfoo for Eamomfo n d  Demelopaaaa,
RuK 1990; Uvb^war. !99t; Font% O at. 19S9; md pUffos mû i9S7.
** F^lcsn W. :9*9. p. Î3.
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dedication to the country than their legal com petitor* '*• It is this 
particular «epect of what is conskkred t*% infonml sector which will he 
explored in detail in this thesis. However, befme luarowing mtr focus, wc 
wish to end the getwral discussion with a brief summary of iW IL ()\ 
untkm iW ing of tte  informal sector %  yem^ after it was first teO tW
The ILO, like many organizations, academics, and institutions 
working in the field of informal sector research, has agiecU that a 
itefinitive and clew-cut te  finition has not been reached. However, there 
lemain certain char%teristies which are consistent, according to tte  report 
put out from the 15th International Conference on l.abour Statisticians. 
The% characteristics inclute: (1) that the majority of informal sector 
workers are those who do not have alternative employnwnt fHrssihilities. 
and are self-employed. (2) that tte  conditions of work are inferior to those 
of jobs which are regulated to some tegree by the State, and tte  conditions 
of wwk are such that "ttey geiterally work at a low level of organi/aiiim. 
have little or no division between labour and capital and carry on their 
ttetivities on a small steak,"** (3) that Iterc exist an array of ccimomic ami 
legal-institutional barriers which add to the perpetual nature of the 
infomW  sectw, and finally (4) the Itea that tte  informal sector cannot 
singly be equated with poverty, due to the large number of entrepremrurial 
activities within the informal sector which are to be considered as 
successful by nmny standards. In Edition to this list of generally agreed 
tqxm c W ^ e risd c s . there are aho  tte  ineviously dteanuted t t t o ,  as stated 
te re  by SctemwaJdef tte t, "the infrnitml sector can have a p*Mential fw
^  MËB. to PoorCamiki>Rkk" P em o t, } ^ s >  16.1%^. p. tOi.
ÜJX i m  p. 7.
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growth and that it has links to the fonrn) %ctw which can be expknmdve
or benign.
Regardkss of whether or not ti^re is a g r^ n ^ m  as to wMt exKtly 
tN: inhmnal sectw Ls, there remains t)w that if an activity is occurring 
in an unregulated manner with regard to t te  State, Uiis activity a te  t te  
people involved tue consitkied to be infernal. Taking tte  notion of tte  
existence of unregulated activity a little furtter, these activities are also 
(tetlned in nmty instaiKCs ^  being illegal. Accmhng to Gueiguil in Latin 
America tte  informal ræctor may be seen as that gnmp of activities wludi 
arc illegal in the sense that ttey  do not comply with Konomic regulteon 
pertaining to fiscal, employment, health or other matters.^* In other 
words, tte  tenn ill^ a l is u W  not to refer to tte  activities which me taking 
pterc within t te  informal sector or tte  products of the inftente ^ i w ,  but 
ratter this term refers to tte  troteitions which surround tte  activities of t te  
production prcK^ss, There arc iu:tivities within tte  informal seciw whidi 
are illegal in tte  strict and crimimd sen ^  of tte  wmd; t h ^  ^ v i t t e s  sst 
not considered in th is paper as they represent a separate 
criminotogical isst*.
Yet. tte  basic difference between tte  of t te  terms ilkgW am) 
criminal n ^ d s  to be distinguisted. For tte  puqxMe of this ttesJs, t te  idea 
that tte  informal rccicn- is illegal refers to t te  reW onsbips of the mrtiviti^ 
to the tegal striKturcs. T te  tetter ttoes nte allow for tte  legal regutetem of 
this ^ v i t y  by tte  State. This r e ^ W o n  Isctedes smA m eæ ur»  m  taxes, 
smrial tetKftis, and orgmmm) teb tw  tmimm. T te  é v i t e s  of t te  ti^cmnal 
sectw me nm nm ^ssm ly crininai, sudi as t te  thug trmte or fmadtuAm,
•** Scbomwhkr, Gcrd, ”SUÎ) U»cfu! After Afl TSete Yevi? ReflcOk» go Ac laforn*3 Sector Cooce^x,” 
CDAS Dkm m W  Pmpw N@. 63. IV90, pA  
"OacTsi^ t m ^ e a
altÎKMigb occasionally iWse taücr d iv in e s  aie included in discussions ol 
the informal sector because they are also unregulated by the 
State's structures.
The ILO inclûtes the itfea of ilkgality by stating;
Activiifcs are informal due to the fact ihat "they ate not recttgni«d. 
supported w  regulated by tte  gosemmcni; ttey ate often compelled by 
cimanstames to qjoute outswfc tte of tte law. atW even wheie
ttey ate registered ami respect certain aspects of tte law. ttey are almost 
invariably b^ttml tte  pale o f  « v ia l protection, labour tegislatum ami 
fnoiective measures erf tte wwitplatre." *
Thete clwacteristics are paiumuunt to an understanding of the informal
KCtor and are relevant regardless of the specific activity or individual
involved. In contrast, the formal sector’s main dclenninani is the
regulmion of all economic activity by the Slate. This regulation incluik’s
such twatmtes as taxes, social benefits and organized labour unions.
To refer back to a point previously made in this chapter that the
formal, "iTKM^n" industry is that which drives the economy, often thnwgh
{Hoduction ftw export. Pones develops an argun^nt with respect to tte
infomml sector and this ty%% of industry. He states, "that it is now
^nerally  mx^ixed that a relationship exists between the td ^ n c e  or reteiive
of k g a lly -e m c ^  Wwur standards and the on*vi of successful
ex|K^*ted ttevelt^>n^nt"’̂  It has l ^ n  shown thrmtghout this chapter that
tl% absence and/or relative w eak t^ s  of kgally-enact^ labour standards Is
a determltnng fW or of w tet we call tte  inftmnal sector, and that ttere is a
c tm e b d o o  te tw e e n  th is sector  and industrial capital accum ulation,
iK hW it^  export-led imlttstry.
^ tL O , Î9 9 I.P .4 .
^7 Ptwss, tw a  p.219.
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FïHles el al also tl% coftce|H of ÜK in fo m ^  i ^ o r  in
of Us tegalUy. Ttey suggest tte  infom^l ^c to r n ay  refier to, f 1) status 
of the labour involved, (2) t te  conditions of woHt, a te  (3) tte  form of 
management. To elatem te on each point: ( 1 ) labour may be unteclared, 
lacking tte  stKial tei^ftts to which it is entitled, umkr tte  minimum 
wage, or employed under circumstances that society's norms would not 
otterwise allow; (2) t te  conditions at work may be such that ttere is 
tampering with health conditions, public hygieire, safety hazards, or the 
hKiUkin of activities; and (3) tte  comjKtny may engage in a systematic fiscal 
fraud or tte  generalized use of unrecorted cash payments as a n%ans of 
economic transaction. '* In any definition of tte  infonm l ^cttn-, these 
itk’as are indicative of tte  subordinate position of informal labour as well 
as tte  unsatisfactory sitimtions in which this labour (g ra te s . Such labmir 
is extremely vulmrable tecause of this suterdinate and unsatisfactory 
pttsiiion: als^i ttese activities and individuals are operating outade die le p l 
structures lai^ely by necessity, but tecause of this very position, ttey  are 
not able to nmbilize ttenBelves and change their infirmai status.
One empirical study in particular has as its objective t te  
determination of t te  size of t te  informal secicH* in W in  An%rica with 
rej^ieci to tte  conditions stemming from tte  chat^:teristics of illegali^.
** Ftorif* «  *1. IWS9. p. U.
: jî
The following perceniages indicate the pmponiim of infonnal wtntem in 
relation to tJw total number of workers registering each atirihite; **’
1. iîtootoc of tess ihmi 1.1 X liw fep} minimuin wage 58.5‘t
1 . aW nee of nwtikai coverage #2.4'%
3 . absence of niter telsHir bemrflis # 1.9'.
4 . mstotsHty of ctnpU^'Owni 74.1‘i
5 . atecnce of unitm affiliaiion 4 4 #'ï
For self-employed workers:
6 . abscisx of mctlkiil services hX,(M
7 . mm-afniimkm to any latnnir/tnukc organizaikm 64 (N
8 . t^jcraring wiilmt a Ifcctise 11.Wi
9 . m« hto'ing axevs to aedii umfek'mtirted
These numbers demonstrate that the majority of inlttftnal sector 
workers are not connected with any type o f labour organization, 
particularly tl% self-employed workers. The findings are basically 
in te rre la te  becautæ it could be tKsunW  that tW high percentages of 
wwkers larking n^dital u n ic e s  and other benefiis are due to the fact thtw 
these wmiœrs ùs participate in any Wmur organizmion.
Informal sector employment is characterized by the lack of 
agam zation an%ng the partici^nts; they are, "%eyoW tW s t x ^  of  ̂ o n  
of tra te  union and employers’ iwganizaiions.” *̂ This is in^Mmant given 
tl% :iK re ^ %  rize of tW Infmitial sector in Ltuin Anmrica. (foe of the key
^  OoBKiay. t m ,  p. 73,
i99î.pA
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reasons suggested for the absence o f  mofoiltzation, beyond ^  c^ vioys  
relevant fK>sition with regard to  the State atW Its tegal structures (i.e . 
labour tegislation) is the heterogen^His nature o f  the in fo m ^ l sK tor and 
t(% distance this creates l^tw een its partici^nts. Sanyal suggests ÜW tW  
organisation o f  inform al sector workers is only possib le through the 
id en tif ica tio n  o f  com m on  in terests  and is su e s  a ffe c t in g  the  
workers’ livcs.^'
Anotlwr point of analysis is that of Marx's concept of a "reserve 
army" of labour and the informal sectw. Portes and Sassen-Ktmb, put 
forward tte  ittea that the primary function of tte  "rewrve army" is to teîd  
down wages by confronting employed workers with the threat of easy 
replacement; the main function of the infonnal sector is to bypass tte  
firms’ own labour markets, in which employn%nt is covered by lateur 
legislation and regulated by the Stale, with tte  ^vantage being the overall 
reduction of w a g e s / ' Pones and Sassen-Koob add the interesting 
argument that the fundamemal causæ for the nmintenamre and growth of an 
informal sector in peripteral economies is t te  juxt^x>sition of an extensive 
labour legislation, frequently copied fiom that of tte  advanced countries, 
a te  an abundant Udxntr supply. In this {tmtexi, finm  have every iiweteve 
to attemfX to d tege legal restrictiOTS on their ore of Wx)ur.^^
Saryat. BWmapriya. tte Sdt-Ei^^ycsJ; Tte Rsitttes of IkWi WonnW Se(%v,’
b^m rnoRiU U teB - tte*##. Vtd. m  No, I. 1991.
4Î pÿfyff aed Samai Katt. J9S7, p.J5.
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Wfwn Üw inftMTnal sectw first becaim the fiKus of utiention. it was 
reganted from the theoretical standpoint that associated development with 
KOtKimk growth. 0 %  of the leading &velopmeni tNmries of tl&* tina? was 
iiKxkmization thewy. Mmkmization tteory jHtstulates a general path to 
eccmomic development, which has been initiated by the alieady devclofvd 
counmes, and which represents the logical direction to Iv taken bv the 
^veloping countries. This path imrludes a move toward industriali/aiion 
and urbanization as prerequisites for economic growth, both leWing to 
overall economic development. Industriali/ation involves the use of 
economic organization and technology from the already developed 
countries which is capital-intensive, and as a result the saturaticm point tm 
employnwni is quickly remrhed. TW effect of the transfer of such ideas is 
the geiKsis of the infmtnal factor. Such a geiKsis represents the failure of 
the industrialized formal sector in one of the fundannrntal challenges of 
ttevek)pn«m - creating the necessary oppiHiuniiies to ahsi«-b tin* rapidly 
increasing laW ur force. This jxtint has Nren argued throughout our 
discussion with t te  inqtlicaiion that t te  fommi sector in Third World 
countries mmially benefits fmm the existem.*e of tW infonnal sector, and as 
a result this capital-controlled sector may not want to absorb this 
labour force.
Many o f  tM  W in  A nxrican  etqxments o f  tW inftmnai sector take as 
a s tm ia g  iKnm a critique o f  the n ^ i^ im lh y  theories o f  the late !% 0 ‘s 
b ^ m tse  o f  t t»  tKcd to expim n tW  im poverishm ent o f  increasing mimbers 
o f  p e t^ le  rim uhatw )us w ith  «xtim m ic growth.** T iw  iruuigiialily tlK orks
OtJBBoUy, p. m
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follow directly from the cfobaie surrounding the ttependency theory, 
another n^jor tl^tretical perspective of the political ecoramty (kbate in the 
tkvetopn^nt field, Tokman considers an analysis of tlw center-peri[ri»ry 
theory, common in Latin American developn^nt circles, to tns an 
apprqniate nwans to explain the origin of tl% infbmwl sectw. Within this 
theory the center Is seen as the fiKal ïx>im of developn^nt, white tite 
periplwry’s role is ultimately to facilitate the (tevelopmcni of tf% center. 
Ih is  phemmtenon is consittened on two tevels. tte  first tew! being globally, 
and the second level being within t te  individual (teveloping countries 
ttenntflves. On a global level, Lmin Antenca is consittered to be on tte  
(Hîriphery of the already developed and highly industrialized countries. 
Tokman continues, " tte  informal sector is an integral compoiœnt o f 
Iteripheral capitalist ecotwmies and its developnwnt Is nmndated by tte  
conditions in which these econom ies are incorporated into t te  
ctinten^irary world system."^^
Also amnher issue is that W in  American ikveloprttent, namely its 
industrial itevelopment. has teen  taking place using impcmed and 
inappropriate t^hno logy .^  T te  transfer of techitelt^y from tte  center to 
the fterifrftery is a common ihmretical crmœm. In terms of tte  inftemal 
sector, it is argtted Ihat t te  use of technology from the center is 
iiuipîwopriaie due to the fmrt that is is nminly labour-saving. T te  overall 
effect is that as technology replaces t te  t%ed ftw lateur. nnne and nK»e 
pee^te in Latin AttKrita me withtmt work atW ten tx  mmgtnmlizW by titis 
process. It is from this tnargiitaHzed labour force that t te  infwmal 
sector miginmes.
Pwtes. I%7. p.
T tS tm i. Vwwr E» "IWwic* Us » ixTorauJ Swuer ^  Aaiwtac '  W ^ M
P ry i topawiB. Vfrf, Sto, 7. t ^ .  p, tOs9.
The center-periphery theory may also he applied within the 
iiKiividual countries of l^ iin  Anwrica. The center is ct*m|%ised of the 
imhistria) areas, m  generally the urban centers, TTx fwtWan^ntal role of 
the peripheiy has been the supply of labour to tWse centers during itu* 
(kvelopn%nt process. The result has b ^ n  an accelerated growth of iW 
laWur fcwce in the centers caused by an influx of rural migrants to the 
cities. This theoretical perspective on tte  migin of tte  infonnal sccnn is 
maintained by, among others, Pmfirama Rv^Umtü Jt'l h'.mph'o pum  
.\merira Latina y el Carihe (the United Nations' Regiimul l*'mployitk*nt 
Program for Latin America and the Caribbean, abbreviated PRI AI ( i. 
which defines tte  (vigin of this sector us teing with rural migrants who 
can't find work in t te  'modern* sector.*^ The inftffnial sector workers 
according to this scenario, are those who are teing marginali/cd by tte  
^ntK^ss of growth in tte  nuKfem j^ctw.
In general terms these j^rspeclives all have in common a way ol 
looking at developnwnt in Third World countries, as iviytng on and being 
controlled by, tte  tbmitmnt naiitms, iw on another scale by the ihwiinan! 
forces within a fmrtieular country which are in a position to manipulate tte" 
» n m  o f eccHKmtIc growth of that nmimi.
T tere is another classical appmach to tte  explanation of the <uigin 
of t te  informal sector which is related to la teu r surplus theory Sir 
Arthur Lewis is t te  perwn resjmnsible for perhaps t te  most famous wtH'k 
labour surplui a te  t te  dual economy. Basically, t te  concept of an 
unlimited sttpply or surplus supposes that in "countries where tte  
is so tege , relative to capital a te  muural resoumA. tte i large 
s ta te s  t te  emtmmy exist w te e  t te  nmrginal productivity of ItdKHir is 
^  (WWk PeAts *EJ Set&y WbmW Cnmtaeph* y rmtots" N#w# SmrWW. p 46
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negligihic. /c m , or negative." TTwre is a com m on chwacterisUc o f  
labour which constitutes Che 'unlimited supply’, namely that ts H unsk ilW . 
This is penjfwm because it n%ans that the value o f Utl# labcHtr in neW ve 
term s to the m odern/capitalist sector is very low. aiW it can be u W  
efficicmly in the capital accum ulation process underlying itW ustrialiimion 
and hence m odern developm ent. To th is, Portes (m ints ou t, "the 
fundam ental difficulty in tlw application o f protective legislation in the 
ThiixJ W orld nations is the existence o f a l^ g e  ttm s  o f surplus labtnir. nm 
all o f  it skilled,
l.ewis' model has as its basis the dichotom y o f a c ^ t a l t s t  sectcff ami 
a subsistence sector within the economy. The relatively cheap labour 
from tW subsistence sector could be transferred to allow ftu’ the expansion 
o f the capitalist secuvr. This (process might continue for as long as jobs 
were available cm* cieaied to absorb the surplus latmur. o r for ^  long as it 
remaimrd econom ically viable to use this labour source. The infornm l 
sector has in elïect created a new type of dualism , the ctmcept o f a  formal 
seci4>r versus an tnftnm al one. The large p t i^ m io n  o f  the W x)ur force 
which canntH be absorbed in the mocfcm "growth" sector are ahem ately  
m m  consivkrcd to be absorbed by the inform al sectcn'. Again, this 
argunufni has been W gcly discredited in üiis discussion.
Lmwk WiUwm AmW. 'Etpwhbw Dpwkvww Wm UmtWW erf T i t
M sarirs^ KtioeL Vat. 21  tVM. p. Ml.
Pwtcis I»*. plN .
ic î^  t«  Èf sm » »otfen* ««ter BwpeeUwty. Uwte
u
în fact, Pwîes puts forward tiw following:
The churâeter o f  ihc Umijal/inlumiai anteulatitm has been 
eonventkmaily jexehhed in ihe literatuw a» *#e heittwn a "minkTn" .imJ a 
"backward" s^uhntswiwo m'cuh’. wtwm inlually a ^ihhI part m ifv 
interna km î i hemifen miHÎem-type aciiviiies Mtitawd nn either \iJe ol (he 
labtmr diviik Thin p ^ k u k r  eon%tB JtKm may M p explain « hv 
the informal sector has not shrunk with ineieasing imJuMrialiratnm in many 
countfKs hut h »  sKtually represented a constant, if mil msreasitij:. share oi 
the labour forec.^*
Another crucial theoretical considérai ion related to ilte inlorntal 
î«cîor is that it represents a ptiriiciilar relationship in ihe orjiani/.ition M 
production. Capital and labour are the factors ol all econuniis' productnm 
and ftwrn the core of classical and twnclassiea! ilwory Hw situation which 
exists in the informal iwctor is one of a large supply ol labour coinciding 
with relatively limited (or virtually nonexistent) amounts o f capital 
Within tW informal sector, modes of production are gearevl tow ard  tIk- 
effective use of available bNiur. In this regard, ftm es suggests that, the 
basic distinction between formal and informal activities ilocs not hinge on 
the chsrmrter of the final product. Hut on the manner in which n i\ 
produced and exchanged."'- Much of ilw activity which os curs within the 
informal i^ctor, as previously noted, is consitk’red as survival strategy 
peasants ami îNî impoverished struggling for a subsistent exisicfKx*. Ibis is 
not. ftjrtes goes on to say. an accurate gcneruli/atton: I Itc informal
sector is a specific form of relationships of production, while p i vert y is an 
attritmte linked to tin? process of distribution."'* Heiv. the informal sector 
is being tkfttwd in ten m  of dte leluUonships of a particular labour torcc to 
8 f^ ik m lar  eco m m ic  structute.
I9m p . 225.
A p, 15.
m*dL a  )2.
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Thus, the theoretical discussion has com e b ^ k  to tl% nw g im th ty  
theories which emphasize the subordinate position o f the informal sector. 
As Tokman points out, the informal sector originates in part due to an 
"inequality in the distribution o f assets and therefore o f  incom e."^  This 
a llu m en t is further substantiated in studies carried out by M ezzera in 
which he finds that in l^ tin  America, only a few ftrms m onopolize 70-90% 
of tlK' priHluctivc assets o f any given branch o f  in d u s t r y .T h i s  pattern o f 
distribution is inherent to any um krstanthng o f the existence and growth of 
the informal sector. W ithin the in fo n ra l sector itself there has appeared a 
decentralization o f production and distribution netw orks, which greatly 
accminis for its resilience.
ITiere are currently two main schtxals o f thought within t te  debafô 
surrounding the informal sector. T te  first, the structuralist school, has its 
riHUs in the deselopm ent theories which have been considered so far in our 
discussion. T te  second is inferred to as the legalist school which has its 
foundation in t te  work carried out by Hernando De Soto and the Instituto 
IJhrruhi V Ihmoi'nHHi (Liberty and Denmcracy Institute! in
Ihe siructuralist school, "rests on the assum ption that the cleavage 
between the formal and infom m i sectors is due to econom ic conditions 
relating to specific chanteteristics o f  peripheral c ^ t a l i s m  and its links to
TtJianan. i m  p. JOW!,
Mf/vmk t%Q. p. M.
^  Tk; InfUmt» Lthrrubi r  fim thrttik i im x p c fs ^  k  i9S0 tst a privm^ « w m è  cerner
tWkatnl tif (he xW) and kw* md polkk» Pmi's KOBOOK œd wcW
TV ^  r«%wAt sw Ac aeeib W
mtmnal tmWe. See Asm, SiekJoD
md "TV Wet. Meokgy W  Ecoooinks d  tV  MonnW Seder. T V  O M  of Pers,"
U ruaroal»  tV v e^m eW , I A/1. 1 ^ ,  p. IS,
the w<»îd econom y/^  'Hiis is hkhs or less a synopsis of Ok theoretical
positions referred to above, TW structuralist schotrl su |^ > ses that sw icty
is based primarily on economic conditions. This is ina* in ilk* case of tlk*
division between a m W em  scctw  and a traditional sector, as it is ink* with
regard to a formal sector and an informal sector. In both cases the latter is
subordinate to the fontKr, and the suW niinate sectiK e s is is  and multiplies
depending on the situation of ll% nwdem/fomta! sector. Whatever the
exact cau!Ks. advcKates o f  the siructuialist sclukil see the State as ihc
mediator by which the division in society can be mirrowed. In tlwir
article, Annis and Frank (1989) indicate that structuralist schtM>) language
refers to class opfxtsitions. unajuai exchange, exploitation  o f  lahm r
markets, ami crisis in world capitalism, factors which all point to the State
as principal player in the developnwnt of the country.'* It is ilw n»k*
of tlw Stale to lesswn the dividing forces within a society which places tlw
informal sector in a disadvantaged ptrsttion.
Circumstances which substantiated this point of view appeared
during the early 1980s wtwn the econom ies o f  many developed countries
weakened aW  the informal sector in ilw se countries grew. Between
1980 and 1985 the informal sector in l,aiin America grew to .19 percent
due to the fact that large |» ivate enterprises, as a nwans o f adjusting to the
recession, created fewer jobs, and nuiny workers lost their jobs.''*
Within this school of thought, policy recomnkndations arc only
{»ssible within Û» stntcturai confitKS of the syswm,^^ and this was only
p o m b k  pov itkd  a t k q u ^  State suR xm . Consittering that tl% structumlist
^  S thœ W & ï, 1998, p, 5. T ^ o j from: FVcW Ĵj, R . C ^taK w w  ftritcrw». Cnws y 
It^tcKFcnitodeCt^inEcoeomk». !#t
*  woi RwUw. i m  p. 10.
^  Tofcam i m  p. It»?.
"Scbo«w*«8r, 199a |s 6.
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mcIkx)} W  the ami deKberatio» of Ae tnfonmd sKAr,
ti^  predominant policies directed toward Ais sector have focused on the 
issues raised wiAin this school. For example, en^hasts has been on 
programs to facilitate nr improve to credit for ;^ t id |^ n ts .  also
ti%ne have b ^ n  many training j»ogranK to help build skills in ÜK w orkm , 
and there has been institutional support provided for such 
!ætf-help organizmions.^>
Many successful lending strategies directed toward tM  inftHitral 
sector have b ^ n  implemented. Two examples are llw Ademi*^ irank in dw 
Dominican Republic tmd the Grameen Bank of BangWesh.*) Tlas type of 
banking operates on capital which may conw from private lenders, or 
institutional lenders such as multinational corpmations, international 
developnwnt organizations and Imral oiganizmions. The loans are very 
small, and iWy lend to function on a solidarity principle. T te  lending 
institutions report a high repayment of funds. These examples claim to be 
successful in that ttey  have provitW  workers wiA tte  capital iwcessary to 
create their own employnwm, or to expaiul economically wiAin tte ir 
current situation.
The common trait among ttese policies is that ttey  coiKwntraie on 
attempting to improve t te  position o f informal sector participants 
ecoiKNTucaliy and wiAin tte  existing social, (xditical and legal structures of 
the country over which tte  State yields the most conm>l. T tese policies 
and strategies teve  been mmnly focused cm tidcm ew m W c kveh  but 
with (wntralized institutional su^^mrt. T te  swwess assoc ia te  wiA such
** ScficmwUder. i w a  p. 7,
«  Rt*cn, Tci A 1Twi«»(J Ffewos Btocm." Fofbw. Apia a .  p. M.
MfümgMb. S.. for tte t t f o i ^  Sector AsdyW ^ &e LbaW om  of
WanmU SecWr IbriA id. (%CD. FMs. p«. ITQl
policies must also be e v a lu ^ d  on üiis kvel. It is ncH clear if they Imvc hmi 
any ef%ct m  «ronomy m  a wfwle, insofar m  these strategies have 
b ^ n  Incorporated on a macroeconomic level. One of tl»  gt>als of ife 
structuralist school concerns tW narrowing of tW gap between the two 
ac to rs  of liw ccoiujmy, but such policies may in fact emrourage just the 
oppmite. TlKy may suengilœn the situation for tlw informal sector 
p@nici|XUU&, white m the same time keeping ttem  in the sank* position with 
regard to tl% formal sector. It is uncertain wlujther or not this type of 
apprtmch is appropriate* or whether it simply pmvides a suikrTlieial 
solution whidi «toes ikm tmw* t k  umterlytng issues.
One of t te  most conlrovm ial problems concerning the structural 
analysis of tte  informal t^ïctor is with regard to the significance of the 
infcMTiml sector to t te  overall economy. Among tte  various alternatives, 
there is t te  idea that t te  informal secitw serves as a buffer for those 
workers who cannot find employnwnt in t te  foirmil sector. Second, the 
informal %ctor may be considered to be growing at tte  expense of the 
fommi econcuny with t te  emphasis of the ctHinüies’ ccmtomies shifting 
toward tte  inftenml jœctor’s activities. Fimtlly, tte  informa! sector may he 
æ es M tte  re@Mm for kKping w ^ s  low m  prWucers of c t e ^  gotxLs and 
as a 're^rve army' of Idiour, tterefore allowing capitaJists to zuzcumulale 
wealth Aster. T te æ  issues all conceittrate on tte  dualistic cttiKc^ of tte  
^onom y, and t te  itea  that all Ktivity within t te  informal %ctor must 
smndtow re W e to dre fcrniaJ sector. There mie two key tpreWons whidi 
a is e  Aom this t e l ^ .  EXxs the infmmal i ^ to r  allow ftu- c#italixm  to 
fmpgnMs or tetes it refkct capitalism’s social and ecotmmic failure?
^  LWm ABMrkas ^ r a ,  * C i^ g  WiUi ibe tnforsuil Secttn,’
ApfUn.
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Is the infom^t sector mMhtng mme than a pimæ wWne people can ^ r n  a 
suhsiswnce living cm* is it a fxtlemial engii» fw  growtii? «
The answers to tl^se questions, as will b ^ o n »  evitknt timmgh tmr 
discussion of tW empirical ca% study in C h u te r IV, aie not A ^1 straight 
forward. Tl% informal sector, becauæ of its closæ links to tlœ formal 
œctor enables 11% advancen%nt of tl% capita «cum ulation protcss - ti% 
basis of capitalism. T te  infmnml læctw is readBly avail^ le  in tins fnocess 
because of its weak imsition as a laixnir fotee, which often results in these 
workers being highly exploited bmh personally and in the woik place. 
This is an example of t te  social, political, and economic costs whidt me 
posstbte reflections of capitalism.
Whether or not t te  informal sector should be consitered as a 
potential engine for growth is difficult to judge, because of the 
teterogeiKous nature of the sector. T tere are etentents of tte  infmmal 
sector which nane than likely could ik)1 {uovide a engii% for growdt. 
For example, the fctty artisan or tte  street hawters appesi to rqm e^nt 
individuals earning a subsistence living, who do not have t te  ccmmon 
vision and goals to want to weak together, to mgamze, and comribute to 
the overall economy. O i tte  o tW  hand, t te  infbrttml æctof w m k#s w te  
have been stewn to play a significant role in tte  growth of nW ern sector 
iWustry do imlicate tte  potential as m  engiite for growdi betaure d ^ r  
numbers and comnron work characteristics. If these workers trould 
c^gamze themselves into a fc%imdd>k eppoe lof grovdb, in t te  long nio 
both tte  m akers a te  tte  iteustries wtmW m t e  to gain.
As previously fttenticHted any figures which rep re^o t enqnrical 
evitence for t te  size o f t te  io fom te w ctor imist be q ^ m ^ h e d  widt
^  AgAm, M#,p. 10.
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coasiiknible caution. This is due to the difficulty surrounding the 
n ^ ^ u r e n ^ t  of tWse uroegulated mW 'tlkguV iurUvities. Ikgaidkss of this 
fact, empirical studies indicate that the size of the informal wctor is 
sigtuftcanL Whm is not known with any degree of certainty is liw possibk 
contribution dte infomml s^ to r  could make to the GNP of a amniry if 
tlw% %tivities were regulated ami tterefiwe natitmaily amHjntabk*. Tlwre 
me atguitKBB which enqWiasize i1k imponam^ of directing tkvek^tmmi 
planning toward the informal iwctor and consequently su f^ m in g  the 
notion of the informal D io r 's  potential as an engine for growth. Ihe 
qi^stion then b^xm%s how to ckvelc^ this factor without risking Ute kfss 
(rf its pw niia! contrilnition to il% GNP. Another contrasting view sees the 
informal ^ c to r as comprising those activities which are "unproductiw" 
bMauK iWy are unregulated, and that tW r unpmduclive nature indicates 
that even if these activities were nationally accountable, they would have 
little or no impact on a country's GNP,
There is still the question of whether w  not govemn^nts should try 
to mininütæ the activities in the informal sector by bringing il%m to tW 
s u r f i t  and hence um kr State regulation. It is argtæd by Baird that, "if 
uiK^'grouod outfits had to go legal may of item  would go bust, tteir 
p ro fit^ lity  often lyit% in tte ir clandestiiK nature.”*̂  This directs further 
mtention to the idea that legitimizaion of t te  infomuti may present 
t te  g r e ^ t  risk to its eœnomic v i^ l i ty .
All this again relates to the question o f the potential of the informai 
KCtor as an engine for growth. The majority of informal s%tor A v il ie s  
art std^js^m  in n^tne; wages are extrmmly low and are often ;mid in tte
*  T h e  WorM of Wurk,* N w  Ha, )73, Jtây
IW , p. 5.
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form of cash for work (tone. Alternatively, some activity is 
enlrepreiKuriat in nature ami is only suct^ssful because it operaWs beyond 
the restricting parameters of the State. Tîk  potential growth of the GNP 
would therefore ultimately be minimal (in the absence of a com pte» 
structuial change to tlte ecwtomy). It cm  be argued that tegitimizatirm of 
this sector would result in strict State regulation equal in strength ami bias 
to that which miginally fmred such a large percentage of tlte px^la tton  
into tlte informal sector. The result would ite that tire sanre cla&res or 
groups of people would benefit from the regulatory nreasures. and tire 
same groups of ireople (i.e. tire informal workers) would pay. losing 
control over the prmluction aiW distribution of the grxrds in the infmmal 
sector and facing competition with the formal sector. Given these 
conditions, the informal sectm could ojnceivably recreate itself, as its basis 
for functioning is its indeperxtence from the repressive fornrel structures 
aiul regulations, and tire ensuing class structure and its in^ualities.
There is yet another side to this issue. If governments were able to 
incorptrnue informal jrectw activity into their rmtional accounts, tire rise in 
GNP might have a significant and positive impmit. For example, it could 
inqtrove tire standing of many Latin American ccmntries with intairetkMrel 
frntmcial institutions. The problem then, is how these activitres (xmld be 
made accountable, while at the sanre time mxtomnxxWing the informal 
sector participants themselves. This could only occur if  both the 
governments mtd tire informal secte»’ mmt ^ t e  to «nnpromise. This type 
of com^omifte wcmid rreed to pimeci the infmmal ^ t o r  workers white 
making tire mrtivities accountable. Ideally, in tire long run, tmdr parties 
cmild come mu #em l because of streh m  arrm ^m ent.
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ITk  ^com i school of thmight in our prc%m discussion, the tegallst 
school, genemlly differs from the structuralist mtHooI in that "it breaks 
away from analyses Aai >«e economic ccmdittons al the rmn of tl% infcmital 
sector ptenomenon."'''^ To be more s f^ if tc . "the legalist approach hoWs 
that tl% rift between the fomuil and the informal sectw can be traced back 
to tiK legal structures t^sed in an omnipresent, pumsittc State lyparaïus 
The iostitutioDa] ffæwwork, t%x mmtet relmiomt. is seen as tire nna of the 
problem."** Within this framework then, all activities which tvfreratc 
outsitk of the legal structures me consicfcred to be informal Again, in this 
thesis we me not comremed with criminal activities, which may or nuty not 
be incltakd in different discussions of tire infmmal sector
As previously nrentiotred. this schtwl of thwjghi evolves mit of tire 
research aW wmk of Hernando De Soto in %ru. De Soto consitters tiuii 
there is a hlstmical process by which the majmiiy of the activities in Peru 
have beainre informal. A primaiy sourre of this type of development has 
b ^ n  the inherently unjust characteristics of the Peruvian legal structures 
and system. According to De Smo. during the twentieth century, a sekrct 
group of people have been able to Ireneftt from working within or 
manipulating the formal institutions of tire State. Generally this grmip has 
nmstsred of tirere peopk with tire eccmomic, streial, or political mlvaniages, 
to determine their own privileged situation which is reflected in the 
composition of tire legal stnretures. This concreptkm provitfcs the h«u»is for 
De Soto's (bfiiuticm of informality which divMges from that of the 
structuralist sclmol. De Soto demarcates the determining factor of
De S m  Hr  Otkcr FmAi TW Rtvalirtlim to UR TIM WirM, New
Yoffc Row PjÆüsbov, t%9. p. sxv.
** SchoBwaklCT. I WO, p j.
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informalUy aïs unequal and rép re ss if  W ional ftgaUAOfy iit^tutkm s 
and fstnK:tures in Peru which keep (he^  activities illegal.
Soto advocates radical reform of the infomml s^ io r . His 
m^ument is that mœsi wwkens in the infwrnal %ctor wcmid Kke to be 
hut due to tiK bureaucratic red tape this is ncA pmsibte, m* fo ib le .  Ite 
founts to the fact that the av era^  Peruvian does not have the ccowjmic 
resources or tl« tin» to tkvote to this i^ocess, especially witlmta a positive 
guwuntee for the emt result. If this ^ iv i ty  was h m ^ s e d  with minitml 
government intervention, such as supplying land titles, tl% r i^ t s  to be in 
busiiwss and outlets fcM- borrowing capital; the economic pcnential for tW 
worken* in this sector and tte  economy as a whote vmuld be signiflt^nt.^ 
Of course, the system is such that if nrainiains the structures which nrnke 
the Inquisition of a tegal status imfx^ssibte for infomml * c tw  Ktivities and 
participants. This is more to the team of the isstK than De Soto's claim 
that people lack the economic resources and tinw. Even if the informal 
sector participants had tte  necessary economic resources and time, t te  
pndnhiiive structures would still be in place. De Soto states that, "renwval 
of constraints created by tax a te  labour législation on the infomml 
ect>mimy would allow it to mushmwm into a trw  engine of growth."^
A critical Issue which stems from Soto's argument is t te  
inacccMiibiliiy to private ^operty  owrwrship and rights fte  t te  a v e rse  
Peruvian. Private j^operty rights are essential for t te  efficient imrsuit of 
any type of economic activity within t te  tegal system. As a lesuh, 
Peruvians are being tteprived of fundan^m al rights from a tegal 
standpoint. This fact is substantiated by the existence and size of tte
IW. Pf. un-MX'.
•» Dc Smo. ;w .
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infbmW sector. The piutictpants of the informal sector are particularly 
su sce^b le  in this respect. His m^unwnt is that tlw legal structwies ami 
legislation prevent equal access to the eci>m»mic piwsibilities at ilu* 
foumW on of the structures. As a result, the most vulnerable groups ol 
p ^ p te  are frmn engaging in fiwmal ecomimic activities tnnn the
onset. This accounts ftw t!^ gewsis and incretiw of the inftmnal sctii»r. 
In this %nse, the vulnerable groups of society which constitute iIk* infomwl 
may be, for example, those who iue extremely ptww aml/or unskiIW 
and who do not know their rights and who cannot aliord the time or 
resmirces to learn drem. Tire legal system itself has never been considereil 
to be a problem in terms of the informal sector; in litct it may form the 
krekbotre of both the pn^lem  and tire solution, according to IX* ^kno He 
is in essence making a siaienrem that the civil law tradition (the legal 
system in Latin Anrerica) is not in fact demtreralic. and as a result the 
problems which provoke informality me inlrereni to l*cm‘s legal tradition.
Tire kgalist school llren cmphasi/es lire resultant incotrerem status of 
the economy. It becomes virtually impressible to fommlaie any type ol 
mmmoccorremic policy or strategy, given tire existing franrewotk "In the 
r ^ m  of prelicy. De Soto’s pwrymW calls for miministrative reldrm ami the 
renreval of bttremicratic o b s ta c le s ,w ith o u t which the system in pimc is 
likely to continue to reproduce itself. The direction for change is to 
lenreve dre institutional and structural gap between fwmals and inhmmls. 
with an e n ^ to i s  tm a ^ a l  p e n ^ ^ iv e . It ts only thnregh change mt this 
level that people will have access to tire system which enabks drem to 
p a r tic ip é  in all anivities from a competitive {M>sition. Tire increase in
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of wealth tl% ciHintry wt!î occur « c ^ y  if * i#  
iyi« of tnmsfoniiation takci» place.
IJkc the structuralist school. ü% legalist school (k$es not have a 
theoiettcal fouWattoo within classical <kveIopn%nt tWwies. It does 
to coincitfo with the neoliberal itteology which presently comtnands 
attention in Ijitin AnK’rica, The mx*liberal {xtsition stres%s tl% fm;t that 
" Ik  kgal institutions were t te s ig i^  to isolate t k  peasants, rural workers 
and migrants, and to pfrtcct I k  dominant grmjps.” -̂
The cmf^usis placed on t k  institutional fran^work by t k  legalist 
sdKwl adds valuable insight to t k  discussion of t k  informal sector 
from that of the structuralist school. Within t k  legalist argument though, 
economic factors continue to be important. In f ^ t  t k  ecowmic structure 
cannot k  ignored, and it is im|X)itani to realize t k t  t k  tegal structures, 
regulation, and legislation have historically ikveloped intinrately connected 
to tk s e  untkriying economic structures. In keeping with t k  i k a  of Third 
World tfcvek^ment centered on economic growth, i.e. capital accumulation 
through industrialization, historically the legal structures have adapred to 
protect capital in t k  production process. Labour, k in g  t k  second 
principal input of production, has ik refo re  always been included in t k  
tnsiiluiionu! franKWtxk only us being incikntal to cufuial.
Both t k  structuralist school and t k  legalist school crmtribuw valid 
argun^nts concerning informal ^ctm" workers. In f ^ t .  f k  t k  p tn p c^  of 
this thesis, aspects o f both s t^ w ls  will be called upon in t k  tkcus&km of 
t k  ei^Hricat case study. This c h ^ e r  has outlined t k  conqthcated and 
r^h er ambiguous imture of t k  informal %ctor, which allows ft»* i k
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symhesis of these two schools of thought in the further iimilysis of 
this thesis.
The Htntcfunttist schtw! emphasi/es tW links between iW inhmtuil 
sector and the character I sties of peripheral capitalism and the global 
economy, as being stgniftcuni. This is illustrated by ttte fact that there Is 
eviiknce of the growth of tite number of infimiuti sector workers who are 
attaclted to those formal sector industries which are leading the 
tfcvelopwwni of countries, particularly given the "imtwmd orieniation of 
tIte tteoliberal perspective which cun^enily dominates the ileveloptwMi of 
many Third World countries, A fundamental variable in the success of 
these formal sector firms is the existence of tfu* informal sector which 
keeps the wages low. The structuralists see the State as the principal 
Htedlaior, which given the above persftective allows for the h&t that tk ' 
structures will not change drastically to acctmimodale the informal sectoi 
It is at this level that the issue of the informal secittr as an engine lot 
growth is dijteussed.
Yet, the informal sector cannot be fairly considered solely in terms 
of economic conditions, as æx'tmling to the strtteturalisi school, lo  this 
end, the legalist school also provides many interesting issues tor 
investigation. This scluml recognizes the historical process which has 
crewed t!w institutional legal framework, which is largely responsihk* for 
tW informal Jtector. This whool sees tW c h an ^  in the legal structures as a 
way in w W ^ Ute between the infmmal and the fcmnal t̂ec^or 
cm  be lessen^!, w  tem oved This school argttes thM nrnst informal sector 
w elters would h te  to w m t within the tegal structures, hut are prevented 
horn tkung so. This allows fw a certain mdonomy of tW legal structures
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of â coymfy. Thk kW  of «Utfiw w^wamiv wtH be carkM y exsitined *B
ihK
Ill
Having discusMïd the liteniturc surmumJtng tlw Informal sector in 
wmts of its timmetical tkW es. and telalAj Khools of tlxHight^ we will m w 
consider iW resulting legal issues. Also, the o r^n ization  or lack of 
organization within tW informal sector will be addres^d, i^rticuliorly with 
respect to ikî relationship betw ^n the legal s itu ^ o n  of Informal w tnters 
and their organization sttuus. As the argun^m put fmwmd by t*K legaUsi 
scIhk}} suggests, the legal stnartures in many countries in f,atin Am»ica we 
responsible for the proliferation of informality. Pm^Woxitally, the 
existence of informal activities may untkrmine ilK effectiveiwss o f the 
legal regulattM’y apparatus,
TN;re are thnx aspects of legality with respect to the infmmal sector 
according to Tokman. * T te  first is tte  idea of legal recognition. This is 
concerned with t te  bureaucratic problems facing the informal sector. 
.Specifically, tW concept of illegality is used to refer to the fact that 
informality results from tl% complicated bureaucratic process facing ite  
infunmils. Second, il%m is the hme  of tax regulation; there is a need 
increased control over taxes to prevent informal % tivity. F iially , 
informal workers operate owtsitk Wxmr leguU^OB/le^stedoo of a 
country. This overall situMkm is co t^ )kx  becmtc "it is twcess»y to 
r^oturile ilw < * |« tiv e  of protecting rtw worWrs and their families 
(through Wgalizmxm). on the one hand, with the n W  on tl% o d w  W nL to
t m  R*. 107). 1874,
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presen 'e  this %omce o f employm ent whk'h k  preferable to 
uf^mploymem."'^
The concepts of legal recognition ami ot the infornta) sector 
operating outside the labour regulation/legislation, are particular!) 
in^»ftant to our discussion. They repreiMînt tl% uncertain p»>sttion of tIte 
informal sector workers, especially those who are in some way connecici! 
to t k  fommi secttM’. These workers, because of their aitmhnwnt to the 
fimnal seetcn*. slmuld be able to see their way to sonte level of orpani/aiam 
which would change their position in this respect In other words, this 
w k rc  the opportunity could exist for t k  informal sector workers to liH»k 
at tk i r  own situation and search for change. With regard to the concept ot 
lax regulation, this calls for the State to acknowledge the infonnal sector 
w m k rs  to the extent that it is going to make a change in their direction on 
a large scate. I.e. in terms of the ovenill economy, l o date them Inis been 
very little evidence of such a pirssibility (xjcurring.
Due to I k  position of informal workers with a*gard to tlic labour 
legislation of tlie country, tk r c  is very little or no control over the 
coiKlitions facing these workers. The results are very low  earnings, 
extremely Jong working hours, the absence of minimum standards o f  safety 
and welfare, lack of social security and t k  lack of access to unions and/or 
iTKk oj^anizatioos. T k  II-O is concerned with the situation of the 
infomml secttH’. and its non-compliance with the labour legislation of a 
oMmtry. In a PMeat It (^serves that, "to a large extent, sw h  mm- 
c o n ^ tia ]^  is d w  to t k  f ^  that a imjority of informal sector workers are
TWmms. p. W74.
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sâlf-empioyed or uopaid family wcn-kers who are not s u b j e c t  to iogal 
ohii gat ions of this nature.”
ftK’re arc two key explanations for this non-compliance given in tl%
II.O's reptm. These are: 11 ) the inability of tta? govemîrœnts to absorb tW 
increased costs which would he involved in laktur kgislation being ^ l i e d  
to the informal factor, and (2) the fact that because the informal sector 
workers are outside the labour legislation, they aie not subject to 
enforceable coniracis.and therefore the workers themselves do not exj»ci 
security in their job. and the possibility that the working hours and the rate 
of pay could be flexible.'^ In other words, a large factor in the non- 
ctmipliance ol the informal sector workers with the labour legislation rests 
in the fact that the workers themselves aie not aware of their possibilities 
to change their situation,
Ibere is also an important “distinction which has to be made between 
regulation in theory and regulation in actual fact; the former expends upon 
the legal stnicture and the latter on law enforcenteni." This Wds anoilter 
dimension to the argument that tlie legal structures represent a barrier to 
fonnality by suggesting that there is the problem of enforcenteni which 
must be dealt with. This would be very dilficull givon the Iteterc^eneous 
nature of the informal itecior. Alternatively, it is argued that in nmny 
countries "informal sector workers may simply mst know alxmt tlte existing 
laws and regulations."'* Given either case there reim ins the very real 
circumstance that informal workers, mainly due to tlteir relationship with 
the national legal structure, remain largely unorganized, and thwefore, rm
iLO, iw t.  p.
U .t> . ! * N l „  p . IS .
n o .  I‘WV p. s. Ta&fn frtun; Chanw*. J„ "Appuad** el (b
Set'll»  JuftTOWl" AMIKA. Snvteuri; >kv At. W l ,
tturrpuU, 19SS. p. A.V
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in a position  to im prove the conditions sufroanding their w o t t  and 
their lives.
There is also another important argument advanced to e%pknn the 
lark of organization amongst informal sector participants, which refers to 
ite  fragn^ntation of the production pu>cess. To relate hack to tlte ;%*int 
made regarding labour's secondary position in terms ol the structural 
franœwork surrounding the production process, the workers are kept in 
this fntgtnentAi position to allow for capital to expand. Workers are kept 
in isolation and in direct competition with each other; also the workers aie 
not aware of the entire prWuction process, and as a result they m* not 
conscious of their tkprivation in terms of returns to tlteir labour. Such 
separation also keeps the workers in a situation wtea* they do mil question 
their legal rights with respect to tWir role in tlK production process 
Again, it is important to mention that the groups of jK'opie who tue ntost 
commonly affected are wonwn, children and other extremely vulnerabk* 
groups. The consequence is that the gixiups who are not aware of tlteir 
legal rights are precisely those groups who are ntosi likely not to question 
the ex i^ n g  structures.
The formal s^nor unions and labour organizations are evidence ot 
the need for solitferily and large-scale moven%nts among the wtwkers in 
developing countries to ensure a reasonable work environment, 
particularly given the existing State structures in l,atin Anwrica. This type 
of nu^ilizatton l^s not, fw  the nwst pwt, talren plao; within the infommi 
secusf. According to tW  ILO, "it seems likely thm any general strategy 
tow ank the itevelopimni of «jcia! protection in tl% informal sector will 
need to nmke use of: (I ) direct provision by the State; (2) the fommtion of 
Bo*e. i m  p. 2t
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colleciive n ^ h an ism s within the informal ^ t o r  it%lf; and (3) 
reliance on and enhancen^m of the mutual support of family slnictores,"*^' 
There is the need for extensive research in this area to decide if tW 
|Me>£nce of some ttegree of cn^n iz^on -legahz^on  vrauld be berœUda] to 
tl% labour force of the informal sector.
^  lU). ÎWI. p. 43
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WtMkers ami (heir nwn a.vAtci3tums - (be tinly means tvttrkers
to make ihemseKes heard - must he misted. TTwir pn^vsals must hr 
stimula»d, their evcniuaJ criticism must he received with an lyvn mind, 
their right to disagnee must he respected iî»oreticaîly and pmctkally. and 
their patriotism t&en as sincere as well as their will to mwpt sm ntkes. 
once they lave been heard.
Cardinal Silva - Mav l)av td?o **'
The unionization process in Chile has been a rollercoaster of 
advances and retreats. Although this may N; common in the formation of 
unions in most countries, the period of the I? > ^ r  military dictatorship 
nrnkes O i ik ’s case unique. The coup d ’etat on Scjrtember I I ,  19?.^, 
marked a ttecisive point in Chile's history on all levels, including that of 
workers' organizations. The union movement had gathered a lot of 
momentum siiKæ t k  beginning of t k  century, and its situation in 197.1 was 
quite strong in ten ts  of num krs.
The following figure illustrates the grWual growth in national union 
n^mbership tW n g  t k  early y^ars, with a dranuibe increase around I97tl. 
and again in t k  years immediately before the coup. T k  significant 
upswfi^ is largely related to t k  ^tpeaittnce of agncuiiural unions, and t k  
sopjKHt given to ik m  by t k  govemritent of that tinte. T k  relationship 
bct%wn political | ^ e s  and dte unions has Wways played a s ig n ifie d  role 
in O n  le, in k e d , ”otte of t k  most notorious features of t k  Chilean
** TAen finow; Addxthk GomWii. in C&& tJn*f ttr lW3-iW9, Uaivcrvity of
Li30doo,h»a^<tfL«^ AatekaBSlwSes, Woiki^PSço'Sk>.4,j8ly l%l,p.4ë.
polfücai cteveiopnœm k  the persistent reWonWiip wbîeh cas he 
between politics and syndicalism/*^
fJ^jJRH ltN-UMBER O f NATIONAL UNION MSMBEHS UP TO 1»73
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St^cc: Banma. M„ "fS^Uiio l^hraat y MoWmic^ SiatBtiaJ CMkoo el
R^imen Rensw ife Tatferev No, 2, VECTXXL ^msifo. Joae. I% l. See:
Fnai. R. I9V5, Vi t̂sK* I, |^ . 12-15.
in 1W9, the Federmitm Obrem de Chile (Workers Fecteration of Chite, 
übbreviaied FOCH), was fonrW  in an attempt lo unify tlw disperse 
interests of the workers into a common goal. In 1917, tiiis federation 
linked itself to a national union association in M mcow, thereby 
automatically becoming attached to socialism generally and ^^edflcaily to 
the Communist Party in Qtile.*^* "T te union organizatitm (PCXÜH) came to 
be con to s^  with tW political party and it difRcult to diffMemiato dto
*- IH/æm CmiWtmKi. "RN Je tas StsJk^is a  Ouk.' E##6am No. 22, SWeA 19%,
P.2S.
See Fri» F.. ParKw. Commtr^iô» # 1  SUm̂ éSsiuo C k ^ s o  c o œ  N »Jmh^
YoWmm 1 1973-190, Pmgrama 6e Essaos^ del (FED, 1993.
respective roîes in front o f  the g ioboi society,"*^ and thus decisions  
reg W in g  association with unions were to îa r ^ îy  nuale hoM^ü on party 
affiliations m- political ideologies.
From 1924 to 1973. Chile pasMhl through various governiwnts: a 
populist governnwm. a liberal governnwni. and a government which 
supported a "liberty revolution". With emrh change in reginw. the 
Ktmomic and social environnant changed, according lo tW i^ikm yj^y of 
the governn%nt. a circumstance which favorod il^  wKial groups te g., 
labour) which were useful to its goals."' This time |wriod is often 
interpreted differently in terms of the union nmvement. for example, 
depending on wbetlwr the perspective is urban or rural as is illustrated by 
tfK following two points of vkw;
The union piK.nice of almost 40 years ticfore the military interveninm of 
1973. conftnmed to a labour movenwnt which smceedeU in m-umulatinp a 
(%rmm social and political fmve. This was sufftctcni to insert ii suiably into 
the simultaneous syfrtem of indifttrialiratMwi and democtaii/aiMH!.
For last 50 years Chilean rural unionism has been characterized by a 
anictural weakness vis-a-vis the State, political parties and the vested 
laiwted interesLs,
The fo llow ing  four figures provide a breakdown o f  tkr national 
union nK n*ersh ip  by sector f w  the y«ars 1% 7, 1971, 19X1 and 1991. 
TW  enq^tmis o f  this historical discussion w ill te -fw u s  on the yejus starting 
from  the mid l ( W s  teca u se  the C a m p e s i n o s  and their unions have
^  AWsF.. Î993. p.19.
See for cvarapk. Pizano.l97S; Friss F,, JW3; and Mafinz. Goma. Ose#, "Eomomk y S*vkd*d en 
CW e Fhmraôân y o i cî Dcssmilk» Hiswrtm." g a n te s  C kpW  No. I tt, Apot
m z
** Bsrnrra. Msitce) and Gon/afo Falabciia (akj, Sindk»l0s *Wo Regimes MlSUre» Argentina,
BraÆ y CM#. C K  Edtri«%s. Ssmi^o. 1990, p. 1*1.
SHva, Stote, Pdidcs s»i Uœnos ts t'hîte," ^#ra#t of AmeHen
SraScs. Vttf. % C k # r ^  U sivo^y Frm, NovenAer i m  433.
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experienced significant changes over this period which provide a 
representation of their union movement. With regard to the change in 
peiceniage of representation of each sector t te  agricultural scctm’ has 
experienced ite  greatest range. 71%re is roughly a 24.5% differem^ 
between the year of the lowest representation in this sector, 1981 and tte  
year of tW higlwst. 1971. This range is significant becauK it s u g ^ t s  tlmt 
politically the unions in the agricultural sector have always b ^ n  
controversial and manipulated with respect to tlK economic gtmls of the 
government. The mining and manufacturing sectors, when considered 
together, have consistently shown the higtest union membership. T l% ^ 
imlustries have traditionally dominated Chilean national economic Klivity, 
and us a result tl% unions have becon% well established. Tl% mining sector 
shows very minimal fluctumion in nœmbership over tl% years and contains 
some of the oldest Chilean unions. The other sectors, electric gas, 
construction, cvrmn^rcial, transpwtatitm. finance aiul social ærvices, have 
sWwn very little change in union n^mW rship during tb e«  years, T T ^  
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In tKim of the uotoo t*% nxw pmtWeooy dtmog
the period leading up to the coup, was that of (Itnstm n Dcmocrai fiduuTih) 
Frei ftom 1964-1970, This fxriod saw the greatest strengtlining of 
unions; it also saw tfe emergence of Camju’sintt organizations as I rei 
sought to gain tlw imppon of tl^  Ctmprsinos as a constituetk’y.
Many national federations and confederations begun during this 
period, although tlwy survived for different lengths of time ikfH.’iuling on 
their purpoæ, vistcm and resources.*** A nrnjor federative was the "Central 
Unica de Trabajadores** (Unitary Worker's Central, abhnjviaied CU I ), 
which was initially very important in the latnmr movenxmi during the 
years 1953-1973. During this period tW CUTs program was to tight 
against unemployment, propose ami-inflationary nwasures, national 
imtependent developnwnt and the %ed for a profound ami-feudal, anti 
oHgmchic, anti-imperialist revolution led by the people and headed by a 
{xtpular govemnwni.*^ T te  CUTs role as a leader and organizer was very 
sigmficmtt since tlwy remaiiwd consistently fiKuwd on ilwir goals and their 
vision for the futuie of workers.
Regarding rural labour organizations, peritaps ilk; most significant 
pre-coup event was the tegalisration of rural unions by iIk’ passage of I .aw 
No. 16.625 in 1%7 by 1)% govemnwm of President Frei. This kgislation 
transform ^ the entire union stnicture. ^ f m e  this, unions could only be 
fonm d at tW "ImcieWa" or estate level; now IfX) or more rural workers
®  See P ian o  397S; Silva I98S; Fn#, F. 1993; Fnav F„ “Sfovwi^so Ssfxlusl y TomsKKW a k
DcmKraOa," y TemW# to  C'kUe, t a ^ m e  Aaosl 1999.IV91. PKT, ivvi. pp.
99-129; W  Sebsas t ^ s  Emk)w, T n i jw t« ia  4# *m O n w U w * #
rw aprrina, AOKAIM, WoA% Papei !\kt. I, S*w%o. 3992.
®  Ri*» F„ 1993, p. 15.
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belonging to tte  xame comnna (mynlctpslity) could fwm  a union 
thmugh a simple procedure. TiKse commMnai uniom were dwn ^u |K k1 
into fetkfidions at t*K level of a pnn’incm aW the% in turn were structured 
into national confederations.*" This was a nwnumen^l achieven^nt 
considering rural Campesino organizations had been continually and 
relCnitcs.siy persecuted. In 1921 and agdn in 1932 there were bloWy 
repressions on the part of owners against son» of the first Campesino 
organizations; and in 1924. Law 4.057 was passed which allowed for the 
lornaiion of unions in any company with more than 25 workers, but the 
application o f this law In the agricultural sectm was pm cribed.’  ̂ From 
that point on. until l% 7. all Campesino organizations were formed 
itkgaliy ami as a result, subject to brutal consequences if and when tl»ir 
"voice” became too kmd.
A very inqxrrtant relationship began to tkvetop during this tin». tMt 
between the Catholic Church and d »  Cam^sino rm)veti»nt. Many suppwt 
organi/ulions were fomwd. such as the Instituio de lîducaciân Rural 
(Instimte for Rural Education, abbreviated 1ER), in 1953. T1» lER's role 
in tl» rural union m tnen^nt was such that it. "had much influence on tl» 
fttrnmiion of Cliristian Campesino leagkrs, who would later lave tasks in 
ilnr union moven^nt.”**’ Apart from this type of otganizmimt. the Onjrch 
also began to tq^ly pressure in support of the Campesinos.
in 1967. the Law of Agrarian Refmm was eimcted. This taw had a 
significant impm;i on the rural union movement because now, "tW
A « & tUe msuiy'» w#. mbmt ate tke éepartm/tfim aai (he
pnmnkk. See Scsytei, te Ac Co^ttyûàe: A Cme StMĥ  te
CWk." WorW Rrapki^raettl Pro y cwa »  Rfwiurh Wochte# Paper. ILO, 59?!, p I. 
Ckmr/. MSI. pS.
*'* Stem» rasçïïs. W .(, p. 16. 
n%L p. IS. AtwaccmUck
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Campesino, Üxmygb üwir union organknttom , MW itw fighi fw  the 
conquest of lami amï ttw possibility to bcconuï ihc musters of iÎK*ir own 
ctesîiny.’*’  ̂ The ikxî y em . until 197^. saw a ste&uiy inetvai* in the nun*er 
of Campesino unions, m  well mi tîuf ftumaiion of a mabmil confcikration 
wWch was specifically interested in the Campesino movement. This was 
^  Unidad Obrero Campesino {Campesino Workers Association. 
aNwviated ÜOCK which started in M 7I. The Campesino unions were 
very active during this period, which was indicated by i\w "great nundier 
of strikes, laraJ seizures, and direct confrontations between Cumpesinos and 
landowners which took place during the Unidad Popular government, 
indicating the high level that wkIuI uml political conllicls had reached 
FlGUBE fe NUMBER O f QRUANlZEDXAMOaimilü
IlSJOO
^nu
5972 197  ̂ 1974 5975 19#0 |9S2 19RS I9S9 IW’
ScwcK 1973 - W l)w iH EsKncma, t»*«î urn pRUmmary
Wonmmkm Aem tXe Lftoor Office. 1974 md *975 • OffkW éaàM tnm  Ae !.iNnr 
Omce. *980 - OCAC. "El Apmo.' No. m .  May IWtl.
IW2 • . SolHteStK) Mp . 144. Nov. *9%. »9W. t m  1992 • Drpwlmtsl of
UirioB EskaUm, AGRA UtL Sec; SWka* Casipo», 19%. p,54.
S^asCtopc*. i m  p. 24. 
^  SWv& * m  tJt 457.
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This figttrs revsWx 6 m  nu n 6 e r  o f  C s m ^ s in o s  W*
6an tica lty  uftcr 197!%. and ha«* never recovetird. Figure 7 shows thm tîw 
U fK \ Ik is  moved somewhat indepem kntly o f the trend stKJwn in Figure 6. 
Itaeh confederation and feikration opem w s utWer different regulmions ami 
responds to different pressures, ah k m g h  uUimarely they are ait s ^ c c ^  by 
the larger situation in which they find itwrnrelves.





SiHJin’, Siv Kiÿief 7.
11k* military ctnip o f 1973 put an  imm ediwe end to union m;tiviiy in 
ttre countrysitk. and marked t!% bepnm ng  o( a  atW painful experieiKe 
ftv  tW  V a m p fs in o  m ovem ent. U nionization at a ll levels suffered  a 
ikvastm ing blow, j ^ t k u k r i y  d w  to  tW  end o f  the p o l i t ia l  p m tk s  wWeh 
bad been a  vital itxd for their nxdûlizm itm  tW t% hm »t t f^  w k ^  period, 
in geiwraL both tlw literature mtd {wlideal e n p ^ n c e  suggest 6 a t  u m k r 
au thoritarian  reg im es (fascist, m ilita ry , j K ^ l i s t ) ,  lalKHir u m o ss  e e
ul
Wversely in iheir politicnl tkv^iopnwm. C hik  im^vcd ui be mi
exccfHion lo ihin rule."^
TÎW military govemmcni altered drttsiieally the eeomnnie polieien »n 
tlte forn»r govemnwni of Sahador Allemk’. Such changes included 45l> 
or nmre State owned and controlled enterprises wen,* sold to private 
investors; the military maintained control over the cop|H*r industry 
(representing 789P of assets in the l(K> largest llrnis of the country t: h r ,  
of eX{HT^ated land was returned to its original owners; the ccotromy was 
open to private and foreign competition by lilting price co n tro ls  .md 
reducing import barriers, in some cases up to llHPf; and c sp o rts  were 
encouraged.’’ Any social re|H,*a’ussions of these measures were ettlorced 
through me repression of the unions and laNiur.
The level of repression in the countryside was particularly severe, 
stalling at the very onset of tW ctnip.
Thousands o f  C tm p e s itu n  were physically esicrmmatctl or cspi llcd iriHii 
jIw lands in which they lived. The main targets were dw* lead n s ;*(u! ilwiw 
Cam pesim is  considered to he most active in rural unions
There were many direct and indirect attacks on labour during the lirst
years of the dictatorship. A few examples will provide an umlet standitig of
the circumstance in which unions and the labour movement found
themselves.
^  M Ëietk IWI, p. : 
tt*L  p. 8,
*  SÜV». 19% p. 439.
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D e tre #  Ley {Decree Law) NwmWr • a State agency was
cviablishcd wiih the specific role of deiermining tho;^ who had 
piolicipaled in land seizures tefore the coup. Credence was given lo 
lo anonymous accusations.. .  which led lo serious ahu%s by officials 
of I he new reginw.
ITiis decree also allowed for Can}pes^no^ to (Kcuse ot% anotl%r, and tl%se 
were often based on personal grudges. The result was a growth of disunity 
among the Campeshuts them%lves.
Decree Law No. 1 .4 ^  - the military government annulled i te  
"lùlucaiion and Kxiension Fund" (FEES) which had t ^ n  created in 
IVfiX: this fund was tl% most important source of financial support 
for ilx' rural federations and confederations. ***’
Decree Law No. - seven confederations , as well as all their 
member organizations were proscribed. One of these was 
the IKK’.*"*
Later, the P la n  lu ih o r a î  (l..abour Plan) of 1979 was implemented by the 
military government, partly as a result of the negative international 
response Jo Chile's anti-labour policies. This Pliui was the government's 
effort to supposedly give the unions some of tWir rights in an atrempt 
to curb foreign pressure, but doing so within guirklines and principles of 
the military government
Untkr this Plan there was a retkfining of type* of unions. The i»w 
typology included: enterprise unions, in tereo te irnse  unions, and
‘̂ S ih a .  t m  p. 441. 
“ ** W  . p. 44!.
UwA 1**1, p 11.
iiM ^tendeiu (m n ilio ry ) wofWr» u n i o n s i t  wa* only the fir»t which wa* 
allowed any kind o f collective iwgotlaiion^ alihinigh. even this was limited. 
Law 16.625 <rural unionization) was annulled, thus ending the possihility 
o f form ing unions o f the comtwa  character w hich had previously been 
convenien t for the rural w orkers,'*”  The l.alHHir Plan was clearly 
subsen ien t to industrial interests, and ifelivered a furtlter blow to labour in 
the agricultural sectw .
Unionization in tW  rural sector has historically not paralleled that of 
the industrial sectors, the latter providing the econom ic and ptditical wiurce 
o f the growth o f the country.









SiiHTCt, Dwcct<Sn dei Trahajr-, Ta%a. Snhrc Ofup30<V» INK. TnmrvJrc, ( ktohcr 
Decsaéer. Sst; Fria<k F a n t Rui/*Ti^ltf, 1992.
*82 F rae F„ J993, p. 28.
*8  ̂ W a a  i m  p. 36.
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It is apparent from this figure that the growth in agricultural
membership occurred between the years of and 1973, following tlw 
Agrarian Reform (which will be discussed later). This level of 
membership maintaiimd itself fw  a few years after 1973, altlKHi^ tl% level 
of visible activity Immediately following tlw coup natuially almost 
completely dissipated. After 1979, the year in which Ae labour tegislatitm 
was drastically changed by the Piimcbei govemn%nt with tl% intrtxfaictimi 
of tiK Ijihmir Plan, the n u m k r of agricultural union nwmbers d m p p ^  
precipitously, This is basically the level today, the struggle Ixing to 
return to tte  position establisWd before 1973.
Two national labour entities were formed in the 1980's. Tl% CUT 
was reborn in 1988, under a slightly different narrw, the Central Unitaria 
lie I'rahajtidores (also abbreviated CUT). Accotding to Frias P., the CUTs 
platform stressed lire itfca that the basic goals of the union nwvemeot were 
for an econom ic strategy that would perm it an exit from 
underdevelopment, a reindustrialization of the country, the generation of 
jolvi, the establishment of fair salaries, an improvement in the quality of 
life of the population, and the elimination of extreme poverty, tire 
murginali/ation of certain workers and informal work.:'*-* TTie CUT 
continues today as tire main national labour organization.
Another imptmam event was the birth in 1982 of the Comisiôn 
Nm Umal Vampesimi (National Camf^sino Commlssiom, abWeviared CMC), 
which was fomred in cmder to unite many mtional Campesino union 
organizations (of different |w ty  affiliations), with tire itka  of working 
logetlrer for $geaer strength of rural w w km .
HU
tit*
Tt» CMC was to bectMne (aW WII is today) exce{Hio»a)ty in^^cHiam 
in the Campesino union movement, especially regarding its working 
dhecily with the Sociedad de AsesorUt de Proyeems Ixihondes (Advising 
StK^iety for Labour Projects, abbreviated AGRA Ltd.). Salimrs CamfH>s 
refws to tltô significance of this relationship, stating that it»ge(lwr they 
created a <fcvc»opment program covering the areas of technical assistance, 
jwridicW assistance, communications, training and union extension.
T te  last years of tl% dictatorship were marked by dentonsiratioin
and strikes, often led by tl% CUT, although on a national scale, ilu* role of
tl% Campesinos in the countryside was considerably less prominent
Overall, if one considers the union movement in Chile over this pcritnl in
terms of legislation which was implemented as well as economic and
political policies, it is quite cfear where the Campesino movenwnt fits in:
Chilean rural uniunlsm ha;, been cimdilinncU try anj >ubi(rd!naleU (u ihe 
politica] and economic needs trf the iktminant sector ctmtroUinj: tk; State 
apf^ratus. . . ;l% prohibition of rural unions permitted the pivemmenl to 
th ie v e  the support o f the landed oligarchy for its induslriaii/ation 
efforts.
The CUT and the other national labour institutions were key 
instruments in securing the outcome of the plebiscite which led to the 
election of President Alywin in 1989. TTk* new government, which took 
office in Match 1990, began to ctmsitkr implenx;ntation of nttHliflcuitons 
to the fomwr labmtr legislatiim. However, the government fourni itself in a 
disadvantageous position in this regard; while it did have a majority 
rqmesenwion in d% House of i^presentatives, the Senate was still largely 
omtrolted by righdtA swiatofs and t h t ^  senators wlw were "ttesignated" by 
d *  nuHtsy regin». This 1ms matte any legislative action of the democratic
S aw * C^sjx». 1993. p 38.
SUvfc p. 433,
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govemiT^m problem ^c, and in pm iculw  tbe es^tinem of laws w bkh 
wtHild ihe implen^ntation of labour refcmns.*^^ Becau^ of this,
return lo democracy, even though it was the ultimate politieal goal of 
tl% nmioiml laWur cHganizations, has only re su lt^  in partial c h a n ts  for 
the labour movcnwni in Chile.
The second ikmocratic election since iW coup took place on 
December II , 1993. TW victorious candidate was Edumdo R ei who 
secured approximately 59% of the popular vote. Frei is the son of 
former presitfcnt, Kduardo Fiei, and the labour organizations are very 
hopeful of tte  pmgress which will be made f<OT their cauK. This faith te s  
been substantiated in an interview with Raul Flores, an ex-national 
C a m p e s in o ,  who states, "1 have faith and hope that in Ae new period of 
elections there will be some massive aa^fHamæ of t te  workers in terms of 
iMgani/ation... they are teiting that it has to be Frei that wins, the workers 
have their sights firmly on him because his fatter (fornœr President Frei) 
was the initiator of the Movimienro SimUcal de h  Organi^ciàn de ios 
Trahujiuhres (Union Movement for tte  Organization of tte  W orters)."'^
Still lire 1KW president will be restricted by the l^w ur legisteion of 
t te  Hnoctei regime, and the supporters of the former militmy regin* who 
still miîrin much power. Ttese institutional r^ lities will mort likely not be 
ctenged until at least tte  government following the current o t* J ^  It is 
generally agreed that t te  greatest ;noblems of tte  democratic goveranxnt 
succeeding tte  ndiitary regin* has b%n refc»im to t te  Coftstttufion aW  Ü*
F.. RsU'Ti^Ir. y DinBrica SfadtoHtw» f s
ft C'oetfsto Kcocomtfo y SoclopoBtko. PET W oiti^  P ^ r  No. 91, 1992. p. 4.
AwW» ioKmew w*> Fkm . n-oMit'oal Cimptwte k*kv, oo Demiber 10,19%, ény 
hHwAccWKP.
htfoRBtôi» ftn s witt u ^ n  fffW ifsM m  is S»t» iferisf Ac issc
A ccrues.
o b s t^ k s  changes to tW législation pat in pl^*c by the rightist
oî^xMîition in t te  ï^rlianwm.****
II
T te  Tempiireros ena?rged doe to ctenges in politicnl and cconoiniv 
fK}licies directed toward tte  agnculturu! sector. As was shown in the 
previous section the political mandate of various governments revolved 
around the economic developitKnt plan for tte  country, and vimi-versa. 
T te  Temporeros are in many ways one outcome of this closely 
knit relmionship,
T te atomization that the system of temporary work brings with it is a 
universal clement of the development of capitalism m ilw present global 
KWtomic s t ^ ,  char^aerized hy itte ficsibilizaiion of tatnnjr stations in 
favOT of capitalism." * ’ *
In terms of t te  unionization process, in recent history three phases 
can te  distinguished: (I) the pre-Pinoctel prriod; (2) the liihour Plan 
(implenrented by the PiiKn^het Regime in 1979): and t te  return lo a 
democratic governnreni. As discussed earlier, tte  movement in tte  
counttyside was strong tefoie the coup in 1973. Cutnpvsinos were in a 
}K>sltion in which they could tegaJly and cfleclively unionize (I Jiw 16 625). 
Also, tte  Agrarian Reform of l% 7  gave Campesinos the oj^jrtunity  to 
own land, and at t te  same tinre took away a lot of t te  power of tte  
tradidoml Itmdowning elite. T te  Campesino unions had a lot of supptrri
1Î0 B#Ue B., "El PMWdenK qoc SWiMWt el Aito 2.ÜUÜ,' TWrm, tJt Bevists del
éÜ C ijn iii. Year X. VW. 2, CM". S w ^ g o . NovmRber - Dctcwber IW1. p 4 
111 OoBiUdü.’Pnquamjis de DcwrWk) FoaAmkN Sepm Bea^kwm, Coe iBWdKiie m na
Territory* SbtembaetaMs dc Eipcrfefwtss en Tomo al tk w n d k  de SwWem 
SocWn EoBm, B?)ES y Desamlhw Progmme dc Apoyo Una) a I# Hendacitm
^KBOicsa, Watm% A#» No. 5. Jdy 1992, p. 15.
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from natiosai confederatioBs asd  federadons, as well as the 
Catholic Qîurch,
The military govem ir^nt was resfK>nsible for the extensive 
mtKicmization of the economy, through the af^lication of iKolitwral 
policies. This liberalization also focuwd on agriculture ami its p t^m ial as 
an export industry to help integrate the economy into international 
markets. Silva suggests that this process of motkmization 1ms 1«1 to an 
m:cekraied eliminatimt of permm%nt rural workois on thæ famm. AIk» tlte 
massive unionization experience ttefore 1973 has contributed to this current 
phasing out of permanent workers because of the landowners’ fears 
associated with wanting to protect themselves from any future recurrence 
of thiU former situation,*’- Accotding to the President of the UOC, Oscar 
Valladares Gonzalez, considering the development model from an 
economic jxtint of view, in the long run all workers in the agricultural 
wctor arc eventually going to be Temporems^^^ (see Rgure 9). In otlter 
words, the existence of the Temporeros is something which deserves 
special attention because it is not based on merely a tem^mrary set 
of circumstances.
“ ’ SHvd.
’ ’ ’ îBifrvww *iA Oif.'m VailsU»®* to; 'I4» TempaemK Divmsu OpÉBkme» Sctee as Mknm ty 
PniHcma.'* T tem . No, î ^ .  1993. p.6.
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nCURE 9 î PE&MANENT/TEMPQ&ARÏ WORKERS m  R^ttm EgAT^
BLKAL WORK roaC Ë
41*10(10 ■
YËM
StüHVc: GAme/̂  Ê -hcnkpc. I j  Ajan-irilijidC'hik'rw i*i>> f>i>st'af;isdi- U
M a d m i m i t t a .  S w w w g o .  I V X N .  S c c ;  F ^ t h k ) .  H W . S .  p . 4 S 0 .
TTie Campesinos have tse n  historicuUy divided inu» iwo nuijor 
categones: First, tWre is ihe "Campesino farmer” whti either tiwns »r 
works a piece of land, having control over decisions rcls vam to the 
I^odiKiton process and llæ ttestinadon of iJk harvests. Sectrmi. there is iIk* 
"Campesiruf woilter" who offers his or her labour to the carrying out of 
tasks, which wl^n put to c h e r ,  result in agricultural p ro d u c tio n .'W ith  
the tnodemiz^ion and indumialization of t!% country, emphasis has .dtifted 
toward Ae use of the Wter type fd* labour. This process was agisted hy 
MntxWt's Laixtur Plan which returned much of the land expropriated in 
the Agrarian Reform to its original owiters.
m OncfM, 3%7, p. 68,
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b  Ow d lt^ o fsh lp  wveztly w eaW W  Ae podtkm  ihe
Campesinos, ami îhcir only rote acknowledged by Ae govemn«w was
tWir fKHemial as a la r^ . c h e ^  labour Ante. Tbis visicm resulted in the
wm ening of social condition fen* Campesinor.
Thene is ‘the need hi ctMisHJcr the impWiüuhm of a new economic model m 
iW agriculiurai sechir. wiih ils àeep owWimnaitens in iaml tenue a id  m 
ife contïBçiing of the kibow force anl «npteyces, which bs s n sah  tmmÿn 
accenhmtcd wxmphiynrcm in the cmmtn^de, a diminWiing trf pomment 
in apicakurc. s  impowfWmwnt td' all sectus,
a kw  level whl quality o f life tW dw f^ iliea , wid an irw r^ e in
the espdohukm of aftû'ulîaral wcskcrs,"*
Again. Valladares points out that the Temporeros it^m selves are, "the
reality of u system well thought out to obtain the greatest profits lm%d on a
pure ami simple exploitation of the rural workers." *>* The Temporeros
arose out of a juried  of overall decline in il% situation facing tl%
Campesino in the agricultuiai sector, as the economy of t*% agricultiual
sector itself was growing. As will be seen in this case study, tl%
Temporeros renmin in this position of weakiKss.
The Temporeros are concentrated in the areas of agriculture which
are oriented toward exports, meaning those areas which are la te ly
ifevoied to monoculture. "The agm-industrial sector hæ  b ^  converW
into ow  of the mma dynamic iKiles of tW Chilean economy esp^ially  due
to the fruit industry,"**’ and the relevance of this industry reflects m  Ae
im^Kinance of the Tempi>reros on a national level Soirw of the m an
Chitean exports from this sector iiKltKte, t ^ t e  ^ ap es, qiptes, «un
mid rice. T k  domitmrn cn^ is tabte ^npes, and dte %mrlters in this ana 
fwm the Ateus of our cate study.
* > '  M ia »  Caaqxm. l* » i  p. 35.
W3.P*.
* Remae Amma. L »  TiaUi^adem Tmapor i rai M  SaeUir C ooo»
aiPndff.C*UlUt>fe. I.PET, t« 2 ,p .  i.
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This lahmtr force has been estpemely impoMm* In the économie 
growth of 0% country, but yet when oiw see* ami ieamx of the eomhikws 
which suntmnd their work and their lives, this is diltieuti to Wiieve 
Ronw) M. iKSints tnii ih a  when an activity is jnofitable for ilw antntry it is 
hoped that the workers' lives and work conditions improve. This in fact 
has not occurred in tW agricultural sector, instead just the tyip%isiie has 
laÎKa The workers of this economically successful sector are anwng 
ûiose w to  experience dte worst socio-economic conditions.!'*
T te  T em poreros. as a work force have been completely 
marginalised by a system designed by the political and economic elite of 
the country. A study carried out by Kalabella asked tW general question of 
why these workers were mn in any way organized Ihe overall 
coiKlusions of this study indicate two main |»ims:"*' I irst, that the system 
of lemporaiy work has been legitimated titrough 18 years of practice and 
legal institutionalization and that it fragments and results in univfiatniy and 
disorganization among the large nrnjority of the w<»rkers (between 80- 
90%) through a system of exirenwly precarious labour ivlalions,'-’*' Ihe 
^co n d  inference is that 11% owners of the companies which employ the 
Temporeros are very |K»wefful and have a great distrust stemming I nun 
t*% experience of iW Agrarian Reform. As a consequence iney have few 
iiureniives to change a system which k ts given them great profits and 
nm iim im  security, having tuijusted labour lelidions to tWir ber%lrt.'^'
Emulates on the nuoAers of Temporeros vary, since it is dilfteuit to 
g^]%r exact stmtt^cs tk e  to t)% nature of their work. Tire tma! number
«92.P.3,
Ser, RWAeB*. TiWw#) Temp*## y DmMgrnmarmm SocuU," PrapWfWw IS,
Sackdad y TnwUcten, Edicrane» Sex. CWk. Jsmæy IWn.
12Î 1992. pS.
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for the country ranges between 400,000 • 550,000, depe^ i a g on the
s o u rc e ,A c c o rd in g  to AGRA U d„ Ox woHt of the Tempoirros brings 
in the sum of $970,000,000 U.S., for ti% ^ricuitural expwts only, without 
consitkring the ptui of tlw production which to the internal tnartet, 
or the work of otl%T Temporeros^ such as in fïMestry,*^’
There arc three basic categories of Temporeros: Seasonal
Temporeros: Casual Temporeros: and Steady TemporerosM* T!k 
Seasonal Temptiren>s are tiwse who work in Uw sumnxr nxmtW, which is 
the peak season in the fruit-exjtort industry (jobs may vary between two 
and six months). This is when tlw fruit must be harvireted and {»cted for 
shipment and the;^ am the activities which require the most intensive 
labiMir. This group includes the highest percenkge of wonwn wtto wm’k 
as Temporeros, irainly t^cause the packing involves work which is 
consitkred to be well suited to won%n. Also siuttenis. snwll farmers ami 
the uwmployed may %arch for work during these ntonihs.
Casual Temporeros may work all year round, but nwve from 
company to company depending on tte  demand for work. TW result is 
that tWy receive %parate contracts for em:h job, arW tW efore, iwvcr work 
for the same company long enough to beconæ a ^rm aneni wmker.
Finally, the Steady Temporeros are tlm% who work all year round 
for tl% mrm ct^mpmy. but Wve only tenqxyaiy contmcts. This is based 
on tl% way in which the c o m f^ y  amwiges to reiww the ctmtmct. After 11 
nmmhs tW worker is let go a i^  then a s W  to  return the following nxmth 
with a ikw contract. In this way the workers are peven ted  from
’ Fur wwurx K t tut euOfScr a ik k *  a  iW  tecUm.
Lwu tkw A e# â t  le» Ttwporirut. Dcpwumxmo* *  CmpeeWWe y Exissida.
AtniA Lw , Wy m i, p i.
nwL m
u
htcotfûû$ "perm asem ”. In ail three came» the worker# are k tfi  
m#ginaIÎ2%I from fl^ legal rights and benefits whteh mv asstviated with 
being penm i^m .
Mention must be nwfe negamhng the "ptarking" aiW iIk* suiiidnlity of 
won%n to these tasks. This work requites deliew y, loleranee for 
tediouswss, rapidity and (mtienee * traits which are said to he innate to 
women. This is a cniciat activity because tW system of temponuy work 
hm in itself been groatly res^nsib te  for tl»  entrance of a la i^  pertvniage 
of women into the w orkforce,'*’' According to higure H). an 
overwlKlming nwjority of women who work in the fruil-es^m  industry 
are temporary workers, generally having only entered the workloree 
because of ifK increase in temptvury work.
See: MeUel R„ Wtm. SoWW (Miww» M„ amt Ver6fm;ji 4»., L «  TfWpnrtre» y «*
VMM M  Tram», C ^ .  SMOesa tW ; and VaMd» S.. Xmem. Msjer, TVrntW* y 
M e^ HwWeift, 1̂  Ned* 6  to UedentoatoM j^ewto, CEDBW. SWtoys 1W2.
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HiHlRfi tflî PERSONNEL fMgrttllUTKMt ISi SfiVBH PBWT 
CQMPANiE&.IN.SAJüiTA-MAlUA
É
B  rmMtèm 
0  TTdMW)RA8>’
M e n W (M 3 « I
SnuHn'; HinJnqmv. Wn*), Empfew y Trabajadore^ FiulicrdjiM en cl Vsrthr de 
Attwt-apiw.' I ïinfctfal. Aimm, Tc*a%, uîwdMnL See: VahM*S.. 1992.
Génw/. ami Uch^nique carried tmt a study on ÜK Temporeros^ b a s^  
on surveys done by the Temporeros themselves. In tlw sector devoted to 
Ihe production of table grapes the following lesulls were found: 
average i^e of workers is 24.0 years;
61‘Ï  began to work before 18 jears of age;
33*  ̂ begun to work before 15 years of age; 
had compkied basic eduw ion; 
had compteied lechnka! education;
81,3% of this work fort» wm ii^orpcn^ted betw «n }^1-|984;
11.5% of this work force was incwporated between }985*}9S6; 
average daily wage for Pekiimy-Apnl 1986 was 477
’^477 pOK«KappmW*etyS!A)C#n#&aoUimu*y !99*0tfWi^ndc)
^ p o fticm  of yotmg Temporeros which twvc «ever 
hW any mWr work experience.'*'
An m k k  recently fniblixheü by the I  NC hopes to shed light on the actual 
xiritaiion of tl% Temporeros. us seen by tlte Temporeros themselves ' '' 
The article points out there are many myths regarding the ITmptm ros 
the high salaries which they earn in each season: 
the high incitknce of students and house wises, who are only 
interested in working u short tinte; 
they mainly come from urban sectors; 
with this activity they contribute to complcuK'nl the lamily 
earnings, by helping the 'man of the Imuw'.
The reality as seen by the Temporeros is as follows:
tte  salaries in the previous season (October VI May ut» did 
not go beyond on average T6.NM) pesos numthly. which :s to 
say a monthly salary which is less than the minimum wage 
approximately 404  of the Jemporeros in any ntonkMii ot the 
season were unemployed;
in the months of most labour activity tNovember. Ix*bmary 
and March), approximately 55. 7t) and 654 respectively of 
those who worked these months made some form of taxai ion 
payments.
OdcKz. Sagio «xt kftfs Ecbmktee. TreîBr«^wr^ Tonpofttm <k b  Apiiattarj Minfcma ücî ( hth' 
C^W." MASCO WsHifaii N*> 34. tAxtmNr,
t-Morrc S., Semmdo. Tanpofwt»; Um RcaWad MoiSin. pR.|javn OIvhI». Ib rr#  Ijê tbWW# 
M  Tnbidad^ dt) Cmqwx Y&a X Vitt. 2. Nu. I h HewmW W (,
p. 32.
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written contracts fîucttiated t^îween 44.4% in C^tober and 
in January, but this does not signify that they complied 
with the stipulations of ite  law. Many of the contracts are 
tarte hlanehe and the employers fix the conditions, and the 
workers are obliged to respect them. The Tempureros say 
that the conventions in the I^ihour Code are falsities, that the 
word ol tite owner is the law:
practically KKK7 of workers do not count on the existence of 
the minimum hygienic conditions at the work place.
I he regional distribution of temporary workers is illustrated by 
I igures II and 12. ITte Central Region includes the Aconcagua Valley, 
which is .) focal point of the fruit-export industry. Santa Marfa is located 
in this valley. The distribution of lemptirary workers in this region has 
been steadily increasing, particularly since the early 1970's, while the 
ininihtT in the rest of the couttiry has almost completely diminished. This 
is indicative of the centrali/ation of the fruit-export industry which mainly 
u s e s  tempitrary labour, which coincides with the outward-facing economic 
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FIGURE 12: D iSTRlBlTION OF TEMPORARY WORKERS BV SEX











l igure 13 again ivileraies Ihe severeness of the phenomeiK>n of 
tem porary work among the female labour fon% o f the country. Since tW 
early I970’s in particular, this labour force has betx)me alm ost completely 
concentrated in the central region. This places stress on female woiiters in 
both ateas. although untter different circumstances.






S<miiv: Si'v I lÿujy' IS ;Hh) U,
i he tem porary wage w orkers in agriculture, in theory, have the 
same labtmr rights as any w m ter, if  and witen a c o n tr a t  exists, sigited by 
the wtirker and tIte e n ^ lo y e r ,’^  Such legitinuue cmitracts im ely exist, atW
Mtsk4. Julia. "La y Læ> Tcn^saïroi en el Agns." to Vskiis S„ XUBC® et aJ.
é* w u  Kemtklmd OealUd* (Ljh T n h ^ M w a f del Graqw), CEM, Sjetfsjo,
m i .  p. 5P.
m
the owners do not put much in writing, thereby iiKineuvering itround any 
Wx)ur legislation which should he applicable to ilwse Wi»rkers.
in terms of the possibilities for organization, when this work fora* 
was very new, these were almost non-existent, (iaeie highlights tiu* tact 
tJfât in fruit packings, the employers mainly contract female workers who 
have no i^evitHJS ex|%riencc with union activities and are reluctant to risk 
their jobs by participating in union actions. ITius most attempts made by 
ruia! unions to organize these mostly female iem|mrary workers have 
failed.” ’̂ This situation Nis only been slowly changing over the last live 
years. Aootter reality is that in the majority of tW cases, the wmkers ilo 
not know their rights, the operating legislation impedes them Irom 
organizing themselves unions as Tfmporvros, which makes the detense 
of their rights and the i.. fillment of the laws w hich today regulate tlk ir 
work difficult.**’
In an article by AGRA Ltd. concerning die legal rights ol 
Temporeros, their position regarding labour legislation which itself has 
been levised sint^ the demtxrraiic governnurnt was elected In I W f is tlv 
following: the hdjour legislation, in its main part diH.*s not recognize tin* 
temporary worker, and when it dtkzs. it is to impctk them from their full 
labour rights. This is to say, there is a legal discrimination against the 
Temporeros^^‘ The existence of such legally lestriciive measures, is 
indicative of the power the agro-industrial ctmipanics have over the 
legislative prtx%ss. Such control keeps the Temporeros as a lucrative 
labour force in one of the which drives the Chilean economy.
GaetE, Ekia. Tcmpofcms tfc San t-cSjfc: ki Bissn' tfc h>v ApW Sto. 248, Saniw^t
Fdffu»y I9SS. p. 25,
*-’* ^fedei, p. 5ft,
* AŒA LbJ.. 1995. p.4.
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The legal rights of the Temporeros have b%n summarized as 
fo llow s:* ’’
1. Right to the Written Contract:
Must be written in the space of Î5 days, with two signed 
copies, for the worker and for the employer.
2. Right to Eight Hours:
The contract must mention the duration and distribution of the 
workday, that will be subject to internal regulation which 
should appear in the contract.
Right to the Ordinary Workday:
Not more than 48 hours ^ r  week.
4. Right to the Voluntary Extra Workday:
anything over 48 hours per week
Sundays and holidays which exited  the 48 hour w ^ k
will pay with at least 50% ovmime
overtime htnirs must be put in writing
must pay overtime hours with payrwnt for the period.
5. Right to a Rest within the Workday:
Workday is divkted in two pans, with at least half an hour rest 
time which is not considered as worked in computing 
the workday.
6. Right to Weekly Re^:
Sundays ami ImHdays will be fcff rea
hours worked during t t e ^  tfeys will be overtin».
7. R i ^  to IH^tfled and Fair Remmreratkin:
Cmtnot go below tW minimum.
* * ’ TakiU Ihw Ü» ajtirk t»y ACUIA Ltd. œ W3,
s:
8 . Right to H ^ th  Standank:
Necessajy measures musi be taken by the entpUner to proteei 
the life tmd teahh of the wortrers.
9. Right to Complete Rem uneration on Rainy l>uy; 
WOTkers must be totally paid for days when work ean not K- 
realized due to the climate. . . this applies to iht>se who lutve 
worked tte  p^vious day,
10. Right to  Paid Move for a Job:
When the contracting of a worker involves a change ot 
residence, evidence should be put in the contnkt I lie 
employer will W obliged to pay the worker any reasonable 
expenses for the return trip. I his will also include the 
worker's family.
11. Right to Sit Down:
Seats should 1% available to workers, when tlie duties tvnnit 
the worker to sit.
12. Right to Contract Mlnon;:
Those untkr 18 years of age and over 15 years o! age nuiy he 
contracted with authorization from the mother or fail%;r. 
failing that, from the paternal or maternal grandfather, tailing 
that, from the jx*rson or institution with responsibility for 
the child.
Th(%e under 15 and over 14 may be comr<K:ied lolhrwing tl% 
atove conditions only if tlwy have completed compulsory 
ethrcation, and itere is no risk to Iwalth m  development.
S3
I'hiin; scmie rights which are specific to women, because tf%y îue 
related to motherhood and child care. The rights of the female
Tempitrvrm tue as follows:
13. Right to Leave to Care for Sick CbiM:
All women workers will have the right to leave from work 
and a subsidy équivalent to the total remuneration, when die 
health of her child less than oik year oW requires her attention 
in the home. A medical certificate is neœssary.
14. Right to Nursery Facilities at Workplace:
'ITiosc work locations which employ %  or more female
workers will have nurseries attached independent of the
workplace, wtterc tte  women can feed their children less that 
two years okJ and also teave them while they work.
I'here arc two important rmulifications which have been recently 
(IW.^) passed by iW Senate, which affect the Temporeros. First, the 
contract must m>w 1% written within the first five days of work and a copy 
must he sent to the Ofilce of latboor Inspection. This is a n^uction from 
the 15 days previously given, which resulted in a potential for abutte. 
Second, the emplt»yer becomes ultimately responsible for the contracts 
which means tW employer cannot use third parlies or otWr nteans to have 
a ciMitract sigmrd, thereby avoiding latxmr m d contntet obligations,*^
The conditions facing Tempcweros are very grim. Tfey are nm in a 
fHîsition to exercise their rights, and they are imrginalizW  from any 
process which would inclitte them to do so. TTtey belong to "a system of 
temporary work that is the institutionalization of mistrust by State-
' ̂  K bm W  « BJi DaiBd Ssn Dffccter (rf LMour wbM Ae OnW fina h ^ s ,
rVvtrahK 5. W.Ï.
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employers towards the workers, purtieularly following ilw experience of 
the Allende Govcmmeti!. and the uneenainiy. atomiration and social 
disorganization of the workers."” '
Ill
Santa Maria, a town of Î6.(KM) inhabitants about l(K) kilometers 
north of Santiago, provides an appealing research lotale lor consiik ring 
tl% OTganizalion of Tempareros. ITte lniereniert>rise Union of Temporary 
and Permanent Workers o f Santa Maria was the first union fonued by 
tem porary w orkers in the country, and therefore, deserves 
special attention.
To situate the .site of rcseanrh: Santa Maria is located hc-tween iltc 
larger provincial capitals of San Telip; and Los Amk*s in the Aconcagua 
Valley. This valley which covers harely 22 sctuare kilometers, represents a 
key geographiKil area in terms of the fruit exjxfft business in Chile. It has 
b ^ n  estimated that in tl% ProviiKes of San LelijX’ and Jars A neks. 72’v ol 
the surface area of the valley is devoted to fruit growing, and in Santa 
Maria this figure is One of tte  first things a visitor to Santa Maria
notices in tW spring and summer seastms is the aridity of the area; a 
j»rson is struck by tlw apparent lack of water. Upon climbing a hill to a 
^naegic point overlooking tte  town and valley, the extent of the gieenness 
is overwW ming, This is a view of the land developed for the fruit
Fatahetts, and I a k n  I>rBK»CTwy in Sm ta Maria, Jtthc
Urtvcrshy Res, J99!. p.l4.
FaMiWw. Gunzsai sxJ Daniel San Wan in MWuicoa y Kojpk»» dc Oarfk̂ învitn»»
Usa Estnuejta Dtglmco de De&afrolk) pa/s el Valle de Actineagaa, ' O c t l i e n  
Aa fchflt^ P t ta iT ^  Ste AffW #ar el WmAaaa, 40* ( ‘feoiifteo fkéts  el
W«fe> CIHdA. May 1992. p. 4S5.
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business, which is heavily irrigated and requires an enormous water 
suj^ly. ITiere is no doubt that tW life of the entire town revolves arouiKi 
this business. The contrast beiw%n the parched diyi«ss and the flourishing 
verdure of Ihe land, provithis a passing n^taphof for the relationship 
Nîtweer. the workers who maintain t*% industry and the ow i^rs of tM 
industry itself. Many of the workers live in comunas, or shanty towns, 
which are constructed on land which is unsuitable for agricultural 
development and irrigation, in otter words, the workers u% üte land that 
is left unwanted by the companies, to build both their homes and 
tteir liv'es.
We suggested that the conditions which determine how the 
/('w/JoriTov work and live stem from the institutionalization of a {Articular 
strategy for development in Chile. According to Falabella and San Martin 
this nutdel of tevel»pn%nt is chartKterized by a disorganizmion of wcial 
life, the concentration of incomes, an increase in monoculture, pollution 
and the exclusion of all social or political actors who are not the o w t ^  of 
the ctmipanics. jnuikufarly of export companies,'^'
Seasonal work, generally, breeds job insecurity, in the particular 
case of the grape ex^m  industry in Santa Marfa siaA insecurity is extreme, 
b'aiuhella points out that, "the system of tempormy work in the Aconcagua 
Valley is cemented in tte  nonexistence of work in tte  winter. It is the% 
conditions which permit tte  existence of such irrational and exhausting 
working days."î ’** T te  lack o f work, and henœ  of any income, in t te  
winter not only controls how they must live during itese nrnnths. but also
Sti
the wfflit «mfHricms tMy wilî accept during the <umnter nuniths wk*n 
are availA k.
In winter peopk Ju mu have anything k* eat. ami the htmgei the 
petqjte experteitec in the winter - 1 hasv tlte very elear v«*«at - the w*Hiw the 
tunnmcr will he, the ctmditituis. This is heeaust* if tlwy (tiw owners) pay 
I ls  peopk even otte peso, the penpte aecept it hcs'ause they Uhî mu have this 
peso in tlte winter and the hunger and the doubts whieh have avvumufaii*d 
are many. They don't think iwiee in aeeepting whatever comes, ihetetore. 
this is honibte and painful.' ”
The following figure shows the mimthly variations in work tor 
femak worîœrs only. The num tw  for the plant workers is eonsisieni hut 
repreîænts a very small fraction of the total female labour toree. namely 
that of the permaitent female workers. The majority of the work occurs 
from Octoter to April, and is concentrated in the packings. I1te work in 
the orchards for won%n falls off in January and is minimal until Ociohei
.labor's H8«v*ew wttfe Mma Tqiia. Trm^treru, tAAnaiter .
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ÜUU&li i t  MONTHLY VAJUATH>NS ACCOBP M » TO WORK 
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l-igurcs Î5 anti 16 clearly denionsiraic ihe fact that ihere is 
pniciically mr work fw the winier momhs. Ju i^  ihrough &ptember. Men 
and wiHiK’n iwe Nnh aft'ected by the seasonal nature of the work, although 
nien do maintain some work in tte  orchanis during tte  winter. T te  wcffk 
that does exist in these mmrths is not suffidem to suj^xxi a family.
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Temporary work is such that etKh person is paid ^^cording to his or 
her output. TTtis is particularly true of tW pokings where tW highest 
cotK-entratinii of temporary workers is found. San Martin emphasiœs this 
point by saying that, "the system of work does not encourage coqieratton. 
but just the opposite, cmnpetition among people who are working sitfe by 
side. tK*causc each ;%rson is paid for the quantity and quality prcnluced. 
People are u% to working in isolation, in this manner.”*'*» According to 
l-atahe!Ia the situation is often made worse by the managenwnu i.e. tW men 
supervising the packing process. This Is because the woitkh in tte  packings 
iuv (kpendent on tte  supervisor who hands them tte  boxes of grapes, atul 
so in this way he dciermiiws tte  quantity and quality of grapes em:h person 
receives. It is in this mani%r that favoritism comes to te  establisted with 
respect to the most beautiful, the most docile to the company's rules, and 
tte  fTHtsi productive.'^* TTte {Kjieniial for competition among the fenutie 
workers is very high to begin with because of the system of work, but it 
may then he further developed by the pet^onal criteria of supervisors. 
Maria l upia verifies this idea as follows: "One of t te  things that 1 tk) ncH 
acwepi within tte' packing is that they (sup%rvisws/managers i are really 
very vulgar with the women and the won%n accept it because of t te  great 
nea'ssiiy for the job.” '-'-
1‘here is also t te  problem of t te  friction which is cau«d  within 
families. The system allows iteu men geiwrally wwk eight to ten hcmrs a 
day during tte  ^ason. W otwn who me working in t te  harvest ami t te  
pmrkings may work 12 t»* 14 hmtrs, sonwtiiiKs even nmre. Tltis often 
takes the wonu;n th ro u ^  t te  night and ttey  may return home close to
w #  Safi Manin,
*•*' KaW*%. IWl.p.W.
'■** AuAiV* tarrv^tt' »ttti
dawn, Ttw nature of ihe work is such thai ii cannoi he let! pariialh
completed, and workers cannot leave each night until the fruit is
completely packed and ready to be shipped. It Nxxnues ob\ ious that lamily
members may go for long perlinls of time wiihoul seeing each othet.
giving little possibility for these relationships to be rein! »reed in any
normal or l^alihy manner.
Another ?«rious donwsiic problem faced by the Tcmpon-rtn is iIk
lack of care for their children. ITte owners ih> not comply with the
aforementioned legislation taking advantage of the uncertain nature ot
Temporels' contracts.
T te prmeeiive rn.ncmtt> laws. .inJ !h»i\e }«» the lltM >e.its ol the t hiij. ate 
maintained in ilw actual legi^laiMin hut in f^iKtKv ihec tavor a Mualt ntmsK't 
of workers, generally the women who tiase petmanein c»nui.u!'. in tSw 
formal sector of tlwr cconoinv ami in the urhan /o iv s , ' ' '
The results are twofold. Ilrsi. women may not he able to work during Hh*
first couple o f  years of the child's life, which may put ,m e n o n iu m s
financial strain on tte  household. Second, many children are left aloik* at
home during t te  hours when the inotter works because the family to r  the
nwlher alone) can not afford any type of daycare. Both jm ss ib ih t ie s
«Kcouni for an enormous and additional source o f  stress for tIte w om en
The system as a whole causes insecurity among lire w orkers, as well
as competition, isolalitm. disunity, stress and fear, Tire latter deserscs
emphasis. Falabella stales that from tte  point of view ol the ii-mpttn ttt.
tte  owiwr/manager institutionalizes a relationship which engenters a total
u i^ rta in ty  toward life. The worker docs not know if te /s te  will have
wcHly in tte  %%l harvest, at whta rate of pay, with which krss. under what
t
Medel 1%7, p J6
conditions and for how long, The workersmust fear for their esistenee 
from year to year. The hours of work and the.constant attention given to 
survival allow time for little else.
Finally, in terms of the position of tlie 'I'cmporcnKs before they 
moved to organize, it is interesting to cons'der the way in which they 
negotiated. The method, known as huc’l}>(is sdlvajcs twildcat str ik es) to  
some extent still continues today. I'hese strikes are described by San 
Martin as follows:
This is when the workers stop working ail together at a critical inomeni. i.e. 
when the grapes are about to be packed right bel'ore being transported to 
ships waiting in Valparaiso (a major Chilean port). The workers demand to 
speak to the owner of the company, and then they tell the owner that they 
will not continue to work without a raise o f  5 -It) pesos per box. This 
discussion lasts a period o f time, but always ends with tite raise, because 
the owner will not risk losing the shipment o f grapes. The police naturally 
could be called in, but this never happens because by the time the workers 
were arrested or dismissed, and 20t) or so new workers were brought in, 
the grapes would be lost."
This is an example of the leverage which the workeis have as a unified
force, but illustrates the crude maimer in which they use this leverage
because they are not in a po.sition to negotiate in any other way.
The Union in Santa Maria began in great part because of the 
formation of the Casu del Teniporero (Temporary Worker's House), which 
we will refer to as the House. The latter is ati institution that was born 
from the research and work on the lives of the I'emporcros of its founder 
and director, Gonzalo Falabella ." '’ The research took the form of a 
participatory study, in which the author spent time working as a
F a la b e lla ,  1 9 9 0 . p. 2 AU.
A u th o r 's  in te r v ie w  w ith  S a n  .M arlin .
T h is  s tu d y  and it s  e e n e r a l e o n e lu s io i i s  w e re  r e l e n e d  to  m s e O io n  II o l  th is  ( h.ipti-r H is i( ) t ie a i  
O v e r v ie w  o l the
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r e m p o te r a  himself in order to try to form an understanding of the 
conditions in which they worked and lived.
I'ulabclla was able to apply the results of his research to a plan of 
action, and the House was opened in Santa Marfa in January 1989. 
According to I'alahella, the House was formed with the objective of 
creating a space for the organization of Temporeros searching for solutions 
to their s i t u a t i o n . I t  was to serve as a meeting place and a means of 
support for the Temporeros and give them a common perspective of the 
social and political systems which were both marginalizing them and 
repressing them. In this sense, the House provided the foundation for a 
new type of conscious, collective development in the area.
A pamphlet was distributed to mark the formal inauguration of the 
House. It slated the following: The Temporary Worker's House is a 'light 
in the valley' which is demonstrating that in order to produce and export 
fruit it is not necessary that the Temporeros be poorly nourished, that the 
children in Santa Marfa be left abandoned in their houses while their 
mothers work and take advantage of this only opportunity in the year.i^*
As mentioned, the idea for the House came about after a study 
carried out by Ta label la in the late 1980's. Falabella asserts that the 
concept of the House was developed through a team of six professionals and 
a Campt'sifU) ex-national union l e a d e r . T h e  presence of the latter was 
extremely important in gaining the support and trust of the Temporeros.  
I’he House began with the combination of professional brain power and an 
c\~Campesitw leader, who had always been a worker himself, and could 
relate to the Tempoi'eros on this very important level. The House opened
f 'a la lv ll; ! .  l ‘WO, p. J(>5.
* *** I a h t tv l l . i ,  h W l  p. (1.
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its doors in Janutu-y, which coincided with the beginning of the harvest and 
the busiest months of the grape season. As a result, it began with a very 
hectic work schedule. The House was involved in providing living 
accommodation for 50 or so Temporeros who had migrated to Santa Maria 
for the season, selling meals in both the House and the packings, watching 
50 children in the nursery/kindergarten, and organizing parlies for the pay 
days of each month.
The House was one of the instrumental factors behind the formation 
of The Interenterprise Union of Temporary and Permanent Workers in 
Santa Marfa. There is a general consensus among the people involved in 
the Union regarding the different elements related to the formation of the 
Union. These include: the existence of the House in the community, which 
had been recently established; the cyanide scare from grapes exported to 
the U.S.A.; support from the Catholic Church; support from small 
companies in the Aconcagua Valley; and critically, the presence of the ex - 
national Campesino  leader and a few others who carried with them the 
knowledge and experience o f  C a m p es in o  organizations, from the 
Campesinos point of view.
In an interview with Ratil Flores, mention is made of the importance 
of his role as the ex-national union leader in the beginning o f  the Union, 
He says that in the House he was the Coordinator of the Union. He helped 
the people and told them about the experience he had as a i'ormer leader so  
they might begin to see how they could organize. As a result o f  this, more 
or less six months after the House was set up in this valley the Union was
F a la b e lla ,  1 9 9 2 ,  p . 9 .
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I 'orn jcdJ" '' This type of insight provided to the T e m p o r e r o s  was
instrumenta] in creating an awareness among them regtu'ding their
possibilities lor organizing:
Wlicn the moment arrived that tlie Union should be formed, the people had 
no idea, they d i d  not know what syndicalism was because they had never 
lived that experience, but none the less there were some. There lue a lot o f
 people who have lived through syndicalism, but who now still do not dare
come forward because the repression was very severe . I was one o f those
who participated in the fonnation o f the Union.'S2
It is important to have an appreciation for the .sacrifice and enormous risk 
taken by those who continued to fight for Ü\q Campesino movement during 
the dictatorship, i.e. those people who brought their "experience” and 
applied it in the formation of the Union in Santa Maria.
The House focused a lot of attention on the needs of the Temporeros 
during the winter, setting up various winter programs. For example, there 
was a soup-kitchen (community-kitchen) program, and distribution of niilk 
and flour to the workers. 'I'here was also a winter school which provided 
various training programs. Finally, there were small productive projects 
aimed at providing the T em poreros  with work alternatives in this 
otherwise very unproductive time.'"'’ These included training programs in 
carpen try  and construction  sk ills  w h ich  w ou ld  be usefu l for 
winter employment.
I'he arrival of the House in Santa Marfa provided support to four 
principal structured summer programs. These were: a program supplying 
accommodation; a program supplying food; a recreational program (this 
included the daycare); and various training programs. One such training 
program which was particularly important was that involved in teaching
A u tlu it s  iiU i'iM cw  w ill)  R a il! l'iv)ros. o x - p t v s iJ c n i  a n d  le a d e r  oï Campesino  u n io n s  a n d  c x -n a l io n a l  
Ciimpvsiiu' le a d e r  lo t  ihe U t X ' .  [>eceiiilx*i UW.V 
A u th or's  im e r v ie w  w ith  b lo y  lh a e a c h e , P r e s id e n t o l  th e  U n io n .  J a n u a ry  1 9 9 4 .
' * S e e  tor e x a m p le .  I 'a la h e lla . 1 9 9 0 .
labour laws and the legal position of the Tempoi t’ro.s. -litis idea is
confirmed by the Temporeni,  Maria Tapia, in an interview . She says that
she went to the House constantly where they were receiving some
instruction of the labour laws. Because of this two or three workers iront
her company headed a work stoppage.
Another incident which helped encourage the formation of the Union
was the cyanide scare which occurred in March 198d:
There's the problem o f the discovery in the U.S.A. of grapes poisoned w'iti» 
cyanide, which signified in Chile and pariiciiliiiiy in this /one, the end of 
work ill all the companies of the region related to the production o f fruit. 
Becau.se o f the di.scovery of the poisoned grapes they closed the markets, 
and the consequence o f this move was that the managers took advantage of 
their capacity in the rule as m anagers, and fired people on a 
massive scale.
The repercussions of the closure of the markets, in places like Santa Mai ta. 
were devastating.
The first union president, Jaime Muiio/, remembers that during the 
cyanide crisis, "we must have been between 400,000 - 6()0,00() Tenipoirros 
(nationally) who were in the middle of production when they stopped us 
and we were left without work."’'’̂ ’ Mtiria Tapia, also stresses the impact 
of the boycott during an interview. According to her, this was something 
really impressive for the people, because they were left from one day to 
the next without work, in the height of the .season.'"’'̂  The I 'vmporcms  
reacted, and together with the small amount of fresh knowledge they had 
gained since the formation of the House and the beginning of the Union, 
moved into action to try to help themselves and defend their rights as 
workers. People signed up with the Union in great numbers at this time.
A u lh o r  s  in te r v ie w  w ith  T a p ia .
A u th o r 's  in te r v ie w  S a n  M a rtin , D c c e in b e i  IW .T
A u th o r 's  in ter v ie w  w itii J a im e  M u f io / .  first p r e s id e n t o lT h e  u n io n , iJ c e e m ix ir  IVV t.
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The Catholic Church also played an iinporiaru role. It had shown a lot of
supijort for the House and for the needs o f the Tcmporeros, Having this
supi)ori meant a lot of people felt a sense of security with respect to the
Union because of its connection to the Church. Also there was a significant
number oLstnaller_fruit companies that,had organized themselves as small
indebted businesses. These were those companies that had suffered losses
during the commercialization of tlte fruit industry over the previous years
because they could not compete with the modernization of the bigger firms.
They were already organized and as a result were in a position to provide
important support for the Temporeros by preventing the owners that could
oppose the emergence of the Union in Santa Maria from acting.'^*
All these factors played ti role in the push for the formation of a
union. 'I’lie cyanide crisis was definitely the incident which shocked the
people of Santa Maria into action. All the other elements seemed to
already exist, but it was ultimately the closure o f the markets and the
complete upheaval of the industry which brought them all together. It was
also because of the very existence of these other factors, that the creation of
the Union in Santa Maria was unique.
'I'his conflict also occurred in other communities, because the closure of the 
markets to Chilean fruit, not only affected Santa Marfa, but all the
communities which produced fruit. But unions did not arise in all the
communities as a con.sei|uence o f this deep cr is is .. . It is very important to 
reali/c that this is the first union o f Temporeros in the fruit industry
Not only is the Union significant for this reason, but also because it has
emerged as a union which represents 27% of the work force in the area.
.Auilun s iik 'iM i’vv w ilh  S .iii M artin . 
. A i u I k ' i  s  uiti'i v i c w t s )  w i t h  S a n  M .irttii.
y?
This is in a sector wliere less than \% of the work force, in the valley 
specifically, and in the country in general, is organized,
Finally, the determination of many individuals not only to help 
themselves but also their fellow workers is a point which deserves 
mentioning, Without the vision and perseverance of r» few individuals, the 
Union would probably not have formed. T h e  current president explains 
his situation as follows, "I was without work, I was working in my house, 
so this gave me the lime. 1 went and spoke with each one of the people 
who were working there (a particular company) tind I was able to get 3t) 
people togeüier."'/’'
The rights of the T em poreros ,  you will recall, were outlined 
in the previous section. The Teinporeros,  until recently were not 
mentioned in the labour legislation and the rights they were, entitled to 
were those set out for any Chilean worker in general. These riglits are not 
acknowledged by the employers, and more often than not. the '! emporvKts 
are not aware of their rights. Temporary workers in agriculture 
technically have the same rights as any contracted worker, however the 
operating legislation impedes them from organizing themselves in unions, 
which makes the defense of their rights difficult, as well as the fulfillment 
of the laws which today regulate the work.'^*’
The possible categories for unions, as set out by the Labour Plan of 
the former military regime, continue to apply. These are: the enterprise 
union; the interenterprise union; and the independent (transitory) worker 
union. The Union in Santa Maria was formed as an intcrenterprise union. 
This type of union, as its name suggests, is one that brings together
F a la b c l la a n d  S an  M a rtin . IVV2, p . 4 S 7 .
A u ltio r 's  in te r v ie w  w ith  I b a c a ch e .
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workers I’rom dilièrent companies. As it was an interenterprise union it did 
not have the right as a  union to collective bargaining. This changed in 
1991 when the Labour Code was modified, and allowed for collective 
bargaining for interenterprise unions.
With the 1991 change in the labour legislation permitting collective 
bargaining at the level of interenterprise unions, the constitution of these 
unions also changed, once again mai'ginalizing the Temporeros:
Tem poreros  (including those in an interenterprise union) continue to be 
marginalized. They themselves are specifically not allowed to negotiate 
collectively, With the new law, 25 permanent workers from different 
co m p a n ies  o f  m ore than 12 e m p lo y e e s , co n stitu te  an 
interenterprise union,
Once the union is established, and the first executive is elected, the 
Temporeros  can incorporate themselves as members. In other words, 
the Temporeros must depend on the organization o f other workers, whose 
needs and interests in organizing are different from their own. In terms o f 
the actual negotiation, San Martin suggests the following:
riic permanent workers can enclose the claims o f the T em poreros, in a 
petition for negotiation, but the Tem poreros them selves can not. Today, 
from the technical point o f view, those Temporeros who are organized in an 
interenterprise union can negotiate. . . but you can see there is a very 
complicated mechanism for collective negotiation.*^
U is in this way that the system continues to support the use of wildcat
strikes by the Temporeros as the most effective means of being heard.
The legal position of the Temporeros  has, and continues to be, a
■serious barrier to the formation of unions by the Temporeros.  Falabella
and San Marlin speculate that the legislation imposed first by the Military
(Government, and later by the Democratic Government, denies them (the
A iit l iiii's  in te r v ie w  w ith  S a n  M a rtin . 
A u th o r 's  iiitcr \ ic w  w ith  S a n  M a rtin .
Temporeros)  a human right and basic labour right, which is that of 
collective negotiation, tlte essence of u n i o n s . I t  is only through 
collective negotiation that unions have any real power to make the changes 
they consider necessary.
Ibacache claims that an interenterprise union is difficult to direct
 -  -  -    *   . . . .
because it is in (act interenterprise; it is very complicated to meet with all 
o f  the people, because they are not from the same place.''’*' I  his is a very 
real problem in a  town like Santa Maria, where little infrastructure exists. 
People must find their own means of transportation, which generally means 
by foot or by bicycle, and more often than not the distance from their 
house (which may be in any of the different communities o f the town) to 
where a union meeting is being held is often too far. This is especially true 
given the hard working days which people have, and the fact that many arc 
uncertain as to what the Union is and why they should make such an el (bi t.
The lack of education and experience also impedes the process of 
organization. Workers do not have any awareness of what a union actually 
is, or even that its underlying philosophy is to help the workers. Tapia 
substantiates this point by saying that people don't know what a union is, 
but they join because they see it gives help. For example, there was a time 
when the Union had flour, and a person had to be a member to get some 
flour, therefore a lot o f  people did not come because they wanted to be a 
member of the Union, but rather because of their need for this staple.'"'^
San Martin indicates that it is not always so obvious that the Union 
can help the workers, which itself is an obstruction. They do not see the 
Union taking care o f their children or feeding them, rather it is the
F a la b e lla  and S a n  M a rtin , 1 9 9 2 .
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company which may supply ihu services. I'hey do not realize that behind 
this is the work and sU'uggle of the Union.
Another impediment is the extraordinary responsibility which is 
involved with being a leader, and to some extent in being an active 
union member:
T o  be a union leader represents a great sacrifice, and here in Chile the 
leaders do not have a salary, nor cooperation, which is a mistake because if  
a leader is not helped economically, how can they maintain the family, and 
even more so in a time when one is persecuted.'^?
Much of the stigma which was attached to C a m p e s in o s  and their
organizations during the dictatorship, is still present. The time
commitment necessary to be a leader or a member is also a problem for
many. The work is such that duiing the season people have very limited
free time, and what little they have usually must be spent looking after
the home.
Apart from a general lack o f  time, there is also a shortage of 
resources. In the 1960’s membership in unions was obligatory, and hence 
people paid a very small percentage of their salary to a union fund. The 
Union of Temporeros  cannot depend on this; It is a union that people 
support when they work, but because they eain little (they only work six 
months) the economic support is minimal. This weak economic base is a 
huge problem for the Union and for the leaders and as a result they are not 
able to work efficiently.'^"
There is also a large concern that currently the Union does not have 
an official meeting place because the Union is no longer associated with the 
House. In discussion with a variety of people in the Union, the need for a
A uituM 's in in x  ii’w  w iih  .S;m M ariiii.
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headquarlurs currently seems to be the most pressing issue, l-'or example. 
Rosa Diaz, a lifelong Tcmporera comments that the Union vloes not have 
anywhere to meet, no headquarters, or a typewriter. The people in the 
Union, have tlie desire to participate, but see a headquarters as the best way 
to raise support for the Union, by increasing iheir community image 
and awai'cness.'"^'
Finally, there is the issue of the set structures within which the Union 
must operate. San Marlin makes the reality facing the Temporeros  
very cleai';
They {.the House ami the Church) propose overcoming many umosulved
claims, but for which there really are not possibilities to overcome, b ec a u se .............
there is tio pow crto modify the conditions whicit exist, Tite power i.s very 
symbolic, the power of the Church over the conscience ol the people is very 
large, but this has nothing to do with it, a lot ol legitimacy does not change 
the cottditions.'^-
This is to reiterate that some of the most seriou.s obstacles are so deeply 
rooted in the structures o f the system that to prevail over them caimol 
happen merely with good intentions on the surface.
One of the most obvious disadvantages of belonging to a union, is the 
idea that people might be "black-listed". This is related to the position of 
risk that leaders (or members) may find themselves in. fapia adds that the 
owners began to fire people when they knew they were in the organization. 
Of course such measures were distancing people from the Union. Now 
there are 500 members, but of the original members there are about 30. 
There are very few people who remain in the Union for this rea so n ." ' 
People have enough fear for their job from one year to the next, that they
A u th o r 's  in te r v ie w  w ith  R o s a  D iu /..  l i l 'c lo n g  a e l iv is t  in th e  ( ' a m p c s i u f i  (m o r e  s p e c d ic a l ly  t c m j u i n ' n i )  
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do nul want to pul themselves in an even more jeopardizing position by 
joining a union.
'I'he most agreed upon advantage is the extent to which the Union
brings people together; there is a realization that one is not alone in a
situation of uncertainty and fear. This unity brings with it the ability to
train and educate people as a group, something which is not feasible on an
individual level.
I he organization is important, also to train people. To be creating a 
consciousness o f value, to value the workers, to value when one is working 
in the field, to value what one does in the packing, to value oneself as a 
woman and as a mother, because no one looks at this, the manager does not 
care while a woman i.s working there where her children are.*’**
Also, it has been through the Union that there have been the programs to
educate people about their rights as workers.
The formation of the Union has also been the first step toward the
end of the wildcat strikes. San Martin feels it is crucial to realize that this
type of strike shows the power the workers have, but is also an example of
the abuse of this power. Such a drastic measure shows the need for
rational alternatives on all levels. The workers need to better appreciate
their power as an organized force if they are to be more unified overall,
and not ju.si in "wildcat" situations. Tlte owners will potentially continue to
face these severe work stoppages. In the long run, nobody gains by
these strikes.
As we said, a large factor determining the formation of the Union 
was the cyanide scare, which resulted in massive layoffs. It was during this 
time that the Union experienced some of its greatest success, by defending a 
number of workers’ contracts. Following the closure of the fruit markets,
' ' ' X u th or's  im o rv u 'w  w ith  lu p in .
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the Government gave the companies a substantial indemnity. I'he workers 
never saw any o f lliis financial compensationainJ were well aware of this 
fact. Munoz alludes to the fact that Pinochet gave 500 million dollars to 
the owners so that they would pay the workers, but instead they jioekeied 
it. He then asks, where is this money? Ik'cause really the Government 
gave them the indemnity for all the fruit workers.i'*' During this period 
the Union was able to put its rhetoric into practice;
The Union activity during the pruec.ss of cinergence as an oigani/ation was 
to participate in the solution of the conHicl.s generated in the companies for 
the arbitrary firings, and it had a lot o f  siicce.ss. the Union achieved 
payment for the days which were agreed upon in ilic contracts 
which existed. '
O f course the Union was only able to defend ti.e contracts of those people
who came iorwaid, so in this sense the number was not as large as it could
have been. The sign ificance of th is achievem ent should not ho
underestimated in what is says about the importance of this type of ttnion
for the workers.
It was only in Santa Mar'a with tlie constitution of the thiion. that ilicy 
achieved their payments from tlie Military Government's indemnity to the 
indu.stry. In the rest of the country, and in the very Aconcagua Valley, 
discouragement took place because of the unfultilled responsibility by 
owners.
Another success o f the Union has been the establishment of a new 
structure. The Union Secretary, O lga Gulierre/., outlines the Union's 
framework: G enerally there are three or four meetings a year. The 
executive sees each other weekly, and there are at least one or two meetings 
a month of the directorate. Ivvery two years there is a change in 
directorate, and five leaders are elected becau.se it is a union with more
Inlcvic ’w  witt i J a in ic  M u i V u  in  IVVt for  a r t i d c  w r i t l c n  I'y l a labvl l; i ,  I W I . 
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(hijn 250 workers, I'he fisc leaders are: the president, the treasurer, the 
secretary, and îw<» directors. The directors are leaders Just the same as the 
rest, but they ntay replace any of up to the three entitled officials, if 
n ecessary  . I his is very important because it is indicative of the 
determination which is critical to the success of the implementation and 
operation of any orpani/ation.
I he educational aspects of the Union have also yielded benefits, 
Ixcaust" people have learned to stand their eround with respect to certain 
lights According to Tapia, "there are nice things within the organization. 
It has done valuable things such as. there are still people who have learwd 
to insist on d a y c a re s  within the c o m p a n ie s ." 'in  terms of education. iN? 
t Inion has played, and continues to play an invaluable role with respect to 
the labour legislation. lhacaclK’ observes, "there is the need to be on top of 
the laws. We have to be buying the Lalxvur Cink every week, in case they 
are legislating something in our favour or against us. They are constantly 
nuking modifkations and this ha\ to be told to the people."'*’
IIk' relationship between tlie Union and the Hvmse was integral from 
the beginning- Flores informs us that when the Union was fo iw d ,  it 
participated in all the activities which were at the House. There was a 
synergy between the House and ihc Union to work together on all the 
program s.'* ' Tlw daycare was especially significant; it brought a  lot of 
people from the community to the House, and te rn s  into contact .vith the 
Union. Another ttcîivity which has b ^ n  community witte is the Fesîivui dei
' ** AuthtwS ifltm ii Cimmv /. l'im» Secirws. Jswaî> !994. 
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Temporvro (Fesîi\aî o f the Ti'mpotrn}). This takes pî;ke in tlw suinnu*r 
and is an impmrtani si>eial event for the workers. In the interviews and 
discussions with people in Santa Man a. ever) hodv spoke ah»»ut the * estoal 
with enthusiasm. People write and perform tlu’ir own soitiis which loviis 
on the life as a Ti’m pon’m. The niemhers tparheuiarly the eveetinves also 
see this as an opportunity to get new people interested in participating in 
tlK Union. The Union organizes a Chrisinnts party tor the children of itu* 
Temporeros. This is also very successful and brings people logeilk’i from 
all the communities in Santa Maria. The popularity indicates ilk' level of 
backing which there is for the Union, but at the same time it reinforces the 
idea that people find it easier to show support wIh'ii tlte Union is visihlv 
doing son^lhing benetlcial for the people.
This question uncovers a very complicated situation, which is 
symlxiHzcd by the current relationship between the Union and tlte House 
All of the above activities were initially devclo|red by the Union and tlte 
House working together, and they logically took place at the House. j1k‘ 
meeting place for the T e t t t p o n  r t ts .  I he Union was tree to develop 
ÎMWgranis based on their ideas of the needs of tlte T enspon  rtts. Hh* House 
provicted a structured support, mostly of resources, (hadually tlte Union 
tegan  to distance itself from the House in many as|K‘cis. and today the 
Union 1ms completely «;paiated itself from any association with tlie House 
As a result of this separation many of the community relationships and 
activities have been put in
Thrmigh discussions and interviews with people in Santa Maria iIk* 
exact cmi!^ o, end of this relationship is not clear and the reasons given 
vwy depending on the source. Essentially, one could conclude that then; 
are jmtbleros related to control, and tW fxiJitics of the two institutions.
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Moix* specifically, I he difflculiies are rooted in the contrast of the 
perspective of the professionals running the House, and that o f dw 
■/ewprjrf'm.v/workers in the Union.
In the beginning the House provided various services to the Union. 
Ihese services included the programs, a truck for t te ir  use, a telephoiK 
and a com puter, to give a few exam ples. According to various 
/Vw/?orerro who are invctjved in the Union, access to tW use of thetw 
things slowly Nrcame complicated and restricted for t te  Union at the time 
corrcsj^mding to tfe  growth of the Union when such things were critical to 
its functioning. Ttu.* Union’s executive and many members interiHeted tWs 
as the professionals of the House taking advantage of a certain amount of 
their power. These basic necessities were no longer available for 
ufu:ondliional use by the Union, which itself represented the Tempi^reros 
for wlumt these items and programs were originally purchased aiKi «æt up. 
InsieW titew! simple things, such as the truck and the telephone, began to 
symbolize the ctmiml iW House wanted to maintain ov-er the Union, as tiK 
leading institution in ife  community. Kventoally it» re  was a severing o f 
the relationship between one o f tl% leaders o f the Tempitreros, who had 
been instrumental in the set up of the House, and tW EXrectw o f tJw H ou^. 
At this point, it ap;%ared to tlw Union as though tl% professionals had 
decided to run a purely professional operation, and tl% voice o f  the 
Temporeros and the Union was going to be moved to the sidelines. The
professionals who hW  nwved to Santa Marfa with a viam t o f Û»
Temporeros hiui formed familiar alliances a m o ^  them%Ives, which its
very w u r e  e x c lu d e  the id«*s o f the Temporeros.
Clearly. tW e  is so n »  resentment toward the ^ f e s s io m ls  in t lx  
Houre. TWy are seen as trying to run the lives o f the Temporeros, white
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giving the impression thai they kmiw what is best for the workers. 
Currently there is a project in the valley heiween the House and a 
Norwegian developnuîni organization. According to a nH*inber o f the 
Union's executive, many representatives have cotiK’ Iront Norway to Santa 
Marfa and the people working in the House regulate the pe*tple tin* 
Norwegians t r ^ i  and talk to The Norwegians have not spoken to any ol 
tl% Union's leaders and people feel that whatever the project is involved  
with it has nothing to do with the w eds of tin; Tt mpitn n ’̂
There is also the notion widely held by many /cw/'on'ro.Y that tlte 
House carries out fund raising outside of Civile, in ilw name of th.* Union, 
and that this money is never seen by the Union nor the /c n t/ 'o n  lor 
llwir WneftL This exemplifies the common level of mistrust between the 
Temptfreros who represent the working class, and the jwofessionals in ih* 
Houæ who represent the educated middle/upper class. Ilte latter are able 
to raise money in the name of the former, because of their educated 
middle/upper class connections elsewhere. These connections may he 
within Chile or abroad. The Temporeros. i.e. the working c la ss , do no: 
have Uwse connections and therefore must depend on such professiomds to 
support tfe ir cause. As is tlw case with the relationship between tin* House 
and the Union, this rarely happens to the satisfaction of both parties 
involved. Uhinmtely it is easy to how the Temporeros can low; eitWr 
way and be taken Wvamage of.
Smtte people prefer to ten tk r more diplomatic suggestions, bor 
e x a n ^ k  Ib a c ^ !»  suggests that: T h e re  is a  great difTeience in terms o f 
direction, Üte House is a nongovem n^ntaî mgaoism which functions with 
W ^ k d  proksslonals, and t k  Union functions with lem krs elected by an 
A s^flüdy and wttWul a :mlmy. TW direction is very different, and as such
m
in «rtfcr that we am id  hnve our own identity we chose to n%et at mttXtKr 
place.”***̂ This suggests that by n%eting at anotïœr p l ^ .  the Temporeros 
ami their Union will not W forced to be intimately associated with the 
p ro fessio n a ls  a! the House w h o  do not understand the needs of the 
Tempiwras, and only look on the relationship from a position o f power.
Achieving this separate iikniity is proving to be extrenwly diffîcuh 
for the Union, People tend to equate the House and die Union^ as Tapia 
indicates when she says that, "this is amHher n%ss. that i te  peq ile  do tmt 
have clear exactly what is the organization and that which is the 
I'tdlowing the separation of the Union from tlw House, there was a period 
of apparent conflict and dissatisfaction on the {mrt of the Union and many 
pct^le believe the Union did not survive. In fact, Ihis is m i at all tl% cat». 
Ihe Union is now fighting for independence from an organization which 
appeared as though it could no longer be helpful and supjKMlive. If it is 
able to gain this degree of autonomy jmople feel it will in a  te tte r 
[%*siiion to advance the imeds of the Temporeros.
T te  future of the Union will (kpend on overcoming many of i te  
ifbstacles and disadvantages thm have bœ n  d ifK u s ^ .  One of the most 
crucial issitôs which must be resolved is t te  end o f t te  relationship between 
tte  Union and t te  House. T te  Union desperately n% ds an o u tk t through 
which it can be r e c o g n i^  in t te  com nwnides for what it repre%nts - t t e  
rights of t te  tempormy w wkers. In fact, t te  |K>litical quandary which 
surroutkk t te  teeaktk)wn o f this relationship is so thick that if  a  pK % n 
visits the HotLre at this iin% anyoiw working tte re  will m y  that d%re is m
***’ vWwf* ^ m e w  fiacaehe.
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longer a union. The professionals in the House are irving to maintain
son% level of control In the «-ommuniiy. because tlwy hit\e established
Ml%r working relationships, such as with the Norwegians, which they want
to continue. They do not want to admit that tkr Union could Ix* surviving
withmit their support, thereby showing that the Htmse's presence in Santa
Marfa is no longer the solitary, dominant inMitution with regarti to the
lives of the Tempvrrros. Overall, this is a large hurdle for the Union to
overcome if it is going to move forward effectively.
People involved in the current struggle of the Union now lee I that
the l ^ k  of resources is what is preventing them from constructive
progress. There are two forenwst needs: a w hicle for transportation and
the n%ans to build a headquarters. Flores mentions that, "the linw will
come when iIk  resources will turive to do more things, because that which
the organization is missing is a means o f transportation, to go to the
a m u n a s . A vehicle in the organization is very necessary."'*^ A vehicle
would te  invaluable in terms of gathering t te  people together win* are
interested in tte  Union. Diaz wontkrs, "if there is the possibility that some
coumry or organization will help us go forward, because we do not see
where we can get the money to buy a piecre of land, which is what we need
in this moment.":**
On a more structured level, there is the requirement for changes in
tte  labour legislation if  t te  Union is to have more power in the future.
! thutk dtst if tte bw  permitted as. the j^rple o f course would f « l  a 
s u p p ^  obviously if  one is supfNH^ by the law it is easier to make 
iteishm s, becntse if  one knows dteir rights, tte worker is cotmrious that 
itey arc Ktksf in a corresponding raararer and tbcy not have ^ y  fear.
towvfew 
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Again this is an ambivalent situation because it is through unions, such as 
the ofK in Santa Marfa, that tte  workers will be able to strengthen their 
position, anti therefore, hope to see any change im pleir^m ed in 
the legislation.
ITteie are nuiny people who are t^mpletely dedicated to tte  Union
anti undoubtedly see its ptHeniial for the future. Bwking comes from not
only these individuals, but also from the UOC. According to Oscar
ValWaros. tte  Confctlcration has tte  capacity to help tte  Temporeros with
tvgard to technical management. Also tte  Confetteration realizes that t te
Union is in tte  best position to (fctermine aiW say what tte  necessities of the
workers are.**' According to the Union, this support system ^jpears to be
much mt>re unconditional than that of tte  House. T te  Union sees tte  UOC
as being composed of workers and purely re jw ^nting  union philt^ophy.
At this tinw there is a certain ttegree of discouragcnicni artK>ng tte
Union's numbers and kaders;
You anf giring to I W  in your interviews that t te  people say; look we have 
done so  many th in g s w e have sacrificed so m uch, and w e have gotten  
aJmvTst nothing. This lefV ccs a fee lin g  o f  because o f  t te
e%t%cta;ions which have te e n  planted w hich are greater that t t e  real 
cvmdiiHtns of change which could he accom plished
T te future of tte  Union, and for tte  work conditions of t te  Temporeros in
general, relies on tte  tetermination and intelligent^ of individmUs who can
see beyond this confusion, and give confittence to otim's. Luckily, in Santa
Mana. such people exist.
UK UOC.
Atahor't smervtew San Maoa.
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C H A P T E R  IV
The purpose of this CTiupter is to p ro n ik  an analysis o f the ciiqJtriea! 
study in C tep ter ill. in terms of the hypotheses and the central question of 
tl% thesis, by referring to t te  literature review and theoretical fraiivw ink 
e^ a b lis te d  in Chapter II. Through such an analysis this Chapter will fiHtis 
on the possible lessons luising from the m seaah  which might t e  applicahK* 
to the inform al sector in general, both in Chile and in other lltird  
WcH-ld countries.
Various approaches to defin ing  the inform al sector were briefly 
( h ^ s % d  in Chapter 11, which concentrated on t te  informal sector as being 
fk fim d  by e i t te r  econom ic %:tiviiies or t t e  individuals involved. It is 
d ifficult in using such defin itions alone to develop an ajrpreciation of 
esmrtly what the informal sector is due to its largely teierivgenetnis nature. 
T he in fo rm al sec to r m ay in c lu d e , w age em p lo y m en t, ou tw ork  
(subcontracting). self-em ployn% nt. petty artisanal activ ities, liontesiic 
work, a  high pen ^n tag e  o f  won%n. children, elderly , t t e  least educated 
p c ^ la t io n . as^ migrants.
Ttere is a good teal of discussion over what other categories should 
be ti^luted in the ^ to r , such as tho>  ̂ referred to in Chapter II regarding 
tte urten/mrW issue, whelter or not to distinguish between tte conozpt of 
agrtcuUurB] versus ncm-agricuhursi %xivitks, tte isstm o f tte inclusion o f  
domestic workers and so on. Whatever the case, these definitions tend to 
position tte informai sector and its workers in terms of the overall 
m>JK>my of a wuntry. and as a result different activities and imhvidiuils 
nay te  incorpomed tepending on their contribution, or lack of
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toniribüiion, lo tKe economy. Iliese definitions indicate that it is not 
syfTicient u> discu*<H tlw informa! sector on a purely economic basis 
centering on the activities and individuals involved, but ratîwr the analysis 
must go beyond the economic (%rspective.
it is useful to view tte  informal sector in terms of umkrlying 
commonalities which are imk;Kndenl of the particular %tiviiies or 
individuals included in ihe usual ckflniiions. For exan^le, we s u re s t  that 
ii is worthwhile to sec infomuil sector participants as all those who wwk 
beyond the regulatory institutions of the State. It is titis extra-negulatOTy 
char:a:lcristic which largely accounts for tW conditions facing tte  InfommI 
sector. The informal sector cncoir^asscs very low earnings, long working 
hours, the abwnce of safety and welfare standards, lack of social security 
umi tl% lack of turcess to unions, or to any level of organization. These 
characteristics closely parallel those of tW Temporeros. who have been 
mwginalized by il^  system which is dictated by \he political ami econmnic 
powers of Chile, thereby largely excluding them from the 
labour iegisIiUion.
The Chilean economy is liygely controlled by industrial in v es ts , 
such as il% owmrs of the fruit-export companies ami tl% lami owners. 
TiKse individuals aml/of companies me in t)% position wl*ie tW r interests 
are pnaected by the {xdicies and regulations o f tlw State. CHte regulmmy 
tmd is tW lidsour kgislation which tktermines tl*  rights aW  conditkms 
fmring the workers on all levels. Any cMnges to labour kgislaticm s n  
heavily iitflttenced by the elite economic class and its political 
re fn e i^ ^ v e s .  It is exwtly in this mætner thm gnnq» o f wwkers, »Kb »  
the Temporeros, cm  be exelutkd from W x w  ^ s W o n ,  Amofore naJdng 
tW defentw of tlm r rights dif%cuh. The Temporeros are rfso n ^ g im h zed
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fîWîi majwîiy of legal rights and bem?llts because of the % agueik ss of 
tîwir contm;ts, if and when a etmtmet even exists. In ihe**n 7* ros 
have the san% rights as any worker in Chile twiwn a eoniraet exists); but 
this is twt the case in practice. As was indicated by the infomwiion taken 
from the interviews, the Temporeros emu below the minintuin wage, wurk 
very long hours in conditions which lack compliance w ith sifciy siamhirds. 
and are geiwmlly not in tl^  fK>sition to organize. It is mainly b e c a u s e  o \  
tWir relationship to the regulations of ilte State that the Temporeros are  
subject to such inadequate working conditions.
Ih e  nuijority of tlw Temporeros fit into the taxonomy of iiulividuats 
which are often found in the informal sector. IT%?y have very low levels ot 
itKon%. may start work at a young age. and a large percentage are women 
TheMî are the vuliKirable groups of «K*iety which are generally assoc iated 
with the informal sector Figure 10 (pg, 75) clarifies llie point tiuu tire 
majority of women working in Santa Marfa are Temptnerus. in tact 
according to this data women represent just under 5tF/f of the temporary 
wwk force. The most vulnerable groups of society are also those winch 
are most easily marginalized by the regulations of the State. I he 
vu ltw r^ liiy  of tlwse groups of p e tite  is experienced on many levels both 
personally tmd in the workplace. Won%n and children for example, th» nrrt 
have much previous work experience, ami are therefore most likely mM 
aware of their rights. This is associated with the role of wonwm in the 
family and the community, tM  is, those penmns who Wve tW itioW ly nm 
been the ttecision-tnakers and who have not been taught to ikfend 
tlxmselves. Alw), ^  the ii^rv iew s sWwed, women have little or no time 
d e v ^  to m y Ktlv% tfefen^ of their r i ^ s  at weak becmise they lave the 
furtlrer f»j«»sibility  of fm dly ami Wme. Individuals earning a very low
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inctinw also must work very long hours, with minimal lime for anything 
cl'̂ *. Heeoming active in iIk* Union can also put further strain on these 
family relations. This may be for a couple of reasons, as stated by Mmia 
l apia in her interview. "I alst> beiicvi; one of the reasons why I %parated 
was tW Union, because belonging to tfe Union is like love, ami little by 
link* cme does not know lw>w they can (kdicate so much linw to it, . .  Many 
lose a lot. I tor example kist my marriage, and many wonwn were at this 
point because the man also was not u*a; to the woman taking some initialise 
and as a result he Imt contod of everything.''’"’̂ to tte fact that tW 
T e m p o r e r o s  are so marginalised, their fight lo unionize is even more 
intense than usual. Ibis mt^vemenî requires individuals wW are absolutely 
committed, with a clear vision, which often involves putting mirer aspects 
of their lives at risk, I'he State (and employers) can take advantage of this 
reality when impienrenting g l id e s  and regulations becau«re tlrey will not be 
questioned by these particular groups.
Referring to Table 1 (pg. 17). many of the features of the informal 
sector ciHneiik* with thtise of tire T r m p i f r e r o s .  Specifically, the work of the 
T e m p o r e r o s  is labour intensive, their bargaining stiaus is e^trategal. and 
the official tnilicy is such that tlrey me not pi^rected. It is inreremng to 
mrte that the fruit conqmnies for which they work parallel the features of 
lire formal sector, according to the satire table. These companies are very 
large, corporwe. ami have significant barrrers to entry in tem% of captai. 
Our analysis of tire T t m p o r t r v s  will therefore involve an uWerstamh% of 
the reWomhtp betwren tire two sectors.
Tire T e m p o r t r o s  represent a tpdntessemW exanqde lire use of 
and exploitation of informal sectcre workers to expedire the capital
^cuftH ilalion pmvfxs in iN? formai MHrlor. 1%i* \  ie% has K v n  rctnfoavtJ 
by Fatabetla who poinis lo the syswm of work o f  thv Tvtfifutnrfis as K’inj:̂  
one which allows for the deveU>pnwni o f  capitalism  by "tlexing" )atH>ur 
relations in favour of capital.**^’ The data in t-ipure 9 (pp. 70» provides 
evidence o f  tW drastic incivase in the num ber of tempt^rary workers, 
corresponding to tl% equally drastic decrease in permanent wm kers shuv 
the early  I970's. This trend is particularly dramatic alter M71 wlu*n iIk* 
P inochet governm ent began im plem enting neoliberal ptdicies which 
resulted in the rise o f  agro expt^ri industries in tlte rural areas. ‘I7iese 
industries rely on high capital investment and a large cheap labour force 
V alladai^s substantiates this iKunt of view when he indicates that this 
system  is well thought out as one which allows tor iIh‘ realization o f iIk* 
greatest p rofits through the exp lo ita tion  o f the m arginalized rural 
workers.'**’ Tl% Tempfprrms aa* in fact W n g  marginalized by the pntcess 
o f growth in tite formal sector
The interviews with the Temparrros themselves reveal that alllunigh 
tm ny  w w kers aware of their subordinate positmn, they ih» »mh M.r any 
possibility for change beatu%; this is the only type o f work available to 
tl%m. Often t*K com panies which employ these workers, such as iIk* I nut 
ex{x>rt com panies in t t e  Aconcagua Valtey, are very large and have firmly 
estab lished  t te i r  control as em ployers in the area. I his control is 
re in fm ^ d  further by the regulations o f the State, such as the extant laNmr 
te g tsW o n , w hich allow  for tlw use o f this type o f lalHbur in order to 
p n ^ ec t capital's interests, specifically tmbfits, T te  situation in Chile has 
been <me winch has p r o d u i t  amf then protected a system  which favours
See 1990. W l. m& \vn.
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the pntfilH aiui security of the owners of capital (e.g; land and industry i. 
Our data suggest that the Temporeros provide a ideal example of this 
relationship between capital and luhtnir. The conditions and rights of tl% 
latter are manipulated and often sacrificed to the advantage of the fom%r
A large percentage of it^  Temporeros are women, as is generally tW 
case with "outwork" or subcontracted labour which is connected lo the 
formal sector. The very long work hours and lack of benefits (e.g, the 
lack of daycares ; place an enormous burden on tte  women who must wwk 
in ttesc conditions; wonK*n must still look after the hon% and the children, 
which is often difficult given tte  length of the work day. As tte  
interviews in Chapter III indicate, the social and personal cost is severe, 
frequently causing the break-up of families. These are stxrial costs 
associated with the relationship between tte  infcmmi s%tor and tte  formal 
sector which go beyond thttse which have a monetary value and he tKe tmy 
he generally nwasured in terms of economic giowih. The capital/1 ̂ xmr 
dichotomy results in serious social problems for the workers. T te  example 
of the ixist to tte  family is one stx’ial issiK ana>ng many. In the interviews 
with the Temporeros, ttey also s|K>ke of the lack of available education for 
their children (and themselves), shortage of proper nmirishnKnt in tte  
winter, and tte  bleak future their children face working as Temporeros 
because of tte  scwcity of other work of^Hîrîumties. T h e^  conditions all 
reflect iKgatively on social outconKs for this class.
Our argument thmughoui this thesis tes been dist tte ateet^ and^r 
weakness of le^lly in^leiiKnted Isteur stamteds contribute gremly to tte 
existence of tte informal sectw. It is also because of tte lack of labour 
standards that the informal sector workers are pivotal to capital 
accuimtlafion in tte formal sectw. giving tte formal ^tm - con^nies
ac(%*s !o a large ami cheap laNmr force ITutl* ao iU»uhj iliai Uii  ̂ \s i!h* 
with the Tcmpitrt’ros. which as a labour force has been scry iin|Sortani 
in Chile's economic gmwih: yet. they are among tho\c labourers in Chile 
who endure the worst conditions of work. The 7Vh//»<o< »os not onis 
provitfe an inex^H^n.sive labour force but also a \ery pnuluctivc o n e  bear  
and uncertainty dominate the working lives of tlte /V m /jon /u s  Hm- 
reflects on their personal fives as we!!, especially during the w m ic r  m o n th s  
w ten  available work is minint;»!. ITte result is  that the r o i  w oiK
at a high level of pmxluctiviiy. Ix'cause eacls iktsojî individually tcat> lo t  
his/her job and rate o f pay. both of which depcmJ on tht’ir ou tp u t ai work 
This high level of productivity r e s u lt s  in high l e v e l s  o f  p r o f its  lo r  th e  
com pan ies , w hich itse lf  is the under lying facior ol t i n s  
capiial/lahour relationship.
It is not in the interests of the forntal v e c to r  firms to  e n c o u r a g e  
changes in labour legislation and other regulatory institutions ol iIn- 
country which would allow for inipnnenicnt in the working conditions ol 
the informal sector. Such changes wituld greatly remosc tlte  Icvciage 
which the formal sector companies cutrcntly have over intormai se c to r  
workers, in this sen ^  the greatest potential for the informal sector as an 
eogiiK for growth is by maintaining this labour force in its current position 
with reganl to the economic system. T e m p t t n  n t s  have been largely 
responsible for the fact that the agro-industrial sector (especially the jriiii 
expmt iiKÎustry) te s  b ^ n  converted into one of tte  principal tfriving forces 
o f the Chilean economy, Tliis relates hack to the theoretical perspective 
di^ussed in ChafMer II, which has its rorts in Lewis' labour surplus theory, 
as well as in Marx's idea of the "reserve army" The i em porents 
r^>re%ni a Imge, unskilled labour force whmæ cost relative to tte  formal-
I !8
capital sector Is very low. and therefore it can he used efficiently in the 
capital accutnuiation process.
I'he discussion of the relevance of the relationship Wtween the 
formal sector and Ihe informal sector to a large degree supports the 
position of the structuralist school of thought. The structuralist school, as 
outlined in Cltapier II. emphasizes economic factors in the origin and 
growth of the informal sector with the Slate as the key player in the 
country's development, 'litis school also places importance on the 
exploitation of labour markets, unequal exchange, class op|K>sition. and 
trends in world capitalism. The relationship between the Teinporeros and 
tlte agro-export industry epitomizes these factors. Tifô data show that the 
numlvr of Temporeros. as a labour force, is increasing in resjsjiise to t*% 
country's economic strategy for development. Chile's economy over tte  
last ik’cade has teren at the center of attention in developn^ni fields becau% 
of its high levels of growth, especially in comparison to other Latin 
Atwrican or Third World countries. This economic success is considered 
to he possible because of the neoliteral model for developn^ni which tes  
directed tte  country s economic policies toward export-led industry, such 
as  tte  fruit-export industry in the rural zones. This economic strategy also 
has relied (and continues to relyl on support from the State. The State is 
able to ensure the continual nature of the temptwary labour force via State 
policies. Ttese fwlicies. which have completely excluted t te  Temporeros 
until only recently from protective labour legislation, illustrate the 
connection between the economic interests of tte  country a te  t te  political 
tfcci.don-makers. Capital interests intrinsic to t te  agro-expcm industry 
have teen ^otecied. especially by g o v e rn n ^ ta l policies such as Ü»
R nw W ; Constitution and the Uibour Plan which continue in force under 
the current democratic government. I'he creation ot ilie environment 
î%(%ssaiy to sustain this economic success has been due to the growth ol a 
marginalized and exploited laWur force, such as the Tt'nip(tn n>s. tlx’ latter 
now numWring between approximately 41K),IKK) - individuals
Through an analysis of the situation of the A rov. tfu* other 
concerns common to the structuralist school come into prominence. I’he 
position of the Tempon ros with regard to the labour legislation is 
structural and these workers are easily exploited by the owners of tlte agro 
export induMries. However, because tW Tempttrvros are greatly isolated 
from the rights and privileges of the labour legislation, the exploitation of 
this labour by capital interests is facilitated. Ilius. legalism again proves 
to be correct. The outcome is that the owners are able to generate high 
levels of profit which relied favorably on the Stale as tlx* leader of the 
country's economic growth.
In any l.utin American country, class opposition is a lunikimciiial 
dynamic. The class structure has always been particularly pretli»ininant in 
Chilean agrarian society. The land owmrrs and industrial owners form the 
elite, u^q%r class whidi has historically controlled tW economic interests o! 
the country. Because of il% upper class' supremacy ec«>nomical!y. it has 
also had a great mlluence over the working class labour force. t)ur 
interv iews stress the level of domination which the owners of the Iruii- 
cxpmi industries have over all aspects of the Temparen>s' lives. Hnally, 
ÜK trends in world capitalism are particultnly relevant since tl% country's 
ecoiKmdc growth largely ttepends on an export oriented industry. Exports 
arc subject to high levels of internatitmal competition, which nwans ihai 
industries involved in tJw production of exfKHts have every incentixe to by*
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piiKs tegislation that may renult in higher costs. The fhiit-expoit indasli^ 
is highly competitive and therefrae Chilean companies want to keep their 
market prices as low as possible. The best way to keep ihefw prices low is 
by maintaining control over production costs, es]^cial1y labour. As a 
result, legislation is tWsigtKd to e n c o u r ^  tW availability and use o f c h e ^  
luhiHir in these industries, such as is represented by the Temporews.
This particular case study is indicative of the lelcvanœ  of the 
interaction between the two sectors on the level of the rational economy. 
The formal sector in Chile definitely Wnefits from the presence of the 
Temporems. TW advantages that ite  Temporeros ex|^rience from lîœir 
relationship with the formal sector are ambiguous. TTte most significant 
advantage is that the formal factor companies provicte jobs which otherwl,« 
might not exist at all. However, as the data show, the working conditions 
of iIk* Ti’mporews arc unjust and should not be tolerated even given tlKse 
’job  opportunities".
Any type of organization among informal sector workers is 
exircnH.*!y difficult because it is himkred by the very conditions which 
these workers would like changed, if they could only organize to (to so. 
litis  situtdion is pariKhtxicai which telps explain not only 11» t^aliiy of llw 
informal !»cior but also il» growth of this sector. This parattox consists in 
the fact that il»  individuals, and very often the activities, which cmnprise 
tW infonnal sector are operating outside the legal smictures. The legal 
system is m aintain^ so as to keep t!»se w o ikm  in a ptWdon sud* tfam any 
type of organization, e.g. tW fcsm ^tm  of a unitm, is very dtffioilt ami is 
often impossible. The legal structures, such m  tl»  W wur toglslation, 
repre>»nt tî»  greatest barrier to tW otganization o f il»  infwnW  wetof 
wwkers. as has been shown in tt»  case of the Temportros. T I» Am
1:1
ïhe Tgmporeros do nm have ibe right to colleeiivcly wgotiaie on llteir own 
prevents their Union from struggling for the defense of their otfefr rights 
and the improvement of their position. Hence, unless the labour 
legislation is chuiged, ttere will not be a significant change in iW siiuiUion 
o ft!»  Temporeros. This em |^asizes the relevance of the legalist position.
At p ie^n i, the labour legislation appears to be the hugest obsim k' to 
tW Tempareros, as they themselves have become particularly aware of 
since the formation of the Union. Our data supjHrri in part tkr argument 
put forward by tte  legalist schoid. 'Rw legal structures do have relative 
autonomy, while ta the same time the economic and political structures 
associated with ensuring economic gn>wth play an undeniable role in tin* 
oeation of such legal polit^s.
Our caK study indicates that in Chile agricuhural workers have been 
historically mai^inalized by the Stale. 1 igure 8 (pg. 64) illustrates the 
irregular nature of national union membership in the agricultural sector 
This figure indicates the itegree to which the sector is influenced by 
govemrwnt policy, in that the level of organization in this sector at any 
one tinm is directly related to t k  political disposition of tlie current 
govemnwnt. This is pmiicularly and iturst recently tW case during tfk' 
PinrxzWt dictatorship, the period in which tlu; Temporcrtts grew as a 
significant labtHir force; Figure 9 tpg. 70) nuikcs the e%por%mial growth 
of temporary workers after 1973 very clear. The labour legislation of the 
P im x W  Constitution did no! refer to the Temporertps, and their 
tn a rg n a liad  p t^ tto n  has becon% a mtxlem structural reality in Chile. 
Uraterlying PitKxWt's latour legislation, policies was t*% notion of the 
imp%tam% of f^^K ting  tW in th j^ a k  capital int^ests which were going 
W be d *  c«T%rstor* o f Pinoctet's ecotmmic tkvelopment program. In
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this sense, tW strueturalist schcKil is correct in its assumption tW  the 
market forces account for informal sector workers, i.e. marginalized 
labour, becau% of tiK economic and political structures which are put in 
place to prmeci capital, and in doing so are dian^trically opposed to tte  
needs and rights of labour. However, we have also shown that there is 
more to the dynamic of the exploitation of agricultural labour under 
neoliberal policies, and this necessary a^Wition has con% by way of tiw 
scNxd of l-atin American legalism.
lire  legalist school of thought delineates tl% legal structures as t*K 
principal fac!t>rs tktermining the reality of the informal sector. W ten 
di)a:ussing the informal sector and t te  issues which surround it, tte  l e ^ s t  
schtml demarcates tte  politico-legal institutional frairœwork, rather than 
market relations, as tte  basis fw  the m aintenant and grow* of this sector. 
All activities which lake ptere ouisicte of tte  legal structures are considered 
to he part of tte  informal sector, as are tte  individuals who wmk in any 
situation which is sejHiriUed from these structures. This sdtool of thought 
cmfdia.si/es tte  fact tte! ttere has b ^ n  an historical pr<%ess which m:œunts 
for t te  formation of tte  existing legal structures. This iwocess has been 
one in which select groups of j ^ p l e  have manipulated tte  formal 
institutions to tte ir iuJvantage. T te  structuralists itentify these "groufs of 
people” as classes, and thus class analysis is bmught into a synd>iotic 
relationship of relative autonomy widt le^ lism . T te  Temporeros are 
undoubtedly in a sinmiitm w teie any W vai^n%Di in t e t r  orpnizaiion atui 
any in^orovenœm for ttem  as a Wmur fmx% me bang  prevented because 
of tte ir status with respect to t te  la teur le^slatitm  of t te  cxmntry. As 
De Soto states, t te  kgal system is sudt thm it nrnimains t te  smremres
which make the acquisition of a legal sixuus imptwsihk* for informal seet**r 
activities and wort^rs.:"*-
In Chapter III, die interviews with San Martin stressed ih: relevance 
of tl% exart position of the Temporeros n>day as it is acknow ledged by the 
ialKmr legislation. It was only very recently that the Temporeros were 
mentioned at all in the legislation, although this labour force has been 
steadily increasing since 1970. ITiey have just recently been given ilu* 
right to some measure of collective negotiation, but only by attaching 
themselves to a union of permanent workers representing the same 
companies. This exemplifies a very complicated situation which was 
explained by San M a r t i n . I t  ultimately keeps tin.* T e m p o r e r o s  
marginalized and from becoming part of the permanent w«rrk force, in 
which latter case they would have the fnxdom to negotiate. In this scum.*. 
the Temporeros are subject to blatant legal discrimination.
Another issue of a more debatable nature which is raised by iIk 
legalist school is that private property rights are essential for the etTicicnt 
jsjrsuit of any economic activity within the mtHfem. capitalist legal system 
This is evident when we consider the difference in the (>t»sition of the 
agricultural workers between the period surrounding the Agrarian Kelorm 
and the period following the Labour Plan. Ihe former supported the 
Campesino mo venant ami mitually enabled Camptsinos to own lamJ. The 
result was an increase in unitm activity and an ovetall improvement in tla; 
l iv ^  of the Campesifws. Tire Labour Plan of the dicta!wship in^lemented 
drastic reforms in the countrysitk, including tire massive return of 
exproprimed land to its original owners, again leaving tire Campesinos
D cSW . Î989.
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familess and grealîy weakening their position and taking away nany  of 
tfair previously earrad rights. The Labour Plan did cona untkr advent 
international cntidsm . and was questioiKd by diverse stxW  and |K>]itica1 
fweign Interests because of the unequal and re p re ss !n a tu re  o f tl«  labour 
legislation and legal structures it (uippaW . It is exactly this policy which 
itKlay remains unchanged, as the Pinochet Constitution is still support^ by 
a large proportion o f the powerful governmental bodies, such as 
the Senate.
It is critical to include the appro^h taken by tl% legalist school in 
any discussion of the informal sector as iW legal structures represent a 
conspicuous obstruction to the improvenwnt of the informal sector with 
regard to their conditions of work. The legal structures can directly 
prevent workers, such as îIk  Temporeros^ from changing tWir situation, 
by excluding them from legislation, or by allowing them the rights to 
unionize and to Iwve an active union only in a complicated and roumkbout 
manner. This thesis has advanced the aigunænt that the legal structures 
ami laNmr kgislation of a couniiy, such as in Chile, can be intrinsically 
unjust and m>i only create but also eldtorate tte  inequalities in sockty. T te  
informal secttv is am  such example of tte  essence of this legal ii^pm lity, 
as the individuals working within this ^ t o r  often do so u n d ^  severe aW 
exploitative conditions due to their n^i^inalization and exclusion from the 
l^> u r legislation of tte  cmintry. To this extent, the Temporeros stq^xnt 
the k p l is t  schod’s th^netical position.
However, there is an intimate connection between the labour 
legiskuion and tte  {rolitical and ecotmmic s&utmires. T te  scteml
(kies nm account for the inwrnmkmal market reladom which contritele to 
tte  fonimtion of tfae^ stnurmres, e^iecialiy within Ae netA beal model of
\2^
itevelopmem which presenily 4ominaies much of ihc Third World, 
including Chite. This ræoUberal tmnkl is buiW on outward oriented 
(teveloim^m, which is governed by nmrket forces. Tin.* osentil result of 
this type of development Is that tW economic and political class interests 
which are in the prwition to citntrol mat^ets (including labour nwirketsj are 
protected, witere possible, by the legal structures. Thus, we may say that 
our data support the theoretical position of the ivlative autonomy of 
legal structures.
The meaning of such relative autonomy, although complicated, is 
clear. In Chile, neoliberal j^licles have focused on agriculture and its 
potential as an expon industry to help integrate the economy into 
international nmrkets. As the economy can% to cm{dtasi/c the agrt>-esp<Mi 
industry, there was also an increasing use of temporary workers in 
this industry. The dictatorship's l.abour Plan was essential to the 
establishntent of a neoliberal devclopn%nt franwwork in Chile by creating 
in^^hntenis to o i^an i?^  agro-labour. This Plan was clearly supportive 
of industrial interests and provittes an example of the way in which labour 
rekikms cmt be "fkxed" to jmeserve capital's interests while simultaneously 
taking away much of laWur s prroteciion. It is the class origin of such 
legislation which allows the owf^rs of the a^>-industry to control the 
Temporeros, keeping tire latter positioned as a lucrative labour force. As a 
result, tlte exploitation of informal .«tecior workers such as tW Tempitrtros. 
are direcUy United to success of export-led inthistries in Chile and imny 
odteT Third Wcnid ctHwm'es,
The legal structures. amJ tte  m anipiW on ttese structures by class 
interests me noitetteless very inqwrwnt in mi an^ysis of tte  infornrnl 
sechsT. The bgahst rebool o f thougk allows fm a mme dynamic analysis
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U) be pursued. This analysis focuses on tte  prtAkms fwring woriœrs stKh 
as tte  Temptfreros, w ten ttey  attemfM to organize. Political economy 
plays a rok  in the developn^ot of tte  Wmur legislation and the overall 
structural franwwork of a country, in Chile itene is a strong relationship 
between the govemnwni and its legislation, tte  political parties, ami t te  
unions; this tripartite relationship has woriced to protect tte  c o ita l interests 
of t te  country, while umkrmining labour in t te  infomml sector. T te  
twoliterul persf^ iive , according to Valenzuela, maintains that unions 
obstruct (kvelopn%nt. that dtey raise labour co^s, generate conflicts and 
strikes, make t te  managen%nt of the companies difficult, place 
im^xdinwnis on tte  free and flexible functioning of tte  labour mm'kets, 
and make the intention to convert tte  organization of tte  work to iww 
technologies much more difficult. It is exactly these «tnditions which 
the owners of the agro-export industries want to avoid by using 
marginalized labour, such as the Temporeros, For this r^ so n , t te  
Temporeros are prevented from unionizing by t^hnicalities of t te  Wxmr 
k^xlation which are currently in force. Anmter isst^ which wæ ra i^ d  in 
Chapter III is with regard to tte  pm bkm  of having a protective lateur 
kgiskiion which corresponds to tte  enomxms IWxmr suf^ly fmiml in the 
informal sector. You may recall that this was particularly inyortant, 
according to Portes, consitering that t te  basis for much of Third World 
labour kgislation is from tte  ifuJustrial ccmntries, which tte n ^ lv e s  me nte 
fteed with t te  issues a ttw ted  to a w y  l a ^  tW dlled  M x w  force which 
is te i%  iiKwporaied into a i l l ib e r a l  imnkl of (kztmekcqxmwKnt,:**
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The discussion of boîh tk; siructunilist schtwl ami ihc k'palisi sctund 
within tlw context of our data on the T^mpim rm. indicates tlw condtincd 
rekvm%e of conceits from cmrb school. As a lesuli. the second hyptuhesis 
(pg. 4) is su^xtned by our case study, nuir^ly that a dynuntic syntN^sis of 
the two Khools o f thought is esi^ntia! to any theoretical explanation ot 
agricultural worker exploitation in Chile.
In terms of the unionization process in Chile, the agricultural 
workers and tlwir initial unions have k e n  subordinated to the economic 
and political needs and concerns of the formal capitalist seciiv; any ctrungc 
in the situation of the informal sector which might occur through 
oiganization of the workers in this sector will k  dirtlcuh. You will recall 
that t k t e  are many fixrtors which restrict t k  |x>ssihiljty for organization 
among infmmal sector wwkers. First, there is i k  kiem gcneous nature of 
t k  informal sector which creates distance among I k  workers and ikx s n«u 
easily allow for t k  discovery of common concerns and/or goals which 
could k in g  t k  workers together to organize ikm selves. According to 
VakKs, t k  TemporertKs differ from <mc a m n k r with regard to origin, 
age, family status, and work history; t k  Temporeros for example may k  
single, Ëmndoned by a husband, young single m oikrs. married or pan ot 
«Î exWmkd fanuly. T k y  range from 14 to M) years old, but many of t k  
older î«opîe in t k  communities started working w k n  tk y  were only 12 
years old. They also come from many d ifferent previous 
wwking bWtgmutWs.»^
Secondly, the fin%menlation of t k  productirm process keeps workers 
in isolation, in direct compeiition with each other, and in a position where 
they are not aware of the importance of their contribution to t k  ovm dl 
vakiesS., t m .
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prîîduction pnjccss, The ikgree îo which they work in isolation and in 
ctwnpciiiion with each otl^r is draimtic, and Is strongly neinforc^ by tt»  
managers and tl«  structure of tlw wotic. This makes tlw ^ssib ility  fw  
mganiration almost nonexistent l%cause the Ttmpor^ros do not fK l any 
sense of canwadehe or loyalty while at work and are tW efore ;%es«n%d 
from acquiring a vision of the benefits associated with coopetwive ^ tion .
I'inally. there is the issue of the l%rk of knowledge ajremg informal 
sector workers with regard to the labour legislation and/or legal 
regulations which affect their working conditions. In many situations the 
wttrkers either simply do not know their rights, or because of their 
vulnerable position choose not to question tte ir rights. This is a serious 
pntbleni with respect to the organizational potential of these workers 
hecauM.* it represents an obstacle which requires substantial educational 
efforts to overcome; the Temporeros do not have the resources availabte 
which would give item  access to tte«; types of educational oj^KHlunilies.
However, the formation of the Union of Temporeros in Santa M aia 
iW s imhcaie tte  pmential fw  imptovemeni in the situation facing workCTs 
in t te  informai secim through wganizmion. Although this Union is v e^  
young, it has m ate son* significant contributions bmh to t te  individuals 
involved and to tte  community. Most notably, tte  Union WM in the 
fHfsition to defend tte  Temporeros c o n tr e s  following t te  firings te e  to 
tte  cyanite scare. This was d im is s ^  in some teiail in Ch^Mer 111. The 
Union remains in the position where it can give support to those 
Temporeros holding a contrwrt who are being taken advmttage of in Ae 
workplace, txam ptes of this include: Temporeros who work more that 
tte  maximum 48 hours per week designated by t te  Labcnir Code. atW me 
ort properly ï»ld for t te  overtime hours, and t te  fenm k w a te r s  who m t
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abused by the m anagers/sup^nm w s. The ga*aieM pr%*bWn) a s i s  in ihe Im i 
tW  the majority o f Tempurrros sfo mM realize that tiw possibility exists to 
(bfem l their rights, not to nwntion the ftwt that tlwy jnx^hahiy dt» not esen  
know what their contract says; they may not even question the treatnteni 
itwy are receiving at w ork as being unsatisfactors W hen w orkers 
occasionally do come forward with a particular issue, the Union is serv 
often in a jKtsilion to provide tNî necessary Ire Ip to resol %e the issue. We 
witnessed this tlrsi hand at union nwetings during our Held rewareh
T he U nion a lso  represen ts a support netw ork w hich is vers 
important in the com m unity. This includes agitating for daycare facilities 
in the companies as well as tlw provision o f UhhI during the ex tended work 
days. The education program s supplied by tlw Union are paran^mni in 
increasing the possibility for improvement in the working conditions of iIr* 
Tempt>reros', the Union as an entity is able to provide many educational 
opportunities which would otitcrwise not he available to tlie workers
As n^m ioned  in CTiapter 111. the Tvmporvros have, in tlreory. the 
same labour rights as any worker, when a contract exists. IIk* workers 
genem lly do not know  their rights, w hich is also apparent from the 
interview s in Q i ^ i e r  111, The most h ^ ic u l and efficient way in which 
tl^ se  woriters could learn tlw ir rights, and therefore be in a position to 
tk fend  them, is through organizing, in other words by forming a union. 
Yet, tlw Temporews are im p e d e  at every step from such organization by 
the existing Wx>ur tegislatimt. TTie Temporrms in Santa Marfa, who have 
been in d% of otgm nzing for the last five years, make t te  issm  of
the T ^v a se e  of the kgW  structures very d ear. But the Union htA rem :ted 
t t e  po in t w te re  any fu i t te r  ach iev en ^n ts  will require changes in t te  
coum ry 's labour k g is la tio n . T his represents an am biguous situation
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because {hesc changes wilt only take place through increased union 
pressure, but such pressure will only be possible when unions of 
femporerox are able to i^gotiate collectively in practice and not just in 
theory At the present iin% this seems very unlikely as the p rc^ n t 
government is not In a position to completely change the existent 
( onstitution, or more specifically, in our case, the Latmur Ccnte, The 
govcrnnwntal bodies which institute this type of change are still teavily 
represented by appointees from the Pinochet Regime who suf^jort tl% 
current Constitution and its current class orientation. This Constitution 
largely rests on neoliWml ideology, in other words, an itkology which 
favours the protection of capital over labour at any cost.
The Union in Santa Marfa is extremely important in that it provi*tes 
an example of informal sector workers who have n m k  the effort to 
nuihili/e and organize themselves into a union. However. tiKre are a 
number of advantages and disadvantages for infomuil sector worker», such 
its iNr Trmpiffrros, wW manage to tn^anize. In the loginning. tl% Union 
in Santa Marfa had a very close relationship with an NGO (the House) 
which hiul been recently establisNrd in ilw area. The House set iirelf up in 
Santa Marfa specifically to work with the Temporeros, After the 
tornuition i*f the Union, tlte relationship between it and tte  House b e ^  to 
disintegrate, until it was finally severed tte  Union, T te  teeaktWwn of 
this relationship was largely based on t te  political and iteo lt^ ica l 
difTermes associated with tte  class differemres of t te  two inWtWiom and 
tte  individuals leading each institution. T te  House, being up of 
professionals, ultimately represented a different class-ba^d p h ik^st^y
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from thm of ttw Temporeros îf^m vlvcs: and yvi ilk* fornu't in^iMi'd ihai 
they knew what was besi for the workers.
The interviews indicate that the fundank'ntal piohlcm was with the 
level of mistrust which is inherent between the two classes Hu*
Temporeros, or working class, did not Wiieve the protessionals at the
House were either aware of the problems which surrottmk’d icin|HH.ns 
work and the workers, nor were they really interested in resolving ilk'se 
IH-oblems. Rather, the Temporeros saw that the House. b> spi'aking in tite 
name of tl% Temporeros. was able to gain esiernal linanctal supfxm lor 
the NGO which the Temporeros themselves never acquired loi 
tte ir purposes. In this way the professionals, or middle cl.iss. were .ible to 
use the Temporeros as a vehicle for the developurcnt ol the NtK> In tire 
beginning the Temporeros saw the necessity of having a relationship with 
the NGO because they aiv isolated by the system and diil not have the 
conttKts needed to enhance their cause. In the end the level ot mistnisi w.is 
great enough that tte  Temporert^s clM>se to nsk separation from this 
esiablishn%nl. In this situation it was the Unurn that gave tte- letnpon tt>s 
Ihe strength and supptrrt to defend themselves and to det itie what they
thought was best for tte ir own situation
T te Union also played a key role in bringing the wivkeis togciftet f*» 
realize that ttey  had common prrrblems and common ideas ot what would 
make tte ir working conditions better; this is a critical point given the 
difficult nature of uniting such a heterogeneous group to work toward a 
mutual goal. By organizing tte  workers the Union has also teen able to 
l iv id e  educmion and training, both of which have been crucial m helping 
to in^jrove tte  lives of tte workers. This education includes a focus on tte  
labour legislation and teaching the workers to defend their rights.
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Amnhef advantage stemming from the formation of the Union is the level 
ijf L-i»he\ion it brought to ilw community through such activities as the 
Christmas Party and tW I estival of the Temporerv.
The principal disad\ antagcs were discussed in Chapter ill. such as 
the risk to members of being "black listed", and the weakening of the 
(position of the Union because of its separation from il% House. Both of 
these disadvantages arc indicative of the fact that the Union represents a 
development path separate from those traditionally followed by tlK 
working class, which has almost always included some kind of attachment 
to middle class structures. The case of tire Union in Santa Mturia shows that 
there are many difficulties which can ariîÆ when informal workers attemjA 
to organize within the formal structural framework. This Union was only 
able to initially prosper by being attached to the NGO and its group of 
professionals, Hvenimdly the Union chose to work on its own and is 
presently attempting ii» function as an autonomous labour organization, but 
within the existing labour legislation. This last point is critical. The Union 
sticks closely to the regulations ot the labour legislation, and tl% rights they 
luxe as a union. As the legislation has allowed grmiual changes over the 
years, such as with the issue of collective negotiation, the Union has 
adapted its position and its actions accordingly. In this sense the Union is 
legitimate in every sense of the word, and therefore reprcf^nts a jrositive 
oulW k for the future of the Temporeros. If tl% Union, as an imfcpeiuknt 
entity, is able to maintain the supfKut it hm and t te  interest of the wwkere 
it could be very siKcessful in the fuüire.
Through consideration of the hypotheses and our data on t te  
Temporeros some conclusions nrny be ventured regarding the inforntel 
sechvr: Firstly, the informal sector should not be deflited purely with
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regard to tlw different activities aW imWviduak which make u f  this secttv 
Rather, the position of the workers in this secttw with respect to hthoiir 
legislation and regulators institutions is panmwunt in an analysis of iIk* 
informal sector. Secondly, this po rtion  plays a role in the ensuing 
relationship between the infonnal sector and the hmnal sector and the 
organizational potential of informal sector workers both in terms ol the 
State and the worker’s internal characteristics, Thirdly, the obstacles 
which informal sector workers face in the movenkmt toward organizing 
are first put. and then kept in place, by the instituiiomil legal structu ies  
which are themselves sfcsigned and reinforced by the poliiico-econoi.nc 
connection between the interests which govern national economic 
ttevelopment. The informal sector ttehaie has K*en largely divided along 
two sclmols of thought, tlw structuralist schtml and the legalist scluxd. Ihe 
discussion of the data in this thszsis has drawn on (mints of analysis Irom 
both schools. This suggests to us that because of the inherently 
heterogeneous and controversial nature of the informal sector and its 
relationship to the legal, economic, and political structures of the country, 
a tl^oreifcal synthesis of these two schools of thought is tire nu»si useful 
conceptual van ta^  point for understanding its role in developn%mt
Lastly, we raised the question in Chapter II of what the esact role of 
the informal sector was with regard to the overall economy, it was  
sug^sted  that it might t^rve as a buffer for those workers who cannot find 
employmem in the ftmital s^ctw, thm it may be growing at the expense of 
formal s^ io r , or that it may k  the swirce for keeping wages low as 
of ciæap gocnis and as a "reserve army" of labour. Of thctÆ 
three possibilities, the last one seems to explain most accurately the 
Temporeros. Chtr dma sWw that tW e  appears to be a great number of
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institutional forces at work to maintain the tempmwy character o f  the 
labour force in the fruit-export industry in Chile. The Temporeros. 
krcause of their vulnerability and hence their increasingly marginalized 
position, iffe not able to find work in the fwmal *ctor. This situation has 
become exaggerated as illustrated by the fact that the m ajonty of 
Temporeros who do work in the winter months, away from tlte fruit 
industry, do so in tnher informal sector jobs such as miisanal ^ tiv lties. 
thereby keeping these workers permawntly isolated. In this p^ttcular case 
it is difficult to envision the informal sector as growing in power at the 
expense of tlte formal sector. Rather, our research emphasizes the tW  
the formal sector firms have manipulated and legulated the system such 
that they are able to take advantage of the Temporeros as a labour fence 
for I Ik? beiKîfit of the capital accumulation pnocess.
Wc also raised the question in Chapter 11 of whether not the 
informal sector allows for capitalism to initiate social progress, or If it 
refiects capitalism's social and economic failure. Tltere is ito dtnibt that 
the existence and growth of the Temporeros as a labour force has been 
engim%red to promote the .success of Otile's agm-exp%Ml industry. Both 
the data and interviews in Chapter III strongly suggest this conclusion. 
However, this question is not a simple either/or question: although the 
Temporeros may reflect the informal sector’s |X}temial to Wnefit the 
pH^ogress of capitalist society, they are also indicative of the social and 
economic costs associated with capitalism. TTte social costs have been 
outlined and discussed in Chapwer 111, particularly in d% interviews in 
which the Temporeros discuss dteir own lives, TTte Temporeros tto pay a 
fjfice for their j**s. not only while titey are at work, but also iMivitWally 
ami wHh regmd to the family. The wiUkat strites which w oe  (SscusMd in
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Chapter III are an example of a possible economic failure of capitalism 
æMXiated with tlw infonnal sector. Becau! .̂* informal sector workers are 
mai^inalized by a system which encourages their exploitation, ilwy ha\e mi 
n%ans to pitMect themj^lves. In the ca% of the Temptyrvros. the result is 
wildcat strikes, which ultimately jcc^ardixe the well being of ilur ow iwrs as 
much as lîœ workers. This shows tiK expkisive natuiv of the relationship 
between die form al-i^ taJisi sector ami tlw infonmhlaNiur Mrcior, ;uul the 
fact that the exploitation of the latter to allow for tlK mlvaiuvnK*ni of the 
fom%r is (kngemus. unpredictable, and unstable.
This lemls to the further qi^stion of what the possibility or ;uivaniagi‘ 
wtHild be in making informal sector curtivities naliomtlly accountable, i.e. in 
terms of the GNP, white at the same titw  mrcommoduiing infiirmal M.*ctor 
{^itid|mnls. This level of economic accountability might include the 
payn%nt of taxes ami the strict regulation of wages, and would bring the 
Temporeros to the level at which tteir legal accountability was also more 
visible, meaning their inclusion in tte  labour legislation would he 
mandatory. T te  Union in Santa Maria is a perfect example of infonnal 
æctor workers trying to make this hapj^n. Their vision is not only fi»r 
themselves and for tte ir  community, but also for tte  Tempon ros on a 
national scale. T te ir Union is fundanKmtally interested in justice in tte  
wor^ilace, mainly thm owners and employers should have to honour tte  
con tt^ ts  ami tte  basic legal regulations governing every worker in Chik. 
By making such wtivrties œ countabk, such basic rights of tte  w orker 
would be ntere easily monitored and enforeW.
Hmvever, ttere  renmins t te  question of the effect ite i making such 
Ktivtties nationally accmmtËtle wcmid have on tte  econormc growth of the 
œ uotry, and t te  l e l a ^  question of w W  the infomuil sector’s potential
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wmitd be as an engine of growth. It Is diffimU m s p e c u la  mi dils Wue 
when discussing a la k u r  forœ such as *1% Temporeros. This labour fo r^  
has clearly teen [»sitioi^d by tte  system in tte  manner which appems to 
be tte  most economically W vantag^us in terms of the nation^ economy. 
T te  only question then Is w te tter m  iKit tte  social and {rohtical æ iv an ^ es  
in making this labour force accountable in this manmr would outweigh 
current economic advantages on society as a whote. T te  i»oliteral 
positkm bolds that increasing economic growth ba%d on exports is tte  best 
way for all workers to experience t te  benefits of development. The 
omdiiions surrounding the lives of tte  Temporeros ttemselves illustrate 
Ihe fact that this position is false. The Union in Santa Marfa represents tte  
belief that by making this labour force accountable, society would be nrnre 
itemtKTaiic. which in tte  long run would be tm re stable and socially just.
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CHAPTER V
The many iK)Î!cieti the dilTenem Chitean gm vmn^ntx during iîh‘ 
period covered in this ttesis haw profoumily affected tte  agriculturat/raml 
«rclor, aiW have largely contributed to the advent of the t i ’mpofvros as a 
labour force. T te  conclusions arising from the discussion of the 
hypothecs in C haper IV emphasize tte  fact that governmental ptdicies 
determine the institutional framework, which in term teicm iincs the 
position of wm ters such as tte  Tcmponro.s, or in a more gewral sense, 
tte  inften^l sector workers. T te final theoretical perspective arising from 
tte  discussion In Chapter IV is one that agrees with the legalist school in 
that the legal structures are paramount to an analysis of the informal 
sector, at the san% time this perspective recognizes that tte  legal structures 
have only relative autonomy because they are influenced by tte  pditical 
economy underlying tte  country's developnwnt strategy; a recognition 
which therefore ^knowledges tte  structuralist schtwl s central mgument
The overall conclusions from t te  discussion, which are crucial t(> 
teep in mind for policy recomnsndatiuns. are as follows: ( 11 esamination 
of the position of tte  workers in this sectiw with resprcl to the labour 
legislation and regulatm^ institutions is essential in an analysis of tte  
infbnW  s^ tm i (2) this position plays a role in tte  relationship between 
t te  Infonnal %ctor and t te  formal sector and t te  organizational prientiai 
of informal sector workers both in terms of the State and internal 
d m r^ W sd c s; (3) t te  o te t^ le s  which informal sector workers face in t te  
o^vem ent towaid organizing are first put, and dien kept in place, by tte  
iim itudm al l e ^  stntctures which are themselves tesigired and reinfmx;^ 
by t te  politico-economic conirection between interests which govern
m
mttiofui! economic t^veîopment. o b m ck s have been d^scuss^ with 
respect to ÜK transiüoTMl pnreess f^ in g  lîw Temporeros in ü »  a c t io n  of 
their Union, indicating the more salient obstacles we observed in 
this protsss.
Sint^ 1991 the Alywin Government has introduced a limited number 
of |K>licics which acknowledge the Temporeros^ given the obvious 
ex|M>ireniial growth of this labour force. In 1991 the Labour Cotk was 
minlified to allow for collective bargaining by interenterpri^ unions. In 
1993 policies were implemented regarding the contracts o f the 
Tempttreros. The new dcrrtocratic govemnreni has not macte any (kamatic 
policy anrendnœnts of the kind m ale by Frci and Pinochet, either ïx>sitive 
or iHîgative. T te  i%w govemn^nt elected in 1 ^ ,  that of Eduarck) Frei Jr. 
is expected to nmke changes, although it is still not in a pmition to nmke 
itself completely independent of the policies o f the former Pinochet 
regime. T tese vastly different policies of tte  different governments mtd 
tte ir determinate effects on the agricultural sector indicate t te  ultimate 
power wielded by the political economic forces enforced through 
legal structures.
The IniereiUerprise Union of Tempmary and termmrent Workers of 
Santa Maria, which forms the basis of our c a ^  study, is tmly o t»  o f nmny 
current unions of te n ^ m ry  workers, altteugh it is a very imjKutam one 
hecau!^ it was t te  first such union in Chile, If policy were im p le n » n ^  
which allowed for fess r e s t r i c t  c o l le tv e  negotW on fcff Temporeros' 
unions, tten  t te  num ter of unions wcmld na>st likely grow to more 
<u:curately represent t te  size of this labour fence. Such umons could 
ultimately com pris  over 500,000 Chilem  workers, a nundrer which is 
proW)ly gmng to contimre grenving given tte  politico-ecMHmic stiwttire
of Chile's expon oriented economy. TTw Union in Santa Maria is 
{ninci|mi!y focused on tW fight fw  justice in tW workplace. Because tïK*sc 
wofters aie isolated from the legal economic, and political structures tlwy 
are to jhmto e w m  an invisible labour fotw . To move forward, they must 
be sp«rifically named in tte  Labour Code, ttereby designating them as 
wcMtem w te  are entitled to tte  san% basic rights ^  all Chilean workers. 
This speciric inclusion would also help to increase awareness of t te  
conditions facing these workers. This is a development policy 
recommendation which could be applicable to many informal 
^ c to f  workers.
To date, the Union has primarily addressed the legal siruciures 
because it is in this way that it envisions the possibility for change. On 
occasion, the Union has effectively used tte  language of tte  lidnm r Cote 
to p u ^  for the resolution of problems; and tte  Union hiu* clmsen tte  legal 
structures as t te  vehicle for tte ir tevelopnwni tecau*; this is the level on 
which tte  nûddk and upper class owners and managers operate socially, 
economically, and politically. The l^ tem r Cote is devised by tte  latter 
group, and iterefore tte  Temporeros must tty to communicate on this 
tevel if they hope to te  hemd Again, infomuti seciw workers in general 
w te  want to pressure for policy dutnges will do so in this manner if ttey 
are to stand any chants o f im proven^nl within tte  current political 
eccmonuc structure.
This ttesis has ax%t%d thtu policy change to the tegai structures, 
while lej^esentiQg tte critical avenue fw in )̂roven%nt in tte situation 
fKing tte T e m p o r e r o s ^  is not the tmly direction for change which is 
^)^sm y. Tte legal structures are grewly te^rmit%d by tte ccomtmic 
imerests as%ci#«! with tKtdibeal devekqmtent str^gy and tte ptditical
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representatives which in turn support the economic interests through the 
implementation of {Kïlicies in tireir favmtr. TTte Temporeros, or infomm! 
sector workers in gerteraK encounter an extremely difficult path with 
respect to ^sjiential for poHcy changes on this structural level. Economic 
fxilicy is design^  to protect tlte ccrxiomic interests whidi (kiite growth, 
not the interests of those workers who are explmted f^ecisely to augntent 
this growth. It is for this reason that irolicy recomntendattofis and 
revisions concerning the informal sector must first be matte to tire legal 
structure, which represents a m «u convenient arena in which all co m ren ^  
parties can temporarily itegotiate.
It is also important to take into account the idea that with the 
appropriate policy changes to the legal structures, the Temporeros and 
their unions would he able to gain further supprurt of rmiional institutions 
and/or organizations. For example, in Chile the UOC and CUT would 
unquestionably like to assist tW Temporeros. but tltey are also blockW 
from doing so to any significant degree by the restrictions set out in ilte 
labour legislation. This would also apply to international union 
(Organizations which might readily suppcMi such unions of Temporeros if 
surit unktns are "fmmalized". Tlte nwst efficient way of nteking these 
concerns and gmds tq^arent. is through collective itegotlation.
Tlw specific case of the Union in in Santa Marfa, is only a small part 
of a much larger picture. The number of temporary w orters in tl*  
agricultural sectw in Chile is substantial. As a m u lt, tWs l^Kmr for% 
cannot 1% ignored indefinitely ami the government ntest ttevlse policies 
directed toward tlte eduonion and trmnit^ of titese wmirers tm a tW onal 
scate. Titese prr^rams, such ss there in Santa Maria, could focus mi 
training the Temporeros for alternative employment in the off-season.
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This would be worthwhile for the country by assuring that this 
laWur force could 1% pn^hictive year-round. One of the tem;t% of tlw 
neoliberal (feveloprr^nt model is that market orientated strategies are 
ultinmtely the best way to guarantee that the benefits of deveU ^ient itre 
experieiKed by all g r t ^ s  of peqjie. The case of the Temptirt'rm in th ite  
has disproved this notion. There is a need for specific fiscal policies to 
direct financial support to this sector, which would allow for the 
impnoven%nt in the educational and tniining facilities available to this 
labour force, a ^ n  on a national scale
Pcrlmps tl% im st valuable lesson arising from this study is reWed to 
the way in which developn^ni operates within the internaJitmal contest, 
and not solely and luîcessarily on the national level of the independent 
countries. The past and present relationship between the Union in Santa 
Marfa ami the Hou!«. indicates the way in which the individuals for wltont 
the development and aid and support is directed, very often are not the 
recipients. Tl%se individuals are frequently exploited by dtmtesiic NdOs 
and/or international development agencies, in «nder to facilitate the 
establishment of relationships between the latter, in the nana; of tlu.* 
fOTmer. Once ttese reW onships are created, e.g. tte  relationship tetween 
the Houre and the Norwegians in our case study, very little attention is 
given to tte  d ev e lo p n ^ t i ^ d s  of t te  individuals of t te  lower, working 
ctess, in our c a »  tte  Temporeros.
in O tq te r  ill, Rosa Diaz, a lifelong Temporera woWers if pethiqw 
dKie Is a chante t te t  son» country or organization will t e  Ip item  ftte  
Temporeros and dteir Union) nrove forward. This type of te lp  must go 
directly to t te  individuals ttem selves, not via o tte r  bureaucratic and 
class pWessionW or^mzmions, who u h in ^ ly  tmist answer
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JO their own needs and requfiements. h is these ^ofessim ai m^mizmdom 
which dctemiit^ tW ikveiopn^nt {mih; dwy do \hc consultations, ctesign 
the projects, m d  make ail li*  contacts with n^ionai and^r international 
(tevelopmem agencies. Ti% only way in which tkvelopmem can really talœ 
piao: is if ti%se organizations are willing to work directly with tte  p eq jk  
involved, such as the Temportros and make tte ir  experiences t te  basis 
for support.
T te  Union in Santa Marfa is led by highly comjwtent individuals who 
have a very clear vision for the future of their Union, and for tte  
Temportros in general. If tte  previously n%ntioned lesson is to be 
translated into a policy recommendation, then there exists the 
overwtelming urgency for direct relationships tetween the individuals 
concerned at the base level, and those organizations and reseaichm  
interested in development. T te  Union in Santa Maria, by severing its ties 
with tte  House, makes this issue very obvious. They are hopeful of less 
conditional and more direct support for tte ir cause; but in t te  meantime 
they would prefer nothing to a form of support which exploits them or 
termimls that ttey sacrifice their goals and dreams.
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